
ABSTRACT

LIANG, JUNKAI. Addressing Challenges of Uncertainty and Non-convexity toward Future
Power Systems with High Renewable Penetration. (Under the direction of Wenyuan Tang).

Driven by the societal goals of zero carbon emission and 100% renewable future, the world

has witnessed a rapid growth of variable generation, such as solar photovoltaic and wind power.

The output of variable generation changes with time and is not known with perfect accuracy,

which stimulates tremendous research on the renewable energy integration. The variability and

uncertainty introduced by variable generation can impose new challenges on the power system

planning, operation, and economics. For example, supply-demand balancing and maintaining

voltage limits becomes more difficult. When it comes to the long-term planning, planners are

facing more significant uncertainties. The increase in uncertainty poses new challenges for the

implementation of state-of-the-art algorithms. On the other hand, the increased renewable pen-

etration makes the non-convexity in the power system problems non-trivial. In this dissertation,

we study some methods from the perspective of energy data analytics, optimization, and control

that can potentially improve the renewable energy integration.

To ensure the efficient and reliable operation of electric grid, an accurate and general short-

term forecasting algorithm with interpretability is desired. Theoretically speaking, if accurate

predictions of variable generation are available, the uncertainties will be eliminated. Further-

more, driven by the complexity of the related decision-making task which calls for the forecast

uncertainty, the main interest of forecasting turns from point to probabilistic or scenario fore-

casting. From the perspective of decision making and risk assessment, the optimal solution is

directly linked to a set of uncertain realizations instead of the expectation of the future out-

come. Therefore, it is desirable to make probabilistic or scenario forecasting. In Chapter 2, we

leverage the recent advances in deep learning architectures and propose four models to enhance

the accuracy of short-term forecasting in power systems.

Gas-fired units are widely used nowadays not only for the generation but also for the oper-

ating reserves because of the low natural gas price, fast start-up flexibility, and fast ramp rates.

The gas and power systems become deeply coupled. In this regard, the uncertainties and con-

straints in the gas network may have a huge impact on the power system planning, operation,

and economics. Hence, it is worth investigating the operation and planning of an integrated

energy system. In chapter 3, we focus on two specific problems of integrated energy systems.

The two problems investigate the long-term planning and short-term scheduling.

In Chapter 4, we focus on energy trading. We study trading strategies under two types of

trading markets. First, an energy hub, which is considered as a unit where multiple energy

carriers can be converted, conditioned, and stored, is trading between different energy sectors.

Second, we propose a continuous double auction mechanism and study the peer-to-peer trading

of electricity. Establishing local and distribution-level electricity markets provides an effective



solution to managing large amounts of small-scale distributed energy resources.

Besides the peer-to-peer trading, we develop a new business model to manage customer-sited

solar in Chapter 5. The proposed business model assumes that the utility and the households

within a community cooperatively deploy solar and storage. The invested solar and storage

are shared by all the participants. The case studies shed light on the future customer-utility

relationship. Moreover, we observe that increased penetration of distributed energy resources,

especially solar at a community level, can provide additional resiliency and improve the re-

liability of the distribution system. With the adaptive system topology, dynamic microgrids

featured by different boundaries can be formed, in which distributed generation serves one or

more critical service facilities.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

The rapid penetration of distributed energy resources (DERs) characterized by high vari-

ability and uncertainty is bringing new challenges to power systems, from analytical and com-

putational perspectives. In this dissertation, we will study some methods that can potentially

improve the DER integration by relieving uncertainty and non-convexity brought by DERs.

First, we develop four models that generate effective probabilistic or trajectory forecasts. More

accurate forecasts with information of uncertainty can improve the short-term scheduling. Sec-

ond, we show that the risk introduced by DERs can be hedged by integrated energy systems

(IESs). Third, we examine two energy trading paradigms that help the DER integration. Fourth,

we propose a new business model wherein the utility and customers within a community op-

timally deploy the PV-storage in a cooperative manner. Finally, we observe that DERs can

improve the resiliency and reliability of the distribution system.

1.1 Forecasting Tasks in Power Systems

1.1.1 Spatio-Temporal Renewable Forecasting

Traditionally, the short-term prediction of a variable generation (VG) mainly relies on its

local information, and the corresponding methods do not address the potential of off-site infor-

mation on enhancing the accuracy. The reader can refer to [1] and references therein for more

on conventional forecasting approaches. In recent years, due to the availability of geographi-

cally distributed time-series data over a large number of sites, there exists a surge of interest

in improving the accuracy of the VG short-term forecasting using information from neigh-
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boring sites as features, i.e., spatio-temporal forecasting. Spatio-temporal forecasting models

are first developed for the forecasting of wind resources. For example, parametric models and

quantile regression are used to obtain parametric and non-parametric predictive densities, re-

spectively [2], in which geographically dispersed information is used. The dependency structure

of prediction errors for distant wind farms is characterized in [3]. Following the same spirits,

the spatio-temporal forecasting techniques are also used for the solar forecasting. For example,

linear models are developed for the forecasting of solar generation [4]. Similarly, a vector autore-

gressive with exogenous input model for the solar forecasting is presented to utilize neighboring

meteorological information [5].

In the context of spatio-temporal forecasting, the large amount of explanatory variables

increases the dimensionality dramatically, which requires the model to handle complex opti-

mization problems. Great efforts have been made to tackle the issue. A correlation-constrained

and sparsity-controlled vector autoregressive model is presented, in which the incorporation

of expert knowledge reduces the complexity of the underlying mixed integer nonlinear pro-

gramming problem [6]. Quantile regression is adopted in [7], where the exogenous variables

are selected by mutual information and LASSO. An autoregressive based compressive spatio-

temporal forecasting model exploits the sparsity of correlations between time series and predicts

the solar power [8]. Most of the aforementioned works are parametric models, which may be

ineffective in capturing the complex dynamics of renewable resources. Furthermore, the feature

selection process highly relies on the domain knowledge, and hence, the models are without

high generalization.

Another alternative is deep learning models. In deep learning structures, the input features

will be first mapped into data representations. Given the high capability, this process can be

regarded as feature selection. In this regard, a combination of long short-term memory (LSTM)

and graph convolutional network (GCN) is used for the short-term wind speed forecasting [9]. A

GCN coupled with autoencoder performs the spatio-temporal solar irradiance forecasting [10].

GCN is a spectral domain based model, and the selection of weighted adjacency matrix depends

on the expert knowledge as well as the target forecasting task. A group of bidirectional LSTMs

and stacked dilated convolutional LSTMs predict the spatio-temporal distribution locational

marginal prices and wind generation in [11, 12], respectively. However, a common issue of deep

learning models is the lack of interpretability.

To tackle the issue, we propose an attention temporal convolutional network (ATCN). The

main contributions are given as follows [13]: 1) A spatio-temporal forecasting architecture is

proposed for the ultra-short-term forecasting of renewable resources, which shows state-of-

the-art performance; 2) Spatial and temporal information is extracted by dilated convolution

networks, which allows us to process all the time steps simultaneously. In addition, the model

introduces attention mechanisms to improve the interpretability; 3) The model does not require

any expert knowledge or feature selection. Therefore, it can be used for different kinds of

renewable resources forecasting tasks.
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1.1.2 Spatio-Temporal Net-Load Forecasting

Earlier research on the short-term load forecasting also ignores information from other zones.

The reader can refer to [14] and references therein for traditional load forecasting methods. Al-

though works of load forecasting can be applied to net-load forecasting tasks directly, their

performance may be deteriorated. Unlike the actual load, which is highly correlated with ex-

ogenous variables, the volatile nature of solar generation poses a challenge in terms of increased

net-load variability [15]. Moreover, characteristics such as average daily shapes and hourly

ramp events of net loads will change dramatically, compared with those of the actual load [16].

Amongst literature that studies net-load forecasting, Bayesian LSTM is used in [17] to capture

epistemic and aleatoric uncertainties. In [18], the net load is decomposed into three parts: PV

output, actual load, and residuals. The overall forecast is then obtained by the convolution of

individual forecasts of each part. The decomposition is based on expert knowledge. In [19], the

information of some locations is assumed to be visible, and dimensionality reduction is used to

select useful information from those sites. Based on what is preserved by the dimensionality

reduction, some base learners are used to forecast the net load of the entire system. Moreover,

complex-valued neural network is adopted for very short-term load forecasting on systems with

a high PV penetration in [20].

Net loads in different zones are geographically distributed time series, and hence, information

from neighboring zones may improve the forecast accuracy as well. It is worth investigating the

potential of using neighboring information on improving the accuracy of net-load forecasting.

Limited literature to date studies this problem. An artificial neural network model and a graph

dictionary learning architecture for spatio-temporal net-load forecasting are proposed in [21] and

[22], respectively. However, two models are designed for point forecasting and require historical

solar generation data.

In this dissertation, a new probability distribution learning model, named graph transformer

network (GTrans), is developed for the probabilistic net-load forecasting with behind-the-meter

solar penetration. The GTrans is built on three state-of-the-art architectures: a graph attention

network (GAT), variational autoencoders (VAEs), and transformers. The main contributions of

this model are given as follows [23]: 1) The model is based on attention mechanisms that can

improve the interpretability of the model. The model is able to generate quantiles, prediction

intervals, and scenarios; 2) A GAT is designed to extract spatial information from neighbor-

ing zones. It allows feature selection for a complete graph, which is more appropriate for the

net-load forecasting task in consideration; 3) Transformers are adopted to address temporal

correlations, which ensure long-range persistence. It would be useful for forecasting tasks with

long forecasting horizon and high time resolution.

1.1.3 Scenario Generation

In some cases, the operator only has access to its own information. For example, loads

within a microgrid are served by a single wind farm. Furthermore, the effectiveness of stochas-
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tic formulations will highly depend on the selection of uncertainty representations. From the

perspective of decision making and risk assessment, probabilistic forecasts such as probabilistic

intervals, quantiles, or sample paths, fit the stochastic formulation better. We focus on predict-

ing sample paths, and the process of generating scenarios is referred to as scenario generation

(or scenario forecasting). The generated scenarios can be regarded as a discrete approximation

of the underlying distribution.

Traditionally, scenario generation for such cases follows a two-step approach: 1) Obtaining

the probabilistic distribution of wind speed or forecast error; 2) Sampling the scenarios from

the statistical distribution, where Monte Carlo simulation is the prevailing method. When the

number of samples is large enough, the propagated uncertainties tend to be the ground truth. In

regard to the first step, parametric models are widely used to fit the data. An empirical cumula-

tive distribution function is used to characterize the forecast error [24]. Gaussian distributions,

beta distributions, and bootstrap methods are applied in [25], [26], and [27], respectively. To

capture the temporal correlation, several time dependent models have been proposed. Multi-

ple univariate autoregressive moving average processes are adopted to transform the correlated

noise into statistically dependent wind speeds [28]. Generalized dynamic factor model [29] is

used to derive the correlated movements of multiple time series of load and wind power scenar-

ios. However, the statistical assumptions may not be applicable to all kinds of wind farms. In

fact, it would be difficult to capture the complex temporal dynamics of wind speed using the

first few statistical moments.

To tackle the issue, nonparametric (or ensemble) models have been extensively studied.

Sparse Bayesian learning, kernel density estimation, and their combination are examined in

[30]. Bayesian learning, as a distribution-free approach, provides good adaptive ability and

robustness. Kernel density estimation gives a smoother ensemble forecasting. Combination of

kernel density estimation and regular vine copulas is also used to capture the spatial correlations

among wind farms [31]. Fuzzy inference is used to ensure the robustness of intra-day operations

in microgrids by selecting fuzzy prediction intervals [32]. A nonparametric time series model

called infinite Markov switching autoregressive process is introduced to quantify the forecasting

uncertainty [33].

In spite of the aforementioned recent advances, there are two main issues in scenario gen-

eration for microgrid day-ahead scheduling: 1) Nonparametric, supervised models may capture

complex dynamics among the look-ahead times, but require sufficient prior knowledge to select

the input features and are difficult to tune and implement; 2) Most of the previous methods are

for the main grid and use information at multiple sites within a region to improve the accuracy.

However, it can be difficult to obtain such information for microgrids as small-scale centralized

grids. The adaptability of those methods to a single time series process has not been carefully

examined. Moreover, the economic values of generated scenarios in power system analysis are

rarely evaluated.

In this work, we adapt the sequence generative adversarial network (SeqGAN) [34] for
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scenario generation in the day-ahead scheduling problem of microgrids. We utilize the long

short-term memory (LSTM) architecture to fulfill the task of time-series sequence generation.

To guide the learning of the LSTM units, we adopt generative adversarial network (GAN)

coupled with reinforcement learning. The GAN sets up a minimax two-player game between a

discriminative net D and a generative net G, where D learns to distinguish whether a given

data instance is real or not, and G learns to confuse D by generating high quality data. We

consider the sequence generation procedure as a stochastic sequential decision making process.

The generative model G is regarded as an agent of reinforcement learning, with the state

to be the previous wind generation and the action to be the wind generation in the current

time slot. Our main contributions include the following [35]: 1) The SeqGAN integrates the

concepts of LSTM, GAN, and reinforcement learning. This method is distribution-free, and

can generate both intervals with confidence and sample paths; 2) The rewards returned by the

discriminative model are used to guide the learning process. To incorporate the time-dependent

physical constraints in power systems, we consider the overall reward as well as the fitness in

each time slot, which is more reliable for the intra-hour operation in the next day; 3) In contrast

to the previous supervised methods, SeqGAN does not need the selection of features. Moreover,

it is not prone to overfitting or misidentification of patterns. Hence, the generated scenarios can

explore the overall variability of VGs.

1.1.4 Scenario Reduction

Scenarios already exist in some circumstances. For example, historical forecast errors coupled

with point forecasts can be regarded as scenarios. Most of the scenario generation methods

cannot control the number of generated scenarios with guaranteed performance. Only when the

number of samples is large enough, the propagated uncertainties tend to be the ground truth.

Most of the day-ahead decision-making processes, such as unit commitment, are formulated as

mixed integer programming problems. Due to the presence of integer variables, the problems are

proven to be NP-hard and intractable on a large scale. Dimensionality reduction techniques,

known as scenario reduction, are needed to reduce the number of scenarios. In general, the

essence of scenario reduction lies in finding a new scenario set with fewer number of scenarios

that can keep the solution close to that generated by the original scenario set. However, two

questions remain open for scenario reduction, i.e., how to perform scenario reduction, and how

to tell which scenario reduction method provides scenarios with the best quality for a given

problem.

Traditionally, scenario reduction is implemented by minimizing a probability distance func-

tion between two scenario sets. On the basis of Fortet-Mourier probability metric, the concept

of scenario reduction is first introduced in [36], where forward selection and backward reduction

methods are included. Motivated by that work, some heuristics, the combination of forward and

backward methods, and many variants using Fortet-Mourier metric are presented in [37, 38]

and the references therein. However, such probability metric based methods are designed for
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multi-stage scenario trees, i.e., planning problems. A time series in day-ahead scheduling cannot

be simply regarded as such a multi-dimensional vector due to high heterogeneity of time series.

On the other hand, there are many time-dependent constraints in optimization problems for

power systems, such as the minimum down time. It is crucial to preserve irregular patterns and

time correlations in the original scenario set.

To tackle the issue, scenario reduction techniques for short-term time series have been exten-

sively studied. The idea is to define a new similarity measure that captures the characteristics of

time series, and then reduces the dimensionality by solving an optimization problem. A major

subset of similarity based methods includes the solution sensitivity in the measure. Solution

sensitivity indices of scenarios are computed by solving deterministic scheduling problems, and

scenarios are clustered into clusters via k-means in [39]. The error between the expected ob-

jective values obtained by the original and preserved scenario sets is minimized by solving a

probability mass transportation problem in [40]. The differences between the expected, best,

and worst performance of both scenario sets are considered in [41]. However, such methods

involve the optimal objective values of deterministic scheduling problems, which may be hard

to scale. The space and moment distances are minimized simultaneously by particle swarm op-

timization in [42]. Similarity matrices between time series are computed by a radial basis kernel

function and maximized by submodular optimization [43]. Probability metrics and correlations

between random variables are both considered in [44].

We observe that the scenario reduction problem is indeed a time-series clustering problem.

We adopt the concept “mixed autoencoders” in [45, 46], and propose a mixed autoencoder

based fuzzy clustering (MAFC) architecture. First, several deep autoencoders map time series

in consideration to latent representations. Using the representations, another deep neural net-

work (DNN) gives the degree of each time-series being in different patterns. Deep hypothesis

spaces in autoencoders provide high generalization capability and capture the complex tem-

poral dynamics. With membership functions, conventional methods of constructing centroids

in c-means are extended to fuzzy time-series clustering. The architecture simultaneously learns

feature representations and adjusts cluster assignments. The novelties are summarized as follows

[47]: 1) The MAFC leverages recent advances in deep learning and fuzzy logic on time-series

clustering tasks; 2) Time series are embedded into latent spaces, driven by which, cluster assign-

ment may implicitly consider the correlations between time steps; 3) Three different empirical

criteria are designed to evaluate the quality of renewable energy scenario reduction techniques

for stochastic day-ahead scheduling.

1.2 Uncertainty and Non-convexity in Integrated Energy Sys-

tems

Over the last several decades, the world has witnessed a dramatic increase in penetration

of renewable energy, especially wind and solar energy, and installation of gas fired generators.
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It is reported that most of the new generation capacity will be renewable and nature gas in the

United States due to the low fuel price and supportive policies, according to the U.S. Energy

Information Administration (EIA) [48]. Driven by an increasing share of natural gas generation,

power and natural gas systems are deeply interdependent. The operational constraints and

uncertainties in the gas network have a huge impact on the power system operation, planning,

and economics.

When it comes to the long-term planning, planners are facing more significant uncertainties,

such as the gas price and the annual increase in load. The coupling of the aforementioned

energy systems complicates the planning of an IES where the coupled operation of the entire

energy system should be taken into account. In addition, the increase in uncertainty poses new

challenges from the perspective of the implementation of state-of-the-art algorithms.

In literature, an extensive amount of models has been proposed for IES expansion co-

planning problems. A multistage stochastic programming model is presented to study the se-

quential investment decision with the uncertainties revealed gradually over time, where con-

straints in power and gas systems are both considered [49]. A two-stage chance-constrained

paradigm is proposed in [50], which highlights the role of natural gas storage in managing short

time uncertainties in developing long-term planning. A combined electricity and gas expansion

planning model with analysis of gas-price volatility is developed [51]. However, there are two

major issues in the existing models for the IES expansion planning. First, the existing models

overlook the potential contribution of an IES in some worldwide societal goals such as decar-

bonized economy and 100% renewable penetration. Second, those models exclude uncertainties

or limit the number of scenarios that represent the possible evolution of random variables. Un-

like the expansion planning for power systems where only the renewable generation and the

increase in electrical load are considered as uncertainties, the uncertainties in gas price and

gas load also play an important role in the co-expansion planning problem. Fewer scenarios in

consideration will decrease the performance of the investment decision.

To take environmental costs into account, we adopt cap-and-trade, which is a market based

program to constrain the emission of pollutants by imposing tariffs. According to the data

published by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) [52], the social cost

of carbon is not trivial since it increases the production cost by around $10/MW. Hence, the

planner should consider cap-and-trade market in the co-expansion planning and increase the

renewable utilization as much as possible. We observe that power-to-gas (P2G) is a solution to

the low carbon oriented expansion planning. P2G starts with converting electricity to hydrogen

through water electrolysis, and it can further react with carbon dioxide that is captured from

air to produce synthetic natural gas. Comprehensive environmental benefits of P2G are listed

in [53]. Due to the seasonal characteristic of renewable energy and load, P2G can absorb excess

renewable generation in peak seasons, which can be then supplied to meet natural gas loads

or stored to serve electric load in off seasons using gas fired generator. The feasibility of this

feature is evaluated in [54].
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To hedge the risk of uncertainties, we adopt the multistage stochastic programming tech-

nique. The stochastic programming method encapsulates all possible realizations and hence is

less conservative. Most importantly, investment decisions should be derived on a comprehen-

sive what-if-analysis where the optimal recourse decisions are considered for the minimum cost

adjustment to the disclosure of uncertainties [55]. Given this insight, a multistage stochastic

programming model where the planner can make “wait-and-see” decisions is the most appro-

priate one for the expansion planning. Multistage stochastic programming models are widely

adopted in the field of power system expansion planning or even IES expansion planning [49, 56].

However, as the number of stages, variables, and uncertainties increases, the problem becomes

computationally demanding and intractable due to the existence of integer variables. We use

branch-and-price algorithm, adopted from [57], to solve the multistage stochastic program. The

branch-and-price algorithm consists of Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition, column generation, and

branch-and-bound [58]. It is proven to be an efficient exact algorithm for multistage stochastic

mixed integer programming problems [59].

The main contributions of this work are given as follows [60]: 1) A comprehensive stochas-

tic IES co-planning framework that accommodates cap-and-trade market and P2G investment

options is presented; The case study shows that the enforcement of P2G can reduce the envi-

ronmental and operational costs in long term; 2) Branch-and-price algorithm is used to solve

the problem. The numerical results highlight the advantage of the algorithm; 3) To guarantee

that the scenarios in consideration can encapsulate the possible evolution of uncertainties, we

discuss the method for scenario generation and the selection of the number of scenarios.

Regarding the short-term operation of an IES, the high share of renewable energy requires

more flexibility to follow the unpredictable variations, both in loads and renewable energy

sources. In order to follow the realizations of uncertainties in real time, system operators use

operating reserves, which are usually scheduled through the unit commitment [61]. Nowadays,

gas-fired units are widely used not only for the generation but also for the operating reserves

because of the low natural gas price, their fast start-up flexibility, and fast ramp rates [62].

The operational constraints and uncertainties in the gas network have a huge impact on the

power system operation and economics. For example, when one pipeline suffers a contingency,

it will influence the generation of gas-fired units. With the goal of developing renewable energy

systems, the integration of power and gas systems becomes necessary to realize efficient and

secure operation of future renewable-based energy systems.

Again, the rapid development of P2G technology is promoting the integration of DERs.

Due to the intermittent nature of renewable energy, curtailment happens in systems with high

share of renewable energy. For example, this happens when solar power peaks during the day

in California, or at night when wind power is greatest in Midwest. While those curtailments

do not cause reliability issues, flexible balancing tools such as utility scale energy storage are

needed to increase renewable utilization. The combination of gas-fired units and P2G can act

as storage and serve as a potential solution to renewable curtailment. Moreover, by means of
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the rapid response of polymer electrolyte membrane electrolysis, P2G can also offer auxiliary

and regulatory power services of high value.

Reliability is an overriding concern for power systems. An N − 1 contingency criteria is

the most well-known security criteria in practice to guarantee that the system survives when

any single component suffers a contingency. There is a widespread study about contingency-

constrained unit commitment (CCUC) for power systems with high renewable penetration.

A common approach used to study CCUC is robust optimization [63, 64]. However, robust

optimization raises concerns of over-conservatism. Another important direction of the researches

on CCUC incorporates the probability of contingencies such as [65]. However, the computational

efficiency is not guaranteed. Moreover, the exact probability distribution of contingencies is

difficult to obtain. To alleviate the computational burden, methods considering post-contingency

analysis are used as the current practice to manage transmission contingencies. For example,

[66] proposes an N − 1 security constrained formulation based on the line outage distribution

factors. Unfortunately, a report from NERC indicates that as the reliance on natural gas to meet

electric generation requirements increases, additional measures and risks must be considered

to better understand the implications of the complex interdependency between the natural gas

system and the power system [67]. Limited literature to date studies the impacts of natural gas

facility disruptions on the power systems.

In this dissertation, the uncertainty in DERs and contingencies are modeled by interval

numbers, and we present an interval based CCUC model for an IES with high penetration of

renewable energy. Unlike the scenario based methods where each scenario is associated with

its probability, interval numbers assume a vague uncertain set, which is easier to obtain. The

model also considers the contribution of P2G in achieving high share of renewable energy. The

main contributions of the work are given as follows [68]: 1) An interval based CCUC problem

for IESs with high renewable penetration is presented, and contingencies in both transmission

lines and pipelines are considered; 2) Risk preference of the decision maker is considered via

preference ordering of interval numbers in the objective values; 3) We examine that the P2G

can reduce renewable curtailment as well as offer auxiliary services.

1.3 Energy Trading

A key element in the vision of future energy networks is the so-called energy hub. An energy

hub is considered as a unit where multiple energy carriers can be converted, conditioned, and

stored. It represents an interface between different energy infrastructures and loads. The flexible

combination of different energy carriers using the conversion and storage technology offers a

powerful approach for various system improvements. Due to the deep coupling between the

power and gas systems, we consider an energy hub acting as retailers in both electricity and

gas markets. Optimizing the trading decisions for energy hubs aims to obtain the optimal

involvement in electricity and other energy markets, and to maximize the expected profit.
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Allowing trading between different energy sectors via energy hubs, excess power produced by a

VG can be sold to energy hubs, and the operator can buy electricity from energy hubs when the

realization of a VG is lower than it is expected. A few studies have discussed the operation of

energy hubs. A bilevel stochastic programming model of the decision making of an energy hub

manager is presented in [69]. The planning of energy hubs systems considering the uncertainty

has been discussed in [70]. However, the role of P2G is not analyzed in the two works.

On the above premises, we construct a dynamic programming framework to study the

trading decision making problem faced by the manager of energy hubs equipped with P2G who

seeks to optimally operate the energy hubs and trade electricity as well as natural gas in the

wholesale markets. The proposed trading strategy helps the managers of energy hubs to optimize

their trading decisions and assists them to optimally determine the energy conversion between

electricity and natural gas as well as the operation of the storage. The main contributions of

the proposed trading strategy are given as follows [71]: 1) We study the optimal operation of

a profit-maximizing energy hub equipped with the energy conversion and the energy storage

through a dynamic programming formulation; 2) We establish a two-threshold policy for the

optimal operation of the energy conversion devices; 3) We show that the expected net benefit

is a concave function of the state of charge of storage, which leads to a stationary policy for the

operation of the energy storage.

The current power distribution system is undergoing a transition from centralized markets

to decentralized markets. Increased choice and information in transactive energy will give the

prosumers greater personal utility by changing their energy use patterns. Increased use of DERs

will achieve larger societal environmental goals. That being said, the National Institute of

Standards and Technology indicates that the markets of transactive energy must be developed

in a way that ensures transparency, choice, privacy, and ease of use to the consumers [72].

The requirements can be met by the blockchain technology, and the feasibility of applying

blockchain based platform to peer-to-peer energy trading has been demonstrated in a pilot

project in Brooklyn [73].

Over the past few years, there has been a significant interest in the economic mechanisms

for transactive energy such as [74, 75]. Including drawbacks mentioned in [76], we believe that

there are three gaps: 1) Each prosumer does not have complete information because the pro-

sumers are typically selfish profit maximizers; 2) There exists no negotiation in the bidding

process; 3) The price is cleared in spot markets. Some works address the gaps. For example,

reinforcement learning is used to estimate private information [77], and an iteration based algo-

rithm partly captures the negotiation process [76]. However, a spot market, which the current

wholesale market belongs to, implies a high degree of synchronization between the prosumers

without negotiating mutually acceptable terms of business. These two factors discourage the

participation of prosumers. The discrete double auction is not suitable for a large-scale trading

market as well.

To fill the gaps, we adopt the framework of continuous double auction (CDA). In a CDA,
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the prosumers can submit bids or asks sequentially, and transactions occur upon the detection

of compatible bids. The prosumers can utilize the existing information in the order book and

adjust their strategies accordingly, which is essentially a negotiation process. This allows auction

participants to learn about others’ preferences. Even with a small number of traders who have

imperfect information on supply and demand, the CDA consistently produces very efficient allo-

cations [78]. In addition, CDA based allocation mechanisms eliminate the need for a centralized

control and suit the decentralized nature of transactive energy [79], which enables the trading

on a large scale. The main contributions of the developed peer-to-peer trading mechanism are

given as follows [80]: 1) We propose an economic mechanism based on CDA in detail, which

provides an open and democratic architecture that facilitates the prosumers’ participation; 2)

The proposed mechanism implicitly allocates the loss of implementing each transaction to the

buyer and seller; 3) We derive an efficient trading strategy based on the dynamic programming

formulation for the proposed mechanism.

1.4 Sustainable Community and Critical Service Restoration

The desire for a green, efficient, and sustainable energy supply paves the way for the rapid

growth of solar energy in the world. Customer-sited solar photovoltaic systems portend a po-

tentially disruptive change in the customer-utility relationship. We observe that a zero-energy

community (ZEC) is a good solution to the PV development planning in a deregulated environ-

ment. A ZEC, which offsets all of its energy use from renewables available within the community

environment, reduces the transmission line losses, is more independent and self-sufficient, and

has more controls over energy decisions. Already many utility companies are making strides to-

ward helping ZECs become a reality. For example, Texas, California, and Minnesota have been

at the forefront of renewable energy advocacy, and their municipal utilities have played a key

role in supporting it via net metering. However, the increasing penetration of customer-owned

PV has intensified the concerns over utility revenues and the recovery of grid infrastructure

cost.

Given the prevalence of net metering for U.S. residential PV system owners, there is an

extensive discussion on customer economics. It is shown in [81, 82] that this setting significantly

enhances the end users’ bill savings, even if the reverse power flow is penalized. Unfortunately,

utilities are mandated to offer net metering, but view these programs with hostility as they

influence the utility’s revenue and the equity of deployment subsidies. Evidence of the “action

plan” can be seen in states across the country [83], such as placing an annual cap, increasing

installation fee, or even abandoning the net metering policies. The conflict resolution inspires

a negotiation process for finding a win-win solution, including the installation of shared PV-

storage systems for risk hedging, and the allocation of surplus. Although there is a sharp increase

in the number of studies investigating the benefits of ZECs, such as [84, 85], most of them focus

on benefits in the short-term operation.
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Some works discuss the planning for microgrids, which may potentially be extended to the

ZEC planning problem. For example, a theoretical framework for the cooperative planning

in a system of interconnected microgrids is presented [86], in which self-interested behavior

of microgrids is considered. Such frameworks are not directly applicable to ZEC planning.

For example, as an important player in the process of ZEC planning, the load-serving entity

(LSE) is not included in clustered microgrid work. Another related research track is sharing

economy, wherein the customers within a ZEC and the LSE share the usage of storage. A

non-cooperative storage investment game is studied in which the consumers can trade their

unused storage capacity [87]. A similar transaction-based Stackelberg game is presented in

[88]. Regarding the cooperative framework, a coalitional game that focuses on the efficient

cost allocation is developed in [89]. However, the discussion on sharing frameworks, including

both PV and storage, is limited. Most importantly, uncertainties are not addressed in the above

works. ZEC planning is influenced by local geography and resources. Therefore, location-specific

data analytics is preferred.

We apply the Nash bargaining solution (NBS) to the cooperative planning problem for

a ZEC and leverage deep learning to generate multiple realistic scenario paths as well as to

factor in the meteorological and geographical aspects of the random parameters. The main

contributions are as follows [90]: 1) A new business framework is proposed, wherein the load

serving entity (LSE) and households within a community finish the planning phase of PV-

storage system in a cooperative manner; 2) NBS is employed to derive the optimal investment

strategies. Numerical results demonstrate that cooperation is beneficial for all the players and

may improve the integration of PV; 3) A convolutional neural network approach for point

forecasting coupled with sampling multivariate Gaussian distribution for obtaining forecasting

error sample paths is used for the scenario generation of the stochastic optimization problem

in consideration.

During grid outages, it is desirable for DERs to participate in effective and efficient critical

service restoration to enhance grid resiliency, especially when power support from the upstream

transmission system is not available. Dynamic microgrids with adaptive boundaries can be

formed, in which distributed generation serves critical service facilities. In this dissertation, we

will investigate such a critical service restoration problem for a single-phase distribution system.

Although there are remarkable ongoing efforts in grid resiliency enhancement using dynamic

microgrids and DERs, most of the works solve the underlying problems in a centralized manner.

For example, the problem can be formulated as a centralized mixed binary second-order cone

programming problem as in [91, 92] or a centralized mixed binary linear program as in [93, 94].

Centralized optimization may sacrifice the privacy of DER owners. Moreover, it requires that

the operator is able to solve a complicated problem promptly, which is not always the case under

emergencies. Mixed binary second-order cone programs on a large scale can be computationally

prohibitive, while linear models may not characterize the physical dynamics adequately.

In this regard, distributed optimization approaches are widely adopted to tackle problems in
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the distribution system. For example, alternating direction method of multiplier (ADMM) tech-

nique and dual decomposition are used for optimal power flow and voltage regulation problems

in distribution systems in [95, 96], respectively. However, binary variables representing on/off

statuses of switches may change the structure of problems in the works mentioned above. The

methods therein are not directly applicable to critical service restoration problems with dy-

namic microgrids. The problem in consideration needs a distributed optimization technique

that is compatible with binary variables. Some works formulate the critical service restoration

problem based on multi-agent systems, where the problem with binary variables can be solved

in a decentralized manner. Different zones are considered as different agents in [97], which re-

quires expert knowledge. Meanwhile, different devices such as DERs and switches are regarded

as different agents in [98], where the likelihood of the number of nodes to be restored is max-

imized. Convergence and optimality gaps are not discussed in most of the multi-agent system

based works. Distributed optimization techniques that have been applied to DC unit commit-

ment, such as analytical target cascading in [99] and auxiliary problem principle in [100], may

be extended to address the problem in consideration. The DC power flow model is generally not

appropriate for distribution systems, and hence, a more realistic power flow model is needed.

In this work, we investigate a distributed optimization based solution with guaranteed per-

formance. The main contributions of the proposed algorithm are given as follows [101]: 1) The

critical service restoration problem is formulated as a mixed integer second-order cone program.

A heuristic distributed optimization approach that is based on column generation is proposed

to enhance computational efficiency; 2) The heuristic method is shown to converge after fi-

nite iterations with a bounded optimality gap; 3) Numerical results highlight the necessity of

distributed optimization and effectiveness of the proposed approach.
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CHAPTER

2

DEEP LEANING FOR FORECASTING

TASKS IN POWER SYSTEMS

Forecasting is a long-lasting research area in power systems. Driven by the complexity of the

related decision making task which calls for the forecast uncertainty, today the main interest

of forecasting turns from point to probabilistic or scenario forecasting. From the perspective of

decision making and risk assessment, the optimal solution is directly linked to a set of uncertain

realizations instead of the expectation of the future outcome. In this regard, it is desirable to

make probabilistic and scenario forecasts. Nowadays, stochastic day-ahead scheduling has drawn

a tremendous amount of interests worldwide in tackling the uncertainty and accounting for risks.

As one of the most important streams in stochastic optimization, scenario based methods have

been widely adopted to deal with the decision-making process in the short-term operation. The

stochastic formulation helps decision makers hedge the risk of producing power with high cost

and avoid the infeasibility of the day-ahead decisions when applied to the intra-day operations.

The effectiveness of those methods will highly depend on the selection of uncertainty represen-

tation. In this regard, scenario generation (or trajectory forecasting) representing the future

evolution of renewable resources is as important as probabilistic forecasting which predicts the

values at quantiles. On the other hand, most of the day-ahead decision-making processes, such

as unit commitment, are formulated as mixed integer programming problems. Due to the pres-

ence of integer variables, the problems on a large scale are proven to be NP-hard and intractable.

It is a must to control the number of scenarios.

In this chapter, we first propose a deep learning (DL) model for renewable resources prob-

abilistic forecasting, in which the target renewable resources at different site are regarded as
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geographically distributed time series. Moreover, behind-the-meter (BTM) solar-plus-storage

that is normally invisible to system operators has deteriorated the accuracy of the legacy load

forecasting due to the volatile nature of solar generation. We then develop a model that can

explore spatio-temporal information and be used for net-load probabilistic forecasting. Further-

more, we consider a standalone renewable site where no off-site information is available, and

develop an efficient and effective algorithm for the scenario generation. Finally, we discuss how

to find a new scenario set with fewer number of scenarios that yet can keep the solution close

to that generated by the original scenario set, i.e., scenario reduction.

2.1 Attention Temporal Convolutional Network

Attention temporal convolutional network (ATCN) is proposed for the ultra-short-term

forecasting of renewable resources. The developed ATCN is a deterministic mapping. With

the use of Pinball loss function, the ATCN can obtain probabilistic forecasts as well. The

model is mainly built on convolutional neural network (CNNs), which are power tools for

feature extraction. Although CNN is more popular in processing spatial data, it has been

shown to be a good alternative for handling sequential data recently. For example, temporal

convolutional networks(TCNs) achieves state-of-the-art performance on action segmentation

[102]. Compared with variants of recurrent neural networks, TCN based structures allow us

to process all the time steps simultaneously. Moreover, it eliminates some common issues in

recurrent neural networks such as gradient exploding. To find an efficient data representation

of the extensive inputs, we utilize the idea in TCNs. Information at each site is considered

as channels in convolutional layers, and the dot production during the convolution encodes

spatial information. The parameters will be optimized by the training process, and therefore,

it gets rid of expert knowledge and feature selection. Moreover, dilated causal convolution,

which changes the spacing between kernel elements, allows us to extract information between

different time steps [103]. Dilated causal convolution has been shown to successfully capture

temporal dependencies in applications of probabilistic traffic and load forecasting [104]. We

construct stacked dilated convolutional networks (DCN), in which each layer has a different

dilation value, to capture the temporal relationship within the series. To ensure the original

features for each site are preserved, we use residual connections.

On the other hand, a target time series can be regarded as a convex combination of several

base time series. A convex combination is a linear combination of vectors where all coefficients

are non-negative and sum to 1. The geographically distributed time series of renewable resources

are expected to be spatially correlated, and some of their base sequences should show similar

trends. Therefore, we want to produce a set of time series, and the predictions at different sites

can be obtained by taking different convex combinations of series in the base set. To make the

selection of weights data-driven, we adopt the attention mechanism [105]. Attention mechanism

mimics cognitive attention, and it enhances important inputs and fades out trivial ones. The
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attention scores associated with every site sum to 1 and can represent the weights of convex

combination. In our case, the attention scores represent the contribution of each base sequence

to the target time series. We train several DCNs simultaneously for the base time series. The

weights of the convex combination for each site are determined by a dot-production attention

mechanism. In the attention mechanism, the attention scores (i.e., weights) depend on both

the original features and sequences in the base set. With the use of attention mechanisms, we

can understand how the predictions are derived from the base sequences, which improves the

interpretability.

2.1.1 Problem Statement

Let the number of sites of renewable resources we are interested in be N . Given a spatio-

temporal forecasting problem, we want to predict a set of vectors ŷ = {ŷ1, . . . , ŷT }, where T is

the forecasting horizon determined by the specific task in consideration. Let T = {1, . . . , T}, we

have ŷt ∈ RN , ∀t ∈ T . We have a series of fully observed time-series signals ȳ = {y−T ′ , . . . ,y−1}.
In practice, we have all the historical observations. However, we adopt a fixed look-back window

size T ′, and assume that there is no useful information before the window. For simplicity, we

set T ′ = T . Therefore, ȳ ∈ RN×T is considered as input features. For all the spatio-temporal

forecasting tasks of renewable resources, we always have a set of features shared by all the

sites, for example, date and hour. Let the shared features be Xs ∈ RFs×T . In some tasks,

the operator may have extra information for each site. Let the dimension of unique features

at each site in each step be Fu, we have another set of features Xu ∈ RNFu×T . Finally, the

features available consist of historical observations, shared features, and unique features. Denote

X = (ȳ,Xs,Xu) ∈ RF×T , where F = N + Fs + NFu. Let the set of vectors representing the

true realizations be y = {y1, . . . ,yT } ∈ RN×T . Regarding the point forecasting tasks, we want

to find a mapping RF×T → RN×T , which makes ŷ close to y. When it comes to the probabilistic

forecasting, we want to predict the values of some quantiles. Let the set of quantiles of interest

be {τq | ∀q ∈ {1, . . . , Q}}, where Q is the number of quantiles we want to forecast. We want to

find a mapping RF×T → RQN×T , which minimizes the quantile losses.

2.1.2 Model Specifications

Preliminaries of Dilated Convolutional Network

We consider each feature dimension as an input channel, and the dot production during

the convolution is expected to encode spatial information. For example, assume the input to a

vanilla convolutional layer is X. We have F input channels, and we apply a set of 1D filters

sliding across the time steps. In a convolution, a convolution filter slides over all the features

taking their dot product. The filter duration is the size of the filter, and let the filter duration

be ω, the filters for the convolutional layer are parameterized by a tensor W ∈ RFout×ω×F and
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the temporal convolutional layer on encoding spatial information.

a vector b ∈ RFout . The unnormalized output is given by

Hi,t = ReLU

(
bi +

ω∑
t′=1

Wi,t′ ·X·,t+ω−t′
)
, ∀t ∈ T , (2.1)

where i ∈ {1, . . . , Fout} and Hi is i-th row of H ∈ RFout×T . Zero padding, which extends the

sequence with zeros, is used to keep the length of the output the same with that of the input. An

illustration is shown in Fig. 2.1, in which each color represents a unique filter. Each cell encodes

all the spatial information for two time steps. The data in this example have two dimensions:

forecasting horizon and features at each time step. The kernel is sliding across the time steps.

The filter duration is set to 2. Each convolution encapsulates spatial information of two time

steps with lag one.

Such a convolutional layer is only able to look back at a history with size linear in the

depth of the network. When the time resolution is high, the forecasting horizon may be long.

For example, we need to make 60-step ahead forecasting when 1-hour ahead predictions with

1-minute resolution are required. Therefore, we employ dilated convolutions that enable an

exponentially large receptive field [103]. Formally, let the dilation be d, and the output of a

dilated convolution layer is given by

Hi,t = ReLU

(
bi +

ω∑
t′=1

Wi,t′ ·X·,t+d(ω−t′)

)
, (2.2)

where i ∈ {1, . . . , Fout} and t ∈ T . The value of dilation controls the spacing between kernel

elements. The temporal convolutional layer is equivalent to a dilated convolutional layer with

dilation 1. Moreover, to improve the convergence during training, we apply weight normalization

to the dilated convolutional layers in our experiments [106].
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Stacked Dilated Convolutional Networks

We employ stacked dilated convolutional layers with different dilation values to capture

temporal dependencies and make predictions for the base time series. Let the set of dilated

convolutional layers be l ∈ {1, . . . , L} and the corresponding dilation for layer l be d(l). The

filters for each layer l are parametrized by a set of tensors W (l) ∈ RF (l)×ω(l)×F (l−1)
and biases

b(l) ∈ RF (l)
. We set F (0) = F (L) = F and ω(l) = 2, ∀l. Let the normalized output of layer l be

H(l) ∈ RF (l)×T and H
(l)
i,t represent the element in the i-th row and the t-th column. Recall that

our input features are X, we have

H
(1)
i,t = ReLU

(
b
(1)
i +

ω∑
t′=1

W
(1)
i,t′ ·X·,t+d(1)(ω−t′)

)
,∀t, (2.3)

where i ∈ {1, . . . , F (1)}. For the remaining layers l ∈ {2, . . . , L}, we have

H
(l)
i,t = ReLU

(
b
(l)
i +

ω∑
t′=1

W
(l)
i,t′ ·H

(l−1)

·,t+d(l)(ω−t′)

)
, ∀t, (2.4)

where i ∈ {1, . . . , F (l)}. Since we set F (L) = F , the dimension of data representations H(L)

extracted by the DCN is the same with that of X. It allows us to perform residual connections.

Post the summation, the new representations are given by

h = H(L) +X. (2.5)

Residual connections address degradation problems in deep neural networks. We also want the

original features to be retained. In this way, we actually add some spatial and temporal signals

to the input features.

Finally, the output will be calculated by a fully connected feed forward network, which

consists of two linear transformations. The transformations are parametrized by two weight

matrices W1 ∈ RF×4F , W2 ∈ R4F×1 and a bias vector b1 ∈ R4F . The output of the feed

forward network is given by

Ŷ = ReLU
(
h> ·W1 + b1

)
·W2, (2.6)

where Ŷ ∈ RT×1. An illustration on how DCN extracts the temporal information is shown in

Fig. 2.2. The values of the dilation in each layer are set to 1, 2, 4, 8, and 10, respectively. Zero

padding is applied to keep the length of the output sequences identical. The receptive field of

the DCN is increased by controlling the spacing between kernel points. For example, the first

step in the second hidden layer incorporates the information of X1 to X4. However, in a TCN,

it will only receive information of X1 to X3. The number of layers in a DCN and the dilation

values are hyper-parameters. Our selection criteria is quite intuitive: the information extracted
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Figure 2.2: An example of the stacked dilated convolutional network.

for each step should include all the features available.

Dot-Product Attention and Point Forecasting

The DCN can be used to predict the individual time series of renewable resources directly.

However, it cannot leverage the fact that the sequences may be spatially correlated, and the

mapping cannot be adjusted. We train several DCNs to produce some base sequences. The

prediction of time series at each site is a convex combination of the sequences in the base set. The

weights of the convex combination should be self-adaptive and are determined by the current

input features and the sequences in the base set. It motivates us to apply attention mechanism.

Attention scores produced by the attention mechanism represent a weighted approximation of

the importance of each base sequence. The summation of attention scores associated with each

site is 1, which establishes the convex combination. Besides, the attention scores can be adjusted

by inputs, which makes it self-adaptive.

Let the set of DCNs be k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. We define the base sequence generated by k-th DCN

as Ŷ (k), and let Ŷ ∈ RT×K collect all the base sequences. We define two linear transformations

parametrized by matrices WR ∈ RF×N and WE ∈ RT×T . Post the transformation for X and

Ŷ , we obtain two new representations characterized by

R = X> ·WR, (2.7)

E = Ŷ > ·WE, (2.8)

where R ∈ RT×N and E ∈ RK×T . The final predictions are computed by

ŷ = softmax
(
R> ·E>

)
· Ŷ >, (2.9)

where the elements of softmax
(
R> ·E>

)
∈ RN×K are the attention scores, which serve as

weights of convex combinations. The n-th row characterizes the contribution of each base se-

quence to the predictions of site n. The complete ATCN model is shown in Fig. 2.3. K inde-

pendent DCNs are constructed and generate the base sequences. The base set and the input
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Figure 2.3: Architecture of the attention temporal convolutional network.

features are further used to determine the weights of the convex combinations via the attention

scheme. Finally, the predictions of each site can be obtained by taking the corresponding convex

combination. It is a deterministic mapping RF×T → RN×T , which can be used for the point

forecasting.

To guide the learning of parameters in the ATCN, we minimize the mean absolute error

between the true realizations and predictions. Let ‖·‖1 be the `1 norm. The loss function is

defined as

L = ‖ŷ − y‖1. (2.10)

Probabilistic Forecasting

Recall that the set of quantiles of interest is {τq,∀q}. When probabilistic forecasts are

desired, we want a mapping RF×T → RQN×T . Namely, we need to derive Q sets of point

predictions, among which each set corresponds to a quantile τq. We also use K DCNs to generate

the base sequences and obtain Ŷ . However, we train a multi-headed attention mechanism

here, in which each head predicts a corresponding quantile. Moreover, we transform the base

sequences into higher-level dimensions to obtain sufficient expressive power. Since the number

of quantiles we need is Q, we build a Q-headed attention mechanism. For each head q, we

define three linear transformations parametrized by matrices W
(q)
R ∈ RF×N , W

(q)
E ∈ RT×T ,

and W
(q)
V ∈ RT×T . Post the transformations, we have

R(q) = X> ·W (q)
R , ∀q ∈ {1, . . . , Q}, (2.11)

E(q) = Ŷ > ·W (q)
E , ∀q ∈ {1, . . . , Q}, (2.12)

V (q) = Ŷ > ·W (q)
V , ∀q ∈ {1, . . . , Q}, (2.13)

where R(q) ∈ RT×N and E(q), V (q) ∈ RK×T .

The values of each quantile τq are computed by

ŷ(q) = softmax
(
R(q)> ·E(q)>

)
· V (q), ∀q ∈ {1, . . . , Q}, (2.14)

where ŷ(q) ∈ RN×T . We want to minimize the quantile losses, and the loss function for the
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probabilistic forecasting is defined as

L =

Q∑
q=1

[
τq ReLU

(
y − ŷ(q)

)
+ (1− τq) ReLU

(
ŷ(q) − y

)]
, (2.15)

in which the quantile values of each site are assigned with equal importance. To ensure the

predicted quantiles are not crossing, we penalize the loss function if the value of a previous

quantile is large than the later ones. Therefore, we define another term to minimize, which is

given by

L′ =
Q−1∑
q=1

ReLU
(
ŷ(q) − ŷ(q+1)

)
. (2.16)

The rationale is that the loss will increase when quantile crossing happens. Let the penalty of

quantile crossing be ρ, the final loss function we are minimizing is L+ ρL′. In our experiment,

ρ is set to 1. It is worth mentioning that penalizing (2.16) cannot make the (q + 1)-th quantile

strictly greater than the q-th quantile. However, it can ensure that the (q + 1)-th quantile at

least equals to the q-th quantile with some tolerances.

2.1.3 Case Studies

The proposed ACTN model is evaluated on the data sets from National Renewable Energy

Laboratory (NREL). Two different renewable resources are tested: wind speed and solar gen-

eration. Our model is a mapping from the feature space to the space of the target sequences.

Therefore, it is general and can be used to forecast both renewable attributes (e.g., wind speed

or solar irradiance) and renewable generation (e.g., wind generation and solar generation). For

example, when wind generation is desired, the system operator can replace the labels of target

sequences with wind generation. We first describe the data used for training and testing, and

then compare the point and probabilistic predictions made by the ATCN with those produced

by the baselines.

For the point forecasting, we compare the ATCN with k-nearest neighbors based regression

(k-NN), decision tree based regression (DT), LSTM based autoencoder, GRU based autoen-

coder, and attention based graph neural network (AGNN) [107]. The baselines are able to make

multi-variate predictions. Regarding the probabilistic forecasting, we compare with quantile

regression (QR), conditional kernel density estimation (KDE), LSTM coupled with Pinball loss

based autoencoder, GRU coupled with Pinball loss based autoencoder, and AGNN. We also

test GCN [108] in which a complete graph with identical weights is considered. Its performance

is much worse, and hence, we do not select it as a baseline.

Data Description

The wind speed data are from the wind integration national data set toolkit [109], and the

solar generation data are from the solar integration data sets [110]. Time resolutions for both
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Figure 2.4: The locations of renewable sites used.

data sets are 5 minutes. The solar data set only provides the solar generation in 2006, and we

select 1-year data in 2012 from the wind data set. Therefore, we have 105,120 time steps in

total. The first 10 months are used for training, and the remaining two months are used for

testing. The quantities of energy resources at each site are normalized to [0, 1]. It is worth noting

that this normalization is important since the predictions of each site are computed based on

the same base sequences. For the point forecasting, we test 12-step, 24-step, and 48-step ahead

forecasting, i.e., 1-hour, 2-hour, 4-hour ahead forecasting. For the probabilistic forecasting, we

only consider 24-step ahead forecasting, in which decimals are of interest. Therefore, τ ’s are

from {0.1, . . . , 0.9}. We select 13 wind sites and 22 utility-scale solar farms located in North

Carolina, USA. The locations are shown in Fig. 2.4. Wind sites 5, 8 and solar site 18 are marked

out for the later analysis. For the solar forecasting, historical observations and time are used

as features, whereas historical observations, pressure, and time serve as features in the wind

forecasting task.

We first show how the attention mechanism works and why it can improve the interpretabil-

ity. For the wind speed forecasting task, we use the 2-hour ahead point forecasting as an example.

We consider 4 sequences in the base set, and hence, the number of DCNs is set to 4. The atten-

tion scores of two selected time windows, which represent the importance of each base sequence

to the predictions of each site, are shown in Fig. 2.5. We observe that all the sites pay more

attention to the second and third sequences on November 1, whereas the importance of base

sequences is more similar on December 1. It shows that the weights of convex combinations

are self-adaptive, and the weights are jointly determined by both the base sequences and input

features.

To give more insights, the corresponding base sequences and the predictions of wind sites 5

and 8 are shown in Fig. 2.6. We observe that the second and third base sequences (i.e., DCN

2 and DCN 3) are the dominant sequences. Their quantities are higher, and the predictions

of each site are mainly adjusted by changing the weights of those two sequences. For the first
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Figure 2.5: The attention scores for the 2-hour ahead point forecasting of wind speed. Two
time windows are shown.
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Figure 2.6: The 2-hour ahead point predictions and corresponding base sequences at wind sites
5 and 8 during two time windows.

and fourth base sequences, they are with similar magnitude but opposite signs. We interpret

those two sequences as error terms which make some small adjustments to the final predictions.

Moreover, we observe that the predictions of site 5 is larger than those of site 8, which coincides

with the fact that site 5 pays more attention to the dominant sequences as shown in Fig. 2.5.

It verifies that different weights are chosen for different sites to make the individual predictions

more accurate.
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Figure 2.7: The attention scores for the 2-hour ahead point forecasting of solar generation.
Two time windows are shown.

For the solar generation forecasting task, we also use the 2-hour ahead point forecasting

for illustrations. Since the number of sites in consideration increases, we use 11 DCNs in this

case. The attention scores of two time windows on November 1 are shown in Fig. 2.7. The

corresponding base sequences and the predictions of solar sites 18 are shown in Fig. 2.8. Again,

for different time windows of interest, the attention scores are self-adaptive. In the solar fore-

casting, we also observe dominant base sequences such as DCN 9 and DCN 10. Similarly, we

have error terms for small adjustments such as DCN 4. Solar generation highly depends on the

hour we are predicting. For example, we observe that the importance of DCN 9 and DCN 10 is

higher between 12:00-14:00 than that between 16:00-18:00, which leads to higher predictions in

the first two hours. On the other hand, the importance of DCN 9 and DCN 10 almost decreases

to 0 for the selected site in the second two hours. Instead, the contributions of DCN 1, 3, and 4

are raised. According to Fig. 2.8, those three sequences are much lower. The value of DCN 4 is

negative, which is actually decreasing the predictions. Since the attention scores are computed

by both the base sequences and the input features, the attention mechanism should capture

the change of predicting hours. Moreover, we discover that the order of the darkness of each

DCN is similar for all the sites in Figs. 2.5 and 2.7. It highlights that there some potential spa-

tial correlations between each geographically distributed time series. With the use of attention

mechanisms and taking the convex combination of base sequences, we can understand what is

happening in the layers that are close to the output layer. Therefore, the interpretability of the

model is improved.

Results on Point Forecasting

The mean absolute error (MAE) and the root mean square error (RMSE) are selected as

evaluation metrics. We do not use the mean absolute percentage error because some observa-
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Figure 2.8: The 2-hour ahead point predictions and corresponding base sequences at solar site
18 during two time windows.
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Figure 2.9: The forecast error of wind speed, in terms of the MAE and the RMSE.

tions are zero and the metric becomes inadequate. The forecast errors of wind speed and solar

generation for each site are shown in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10, respectively. The predictions produced

by the ATCN outperforms those predicted by baselines for all the sites, in terms of both the

MAE and the RMSE. The magnitudes of wind speeds at each site are close, and hence, the

errors are close. However, the capacities of solar plants are different, which leads to the differ-

ences in errors. For example, the maximum observation of site 5 is 8.7 MW and that of site 6 is

26.4 MW. Moreover, the errors are increasing with respect to the increase of forecasting hori-

zon. This is a common issue for the multi-step forecasting. The historical observations cannot

provide much information for the predictions of later steps. k-NN is taking the average of the

values of k nearest neighbors, which is different with other baselines. It could be the reason of

its poor performance.

From the perspective of system operators, they may be more interested in the accuracy of
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Figure 2.10: The forecast error of solar generation, in terms of the MAE and the RMSE.

predicting aggregated resources, i.e., the summation of individual sites. We report the accuracy

of the point predictions in m/s and MW for the aggregated resources in Table 2.1. The errors

are in m/s and MW, respectively. The performance of the ATCN is the best, and the ATCN is

also effective in predicting the aggregated resources. Moreover, we observe that forecast errors

of individual sites are offset. The summations of forecast errors are listed in Table 2.2. The

errors of aggregated predictions are smaller than the summation of the individual errors. For

example, the summation of the MAE and RMSE of the ATCN are 12.76 MW and 29.73 MW

in the 1-hour ahead solar forecasting. However, those of aggregated predictions are 7.73 MW

and 16.71 MW, respectively. Such offsets are more effective when the forecasting horizon is

shorter. The observation aligns with the rationale of hierarchical forecasting. The comparison

in Table 2.2 also shows the effectiveness of the ATCN.

Results on Probabilistic Forecasting

There are 17,568 test samples in the test set in total, and the performance of probabilistic

forecasts will be evaluated over all the test samples. Two measures are used to evaluate the

2-hour ahead probabilistic predictions generated by different methods: the Pinball and Winkler

scores [111]. The Pinball score provides a comprehensive evaluation for calibration, sharpness,

and reliability. For site n and step t, the prediction of the τ -th quantile is ŷτn,t, and the Pinball

score is calculated by

Pinball(ŷτn,t, yn,t, τ) = τ max(yn,t − ŷτn,t, 0) + (1− τ) max(ŷτn,t − yn,t, 0). (2.17)

We consider τ ∈ {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.8, 0.9} over the 17,568 time steps, and we evaluate the average

of all the sites. The new measure we used is given by

1

9 · 17568 ·N
∑
∀τ

17568∑
t=1

N∑
n=1

Pinball(ŷτn,t, yn,t, τ). (2.18)
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Table 2.1: Comparison of Aggregated Point Predictions for the Renewable Forecasting.

Task Criterion Horizon ATCN k-NN DT LSTM GRU AGNN

Wind (m/s)

MAE

1-hour 3.88 34.83 7.86 7.36 7.84 5.00

2-hour 6.38 33.45 11.56 13.15 14.22 9.08

4-hour 11.72 33.13 18.55 24.70 22.76 17.15

RMSE

1-hour 5.75 43.45 11.02 9.84 10.50 6.75

2-hour 9.16 41.19 15.90 16.89 18.02 12.09

4-hour 15.84 41.25 24.98 30.74 28.82 21.66

Solar (MW)

MAE

1-hour 7.73 17.33 10.18 11.81 12.28 10.01

2-hour 9.35 20.57 14.15 16.81 17.43 13.56

4-hour 14.08 25.39 18.50 23.18 21.25 22.04

RMSE

1-hour 16.71 32.53 21.50 21.61 21.43 20.97

2-hour 19.94 38.11 29.96 31.00 29.63 31.79

4-hour 31.22 47.01 38.36 41.80 36.87 49.38

The best scores are highlighted in bold.

Table 2.2: Comparison of Summation of Forecast Errors for the Renewable Forecasting.

Task Criterion Horizon ATCN k-NN DT LSTM GRU AGNN

Wind (m/s)

MAE

1-hour 6.67 37.20 14.60 11.53 12.00 11.94

2-hour 9.88 35.75 18.24 17.15 17.56 14.50

4-hour 15.29 35.54 24.02 27.68 25.52 20.51

RMSE

1-hour 9.87 46.58 20.15 15.51 16.00 15.97

2-hour 13.84 44.23 24.47 22.20 22.74 18.92

4-hour 20.48 44.26 31.97 34.68 32.38 26.48

Solar (MW)

MAE

1-hour 12.76 23.10 20.13 18.29 18.64 18.02

2-hour 14.64 25.52 23.86 23.06 23.97 22.14

4-hour 18.80 29.29 27.65 28.02 27.87 27.62

RMSE

1-hour 29.73 50.23 48.37 36.76 36.36 38.74

2-hour 33.59 54.05 55.50 47.05 44.98 49.54

4-hour 44.72 62.30 64.52 55.95 52.86 62.86

The scores of all the methods are shown in Fig. 2.11. Predictions made by the ATCN show

superiority for both tasks.

Quantile predictions can be used to form interval predictions, and the Winkler score is a

comprehensive metric that simultaneously measures the unconditional coverage and sharpness.

The scoring rule is intuitive: narrow prediction intervals are preferred, and it incurs a penalty
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Figure 2.11: The Pinball scores of wind speed and solar generation forecasting.

Table 2.3: Comparison of Winkler Scores for the Renewable Forecasting.

Task α ATCN KDE QR LSTM GRU AGNN

Wind (m/s)

0.1 3.97 10.06 5.48 6.06 5.75 5.03

0.2 2.94 7.82 4.13 4.50 4.40 3.76

0.3 2.35 6.41 3.33 3.67 3.65 3.19

Solar (WM)

0.1 3.61 14.27 9.38 3.87 3.91 5.69

0.2 2.68 10.18 6.36 3.52 3.70 3.87

0.3 1.77 6.42 3.90 2.04 2.40 2.49

if the observations are outside the intervals. We consider the classical case of the central (1-2α)

× 100% prediction interval, with lower and upper endpoints that are the predictive quantiles

at α and 1-α. Let the central interval be Cαn,t = [lα, uα]. The score is computed by

Winkler(Cαn,t, yn,t) = (uα − lα) +
1

α
min
c∈Cαn,t

(|yn,t − c|), (2.19)

Scores for α ∈ {10%, 20%, 30%} are tested. The scores are averaged, and the new metric is

given by

1

17568N

17568∑
t=1

N∑
n=1

Winkler(Cαn,t, yn,t). (2.20)

The Winkler scores in m/s and MW are listed in Table 2.3. The scores of the ATCN

outperform those of baselines, indicating that the intervals obtained by the ATCN are narrow
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while with a reasonable coverage. Sequence modeling techniques perform better than the QR

in the solar forecasting, since the solar data used show more complex temporal patterns.

2.2 Graph Transformer Network

As mentioned earlier, net loads in different zones are geographically distributed time series,

and hence, information from neighboring zones may improve the forecast accuracy. It is worth

investigating the potential of using neighboring information on improving the accuracy of net-

load forecasting. A new model, named graph transformer network (GTrans), is developed for

probabilistic day-ahead net-load forecasting with BTM Solar penetration. That being said,

unlike the assumption in the previous model, it is not necessary for net loads in different areas to

be spatially correlated. In this model, we want to extract useful off-site information and perform

forecasting for each area independently. Attention mechanism based models have shown state-

of-the-art performance in many fields such as natural language processing [112] and computer

vision [113]. The GTrans is built on three state-of-the-art architectures: a graph attention

network (GAT), variational autoencoders (VAEs), and transformers. GAT and transformers are

two attention based models that are developed for graph and sequence modeling, respectively.

Information from neighboring zones may improve the forecast accuracy. Without feature

selection, the improvement may be trivial, or the spatial information may even deteriorate the

accuracy. In the existing literature, the selection is based on expert knowledge or spectral-based

graph neural networks such as GCN. In this work, we adopt GAT from [114] to exploit useful

spatial information. The GAT is a space domain based model. Compared with spectral domain

based models, it does not require weights on each edge. For the forecasting problems in power

systems, each site can be regarded as a node in a graph, while the edge is not well defined. In the

existing works, the edges and their associated weights are defined based on expert knowledge.

The GAT allows us to consider a fully connected graph and useful information from neighboring

zones is extracted by attention scores. We first input the features of all the zones to the GAT,

and the GAT is expected to output useful information for each zone. With outputs of the GAT,

we build a transformer for each zone to make day-ahead predictions. Multi-headed attention

schemes in transformers enable each time step to attend over all the time steps in the input

sequence [105]. Traditionally, temporal correlations are mainly captured by variants of recurrent

neural networks, e.g., LSTM, which only allows the current step to attend hidden states passed

by the previous step. Moreover, LSTM mitigates the gradient vanishing problem but not the

exploding one.

To make the prediction probabilistic, we adopt the spirits in the VAE [115]. We assume that

the distribution of net load is conditioned on a latent space, which follows a random distribution.

The mapping from a sample in the latent space to the net-load prediction is deterministic, and

we obtain different predictions given different samples from the latent distribution. In the

inference phase, a sample from latent distribution will be concatenated with features of all the
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zones, and the concatenation will be inputted to the GAT and transformers. When the number

of samples is large, we construct a discrete approximation for the distribution of net load, and

hence, quantiles, intervals or scenarios can be obtained.

2.2.1 Problem Statement and Training Methodology

Consider a set of weather zones I = {1, . . . , I}, where I is the number of weather zones, and

a set of forecast zones J = {1, . . . , J} ⊆ I, where J is the number of forecast zones. We call

nodes in a graph as zones. It is worth mentioning that a zone can also be a residential house, an

aggregated node, a feeder, or a substation. Let T be the forecasting time horizon, which is 24

for the day-ahead forecasting in consideration, and denote T = {1, . . . , T}. Each weather zone

i ∈ I is associated with a set of unique features xu
i ∈ RT×Fu

, where F u is the number of unique

features in each time step, such as temperature and humidity. Let xu = {xu
i ,∀i ∈ I}. Moreover,

all the weather zones should have some shared features such as date and hour. We denote the

shared features by xs ∈ RT×F s
, where F s is the number of shared features in each time step.

For each forecast zone j ∈ J , we want to forecast the net load in the next day, which is denoted

by ŷj ∈ RT . Let ŷ = {ŷj , ∀j ∈ J }, and let y ∈ RJ×T be the measurements. In this work, we

assume that we only have measurements of the net load. For the point forecasting, we want to

find the mapping from xu and xs to ŷ, which makes ŷ close to y. Regarding the probabilistic

forecasting, we aim at creating a model P (ŷ|xu,xs), which maximizes the probability of the

ground truth.

In this work, we apply two training tricks: residual connections [116] and layer normalization

[117]. Residual connections are to connect the output of previous layers to the output of a new

layers. Let vectors r and R be the input and output of a hidden layer, respectively. In the

standard deep learning models, the input to the next hidden layer is R. However, if residual

connections are applied, the input to the next hidden layer is r + R. Residual connections

address degradation problems in deep neural networks. Layer normalization standardizes the

inputs to a layer across the features. It allows us to use much higher learning rates and be less

careful about initialization, and in some cases eliminates the need for dropout. Let ζr and σr

be the mean and standard deviation of r, the layer normalization is given by

Norm(r) = (r − ζr)/(σr + 10−5), (2.21)

where the math operation is performed element-wisely. We use ·‖· to represent the concatenation

operation throughout this section.

2.2.2 Model Specifications

Graph Attention Network

The input to the GAT is xu. It will produce a new set of features G ∈ RJ×T×F g
, which

is the input to transformers. To transform xu into higher-level dimensions to obtain sufficient
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expressive power, we apply a shared linear transformation, parametrized by a weight matrix,

W ∈ RFu×Fh
. Post the transformation for every zone, we obtain a set of embeddings h =

{hi,∀i ∈ I} as follows

hi = xu
i ·W , ∀i ∈ I, (2.22)

where hi ∈ RT×Fh
. Let hti be t-th row of hi, and the rest transformations are applied to every

time step. Regarding the forecasting task in consideration, the edges are not well defined. There-

fore, we allow every zone to attend all the zones, drop the structural information (i.e., consider

a complete graph), and use attention score ati,i′ to indicate the importance of information in

zone i′ ∈ I to zone i in time step t.

For a zone i ∈ I, the attention mechanism is designed to be a single-layer feed forward

neural network, which is parametrized by a unique weight vector wi ∈ R2Fh
. The attention

score ati,i′ , ∀t ∈ T produced by the attention mechanism is given by

ati,i′ =
exp

(
LeakyReLU

(
[hti‖hti′ ] ·wi

))∑
ī∈I exp

(
LeakyReLU

(
[hti‖htī] ·wi

)) (2.23)

where LeakyReLU function adds nonlinearity, and the coefficient of the LeakyReLU function is

set to 0.2. We have obtained the normalized attention scores for each zone, and they are used to

gather useful information from other zones. Specifically, a linear combination of all the features

for all the zones serves as the output for each zone, which is given by

Ht
i = ReLU

(∑
i′∈I

ati,i′ · hti′

)
,∀t ∈ T , (2.24)

where ReLU function applies nonlinearity, and multiplication is operated element-wisely. Fea-

ture representation given by (2.24) is generated by one attention mechanism. To explore more

combinations of features, we extend it to a multi-headed attention mechanism, i.e., employ

many attention mechanisms. Let the number of attention mechanisms applied in the GAT be

K. Each single head should execute the transformation defined by (2.24), and K different feature

representations are concatenated, which leads to the following new feature representations:

Ht
i =

∥∥∥K
k

ReLU

(∑
i′∈I

a
t(k)
i,i′ · h

t(k)
i′

)
,∀t ∈ T , (2.25)

where a
t(k)
i,i′ and h

t(k)
i′ are attention scores and embeddings in the k-th attention mechanism,

respectively. The dimension of Ht
i produced by K-headed attention mechanisms is K · F h.

Let Hi = {Ht
i ,∀t ∈ T } and H = {Hi,∀i ∈ I}. We define another 1-headed attention mech-

anism to indicate importance of new information for each zone. That is, we define a new weight

matrix with dimension K · F h × F g and a new set of weight vectors to redo (2.22), (2.23), and

(2.24). The input to the 1-headed attention mechanism is H. Let the new feature representa-
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Figure 2.12: An illustration of the multi-headed attention in the graph attention network.

tions produced by the 1-headed attention mechanism be g ∈ RI×T×F g
. Fig. 2.12 illustrates how

zone 1 explores useful information from itself and other zones. This is a 3-zone example with a

3-headed attention mechanism. Different colors denote independent attention mechanisms. The

input features are first processed by a 3-headed attention mechanism, and then the concatena-

tion is passed to a new 1-headed attention to obtain final feature representations. The output

of the GAT is considered as the input to transformers, denoted by G = {Norm(gj), ∀j ∈ J }.
We consider the GAT as a mapping G = G(xu), where G : RI×T×Fu → RJ×T×F g

.

Transformer

For each forecast zone j ∈ J , we need an independent transformer. For zone j, the input

to its associated transformer is Gj . Moreover, there is a set of shared features xs for all the

transformers. Most shared features are categorical ones, e.g., hour and month. Therefore, we

first perform embedding for xs. Moreover, we take a concatenation of Gj and embeddings,

resulting a new matrix of features ej ∈ RT×F e
. Note that F e is determined by F g and the size

of the embedding layers used. For notation convenience, we omit subscript j since the structures

of J transformers are identical.

Unlike recurrent neural networks, the transformer includes no recurrence. However, we are

making time series forecasting and want to make use of the order of the time steps. To do so, we

apply positional encoding for e, which injects some information about the relative or absolute

position of the time step in the time series. Consider a matrix of time signals PE ∈ RT×F e
,

which is specified by

PEt,fe =

sin
(
t/(20F e)(fe/F e)

)
, ∀t ∈ T , ∀f e ∈ {1, . . . , F e}, if f e is even,

cos
(
t/(20F e)(fe/F e)

)
, ∀t ∈ T , ∀f e ∈ {1, . . . , F e}, if f e is odd,

(2.26)

where each feature corresponds to a sinusoid. Combining the input and the positional encoding,
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Figure 2.13: An illustration of positional encoding.

we obtain a new set of representations E, which is given by

E = e+ PE. (2.27)

An illustration of positional encoding is given in Fig. 2.13. The input is a matrix of ones, and

4 dimensions of the resulting representations are shown in the figure. Positional encoding adds

time signals to the input. In our work, since we process all the time steps at the same time by

attention mechanisms, it is necessary to add information about the order of time steps.

Current representation E includes the information of positions. We use attention mecha-

nisms to indicate the importance between time steps. Unlike the GAT, in which attention scores

are calculated by a single-layer feed forward neural network, we adopt scaled dot-product atten-

tion from [105] to process the time series. Similarly, we apply a multi-headed attention scheme

to allow the model to jointly attend information produced by different heads. Let the num-

ber of heads be K ′, and we define three linear transformations for each head k′, parametrized

by matrices W
(k′)
q ∈ RF e×Fd

, W
(k′)
Y ∈ RF e×Fd

, and W
(k′)
V ∈ RF e×Fd

, respectively. Post the

transformations, the representations are given by

q(k′) =E ·W (k′)
q , ∀k′ ∈ {1, . . . ,K ′}, (2.28)

Y (k′) =E ·W (k′)
Y , ∀k′ ∈ {1, . . . ,K ′}, (2.29)

V (k′) =E ·W (k′)
V , ∀k′ ∈ {1, . . . ,K ′}, (2.30)

where q(k′),Y (k′), and V (k′) ∈ RT×Fd
. The attention matrix A(k′) ∈ RT×T for head k′ is given
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by

A(k′) = softmax

(
q(k′) · Y (k′)>
√
F d

)
,∀k′. (2.31)

The representations extracted by head k′ are then computed byA(k′) ·V (k′). The representations

produced by all the heads are concatenated and further processed by a single-layer feed forward

neural network, which is parametrized by WO ∈ RK′Fd×F e
. The calculation is given by

m′ =

(∥∥∥K′
k′
A(k′) · V (k′)

)
·WO, (2.32)

where m′ ∈ RT×F e
. Before we pass the representations generated by the multi-headed attention

mechanism to the next layer, we perform layer normalization and residual connections. The

representation m passed to the next layer is given by

m = Norm(m′) +E. (2.33)

After the multi-headed attention layer, the representations are inputted to a fully connected

feed forward network, which consists of two linear transformations. The linear transformations

are parametrized by two weight matrices W1 ∈ RF e×4F e
and W2 ∈ R4F e×F e

, respectively. The

output of the feed forward network is given by

M = Norm (ReLU (m ·W1) ·W2) +m. (2.34)

We consider a combination of a multi-headed attention layer and a fully connected feed forward

layer as a sublayer, and we use N stacked sublayers before making the predictions. For example,

the output of the fully connected feed forward layer in the first sublayer is the input to the

multi-headed attention layer in the second sublayer. N is set to 6. Finally, we use another linear

layer to map the output of the last sublayer to ŷ. The complete scheme of transformers is shown

in Fig. 2.14. The embeddings of shared features are concatenated with nodal features extracted

by the GAT. Moreover, they are passed to N stacked sublayers. A linear combination of the

output of the last sublayer is used to obtain predictions.

We consider each transformer as a mapping from Gj and xs to ŷj . Since GAT is a mapping

characterized by G = G(xu), the combination of GAT and transformers is regarded as a map-
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ping ŷ = T (xs,xu), where T : RI×T×Fu+T×F s → RJ×T . When point forecasts are desired, we

can use loss functions that minimize the distance between ŷ and y, e.g., mean absolute error.

Variational Autoencoders

When it comes to the probabilistic forecasting, we want to learn a mapping of distribu-

tion P (ŷ|xu,xs), which is close to the true distribution, i.e., to train a generative model. The

mapping T is deterministic, and we augment the model with conditional VAEs [118] to make

the mapping generative. Say, we have a vector of latent variables z ∈ RZ , which we can easily

sample out according to the probability density function P (z|xu,xs). For notation convenience,

we let x = (xu,xs). We consider a deterministic mapping fθ(z;x) parameterized by a set of

parameters θ. After the training, θ is fixed and z is random, then fθ(z;x) is expected to produce

random variables in the space of ŷ. We wish to optimize θ, and fθ(z;x) will be like y, with

samples from P (z|x). We want to maximize the probability of every generated sample ŷ by

P (ŷ|x) =

∫
P (ŷ|z;x)P (z|x)dz, (2.35)

where fθ is replaced by a distribution P (ŷ|z;x). To compute (2.35), we introduce a new function

Q(z|ŷ;x), which takes a value of ŷ and gives us a distribution over values of z’s that are likely

to produce ŷ. The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between Q(z|ŷ;x) and P (z|ŷ;x) is given

by

D
[
Q(z|ŷ;x), P (z|ŷ;x)

]
= Ez∼Q

[
logQ(z|ŷ;x)− logP (z|ŷ;x)

]
. (2.36)

By applying Bayes rule to P (z|ŷ;x), we obtain

D
[
Q(z|ŷ;x), P (z|ŷ;x)

]
= Ez∼Q

[
logQ(z|ŷ;x)− logP (ŷ|z;x)− logP (z|x)

]
+ logP (ŷ|x),

(2.37)

which leads to

logP (ŷ|x)−D
[
Q(z|ŷ;x), P (z|ŷ;x)

]
= Ez∼Q

[
logP (ŷ|z;x)

]
−D

[
Q(z|ŷ;x), P (z|x)

]
. (2.38)

The left hand side includes the term we want to maximize and an error term. We can maximize

logP (ŷ|x) while simultaneously minimizing D
[
Q(z|ŷ;x), P (z|ŷ;x)

]
. If the function Q(z|ŷ;x)

has high-capacity and can match P (z|ŷ;x), then the KL divergence is zero. We are optimizing

logP (ŷ|x). Therefore, we minimize the following term directly:

Ez∼Q
[
− logP (ŷ|z;x)

]
+D

[
Q(z|ŷ;x), P (z|x)

]
. (2.39)

The first and second terms in (2.39) are named reconstruction error and KL divergence distance,

respectively.

To make the computation tractable, we impose some specifications on Q(z|ŷ;x) and P (z|x).

We assume Q(z|ŷ;x) = N (z|µ(ŷ,x),Σ(ŷ,x)) where µ and Σ are two deterministic functions
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that can be learned from data, and P (z|x) = N (0, I), where I is an identity matrix with

dimension |I|. µ and Σ are replaced by two deep neural networks. Now, the KL divergence

distance can be computed in closed form by

D
[
N (z|µ(ŷ,x),Σ(ŷ,x)),N (0, I)

]
=

1

2

(
tr
(
Σ(ŷ,x)

)
+µ(ŷ,x)>µ(ŷ,x)−|I|− log det

(
Σ(ŷ,x)

))
.

(2.40)

Regarding the reconstruction loss, it also depends on the parameters of Q, which cannot be han-

dled during backpropagation [118]. we adopt the reparameterization trick in [115], which moves

the sampling to an input layer. Given µ(ŷ,x) and Σ(ŷ,x), we can sample N (µ(ŷ,x),Σ(ŷ,x))

by sampling ε ∼ N (0, I), and then computing z = µ(ŷ,x)+Σ1/2(ŷ,x) ·ε. Moreover, we consider

an unbiased estimator for the reconstruction loss using S samples as the following:

Ez∼Q
[
− logP (ŷ|z;x)

]
=

1

S

S∑
s=1

(
− logP (ŷ|z(s) = µ(ŷ,x) + Σ1/2(ŷ,x) · ε(s);x)

)
, (2.41)

where ε(s) is s-th sample from N (0, I).

Probabilistic Forecasting

For each weather zone i ∈ I, we assign it two neural networks to obtain µi(yi,xi) and

Σi(yi,xi). Note that predictions are replaced by true values during training, and if historical

observations yi are not available for some i ∈ I \ J , we only consider µi(xi) and Σi(xi).

Following the reparameterization trick, we obtain a vector of latent variables zi for each zone.

Let z = {zi, ∀i ∈ I} ∈ RI×T×Z . We concatenate z with xu, and use the concatenation as the

input of GAT. Recall that GAT and transformers can be regarded as a mapping ŷ = T (xs,xu).

Now, we have a new mapping ŷ = GT (xs,xu, z). During the inference phase, we want to

generate new samples, we simply input values of z from I Gaussian distributions into GT. The

complete GTrans model is shown in Fig. 2.15. In the training, features and true measurements

are used to obtain latent variables in VAEs. Using latent variables and unique features, the

GAT outputs representations with neighboring information extracted, which is further inputted

to J transformers to make predictions. During the testing, latent variables are sampled from

Gaussian distributions.

We can calculate KL divergence distance using (2.40). However, we also need to calculate

the reconstruction loss. In a standard VAE structure, P (ŷ|z;x) is assumed to be an isotropic

Gaussian, and the negative log probability of it is proportional to the squared Euclidean distance

between y and ŷ, i.e., loss function is mean squared error. For any given loss function, we can

assume that it is proportional to the negative log probability of a distribution after dropping

constants and an error term. It allows us to define our own loss function. Without loss of

generality, we assume two predictions ŷ
(s1)
j and ŷ

(s2)
j generated by GT follow ŷ

(s1)
j ≤ ŷ(s2)

j and

1 ≤ s1 ≤ s2 ≤ S, which can be achieved by sorting the samples in the experiments. Let ‖·‖1 be
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Figure 2.15: Architecture of the graph transformer network.

the `1 norm. The loss function representing the reconstruction loss is given by

Lj =
S∑
s=1

[ s
S

ReLU(yj − ŷ(s)
j ) + (1− s

S
) ReLU(ŷ

(s)
j − yj)

]
+
βj
S

S∑
s=1

‖yj − ŷ(s)
j ‖1

− βj
2S2

S∑
s=1

S∑
s′=1

‖ŷ(s)
j − ŷ

(s′)
j ‖1, ∀j ∈ J , (2.42)

where βj is adjusted every epoch and depends on the magnitudes of the three terms. The first

term reduces the quantile loss whereas the last two improve accuracy and diversity. Let the KL

divergence distance for zone j be LD
j . We minimize LD

j +Lj . The model can be built to forecast

each zone independently or to forecast all the zones simultaneously. If the latter case is chosen,

losses for all the zones should be summed up. The parameters are then updated by Adam.

2.2.3 Case Studies

In this section, the proposed GTrans model is evaluated on the Open Power System Data

(OPSD) data set [119]. For the point forecasting, we compare GTrans with DT, support vector

regression (SVR), LSTM, GRU, GCN, and AGNN. Regarding the probabilistic forecasting,

baselines include quantile regression (QR), support vector machine based quantile regression

(SVQR), LSTM, GRU, GCN, and AGNN. Except QR, which predicts values of quantiles, we

predict the probability of intervals for the remaining baselines. We do not use DT as a baseline

for the probabilistic forecasting because it always predicts an interval with probability 1.

Data Description

We use data from 3 zones from 2015 to 2019 for verification. Each zone is associated with

hourly weather data. Besides the weather data, net loads in the previous day and week are also

used as features. Although we have both net load and visible solar data in hourly resolution,

we reconstruct the net load, i.e., current net load minus visible solar generation. The net load
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in each zone is scaled to that of a typical distribution feeder, and we assume the net load of

a feeder has identical heterogeneity. Data in the first 4 years and in the last year are used for

training and testing, respectively.

Results on Point Forecasting

Three measures are used to evaluate the point predictions generated by different methods:

the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), the mean absolute error (MAE), and the temporal

autocorrelation loss (Corr). For a 24-hour time series, we can calculate the autocorrelation for

the t-hour lag, where t ∈ {0, . . . , 23}. Given the mapping AR : R24 → R24, the Corr is calculated

by

Corr =
1

365

365∑
d=1

‖AR(yd)−AR(ŷd)‖1, (2.43)

where 365 is the number of days in the testing set, and yd and ŷd are observations and pre-

dictions on the d-th day. The comparison between different methods, in terms of 3 criteria, is

listed in Table 2.4. GCN is trained on a complete graph where edges are with identical weights.

The performance of GCN is worse than that of AGNN, which shows that spectral-based graph

neural networks are not appropriate for forecasting tasks in power systems, without the design

of edges and weights. The GTrans outperforms all the other baselines, in terms of three mea-

sures. Aggregated net load is the summation of all the 3 zones. The MAPE and the MAE of

the aggregated net load are lower than the average of those of different zones, which follows the

intuition behind hierarchical forecasting. We observe that a better performance on the MAPE

and the MAE is not always associated with a better Corr, e.g., measures of DT and LSTM.

However, predictions made by the GTrans give high accuracy while following the pattern of the

time series.

Illustration of Attention Mechanisms

To illustrate how the attention mechanism works, we show two examples of attention scores

in Fig. 2.16 and Fig. 2.17. Fig. 2.16 illustrates the attention scores of Zone 3 in the GAT,

at three selected hours. There are 8 heads, and each cell indicates the importance of zone

information to Zone 3. Intuitively, Zone 3 pays more attention to its own features for all the

times. Recall that different heads represent different combinations of features. The focus will

be changed at different hours. For example, Zone 3 extracts information in head 7 from Zone

2 at 18:00 while extracts nothing at 12:00. Fig. 2.17 describes the attention scores of Zone 3 in

the transformer. There are 4 heads, and each cell indicates the importance of information at

different time steps to the time step in consideration. Each head tends to focus on a specific

time window. For example, head 4 addresses the features in the morning. Residual connections

make the self-information always be maintained, and therefore, reduce self-attention.
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Table 2.4: Comparison of Point Predictions for the Net-Load Forecasting.

Zone Criterion GTrans SVR DT LSTM GRU GCN AGNN

Zone 1

MAPE 3.34 10.37 4.86 6.03 5.49 7.88 6.03

MAE (kW) 124.95 380.99 184.94 234.43 209.28 290.02 221.27

Corr 0.1249 0.2801 0.1575 0.1546 0.1466 0.1767 0.1606

Zone 2

MAPE 2.92 9.04 4.39 5.28 4.42 6.86 6.91

MAE (kW) 120.14 364.14 180.62 217.28 180.23 284.08 293.77

Corr 0.0741 0.3296 0.1416 0.1221 0.1021 0.1543 0.1243

Zone 3

MAPE 4.46 12.15 5.25 5.87 6.15 22.89 15.03

MAE (kW) 173.58 448.40 197.25 225.90 236.93 947.23 602.43

Corr 0.1197 0.3409 0.1637 0.1572 0.1698 0.2861 0.3500

Aggregated
MAPE 2.35 9.36 3.35 5.19 3.82 8.27 6.65

MAE (kW) 275.89 1065.0 392.15 616.19 440.59 1022.5 803.48

The best scores are highlighted in bold.
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Figure 2.16: Attention scores of Zone 3 in the graph attention network.

Results on Probabilistic Forecasting

We then show the probabilistic net-load predictions produced by the GTrans for two days

in Fig. 2.18. Two central prediction intervals are given. We notice that the installation of BTM

solar is larger in Zone 1 and Zone 3, compared to that of Zone 2, since we observe valleys for

Zone 1 and Zone 3 at noon in June. That could be the reason why the accuracy of Zone 2 is

better in Table 2.4. Most of the realizations are within the 95% prediction interval, and the

time series patterns are followed.

Again, we adopt the Pinball and Winkler scores to evaluate probabilistic forecasting. We
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Figure 2.17: Attention scores of Zone 3 in the first sublayer of the transformer.
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Figure 2.18: Probabilistic net-load forecasting results on a summer day and a winter day.

rewrite the equations since we report scores for each zone and the number of days in the testing

set has changed.

For the τ -th quantile of the prediction ŷτt in time step t, the score is calculated by

Pinball(ŷτt , yt, τ) = τ max(yt − ŷτt , 0) + (1− τ) max(ŷτt − yt, 0). (2.44)

We evaluate τ ∈ {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.8, 0.9} over all the 8760 hours in the testing set, which leads to

a new measure
1

9× 8760

∑
∀τ

8760∑
t=1

Pinball(ŷτt , yt, τ). (2.45)

The scores in kW of all the methods are listed in Table 2.5. Predictions made by the GTrans

show superiority.

Regarding the Winkler score, we also consider the case of the central (1-2α) × 100% pre-
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Table 2.5: Comparison of Pinball Scores for the Net-Load Forecasting.

Zone GTrans QR SVQR LSTM GRU GCN AGNN

Zone 1 47.18 58.07 84.25 67.50 52.86 105.3 67.92

Zone 2 48.79 64.90 91.28 72.74 63.45 135.7 89.55

Zone 3 52.48 85.88 128.0 77.01 66.50 174.0 91.81
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Figure 2.19: The comparison of probabilistic net-load forecasts, in terms of the Winkler score.

diction interval. Let the central interval be Cαt = [lα, uα]. The score is computed by

Winkler(Cαt , yt) = (uα − lα) +
1

α
min
c∈Cαt

(|yt − c|), (2.46)

in which the first term calculates the width, and the second term penalizes the score if the

realization is not in the interval. Again, we consider an overall performance over the entire

testing set for a selected α, which leads to a new measure

1

8760

8760∑
t=1

Winkler(Cαt , yt). (2.47)

Scores for α ∈ {5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%} are tested. The comparison between different

methods is shown in Fig. 2.19. The predictions generated by the GTrans are the best for all

the 3 zones. Moreover, we observe that deep learning models such as GRU tend to achieve a

comparably better performance in Zone 1 and Zone 3. The reason could be that the capacities

of BTM solar in those two zones are higher than that in Zone 2, which leads to more viability.

High generalization capability in deep learning models ensures the model to approximate more

complex patterns.
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2.3 Sequence Generative Adversarial Network

We adapt the sequence generative adversarial network (SeqGAN) [34] for scenario generation

for a single renewable site. The scenarios can be used for the short-term scheduling. We utilize

the LSTM architecture to fulfill the task of time series sequence generation. To guide the

learning of the LSTM units, we adopt GANs coupled with reinforcement learning. The GAN

sets up a minimax two-player game between a discriminative net D and a generative net G,

where D learns to distinguish whether a given data instance is real or not, and G learns to

confuse D by generating high quality data. We consider the sequence generation procedure as a

stochastic sequential decision making process. The generative model G is regarded as an agent

of reinforcement learning, with the state to be the previous wind generation and the action to be

the wind generation in the current time slot. We will examine the effectiveness of the SeqGAN

based method in terms of both statistical metrics and performance of microgrid operations. For

comparison, Gaussian distribution, vanilla LSTM, and multivariate KDE will be used as the

benchmark methods.

2.3.1 Problem Statement

Consider a data set of real-world structured sequences for the forecast error of a wind farm.

Let x = (x1, . . . , xT ) be the vector of a historical sequence indexed by time t = 1, . . . , T ,

where T is the scheduling horizon. We aim to train a model to produce several new sequences

y = (y1, . . . , yT ) for the next day. The generated sequences are expected to take into account

temporal correlations among the slots. In some situations, the weather predictions are not avail-

able for point forecasts, or there is no historical data of forecast error. The scenario generation

method should produce the scenarios of wind generation by utilizing the historical sequences

as training samples.

Wind power does not follow a regular pattern. The complex dynamic nature of weather,

the nonlinear power conversion process of wind turbines, and successional risk in time series

forecasting motivate us to use the LSTM architecture. The deep hypothesis spaces provide high

generalization capability, and capture the complex dynamics and nonlinear conversion process.

The hidden and internal states address the impact of previous wind generation. In practice, the

training of LSTM is based on the current states of the model and wind generation in previous

time slots. However, during inference, true previous wind generations are not available, and thus

replaced by values generated by the model itself, yielding a discrepancy between how the model

is used in training and inference. When the model is used to generate scenarios for the next

day, mistakes made in early hours are fed as input to the model and can be quickly amplified.

Moreover, the generated sequences are fed to conduct the day-ahead scheduling, where a task

specific loss may not be directly available to complete the training of LSTM

GANs can alleviate the problem, where the loss is returned by D. However, GANs cannot

be applied directly to time series scenario generation. First, GANs can only give the loss for
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a complete sequence. For the day-ahead scheduling, we need to make a tradeoff between the

fitness of wind generation in each time slot and the score of the entire time series sequence. For

example, an irregular point may require one generator to be online for several hours due to the

minimum start-up time. Second, we need to sample a sequence of random variables. It is hard

to select the distribution considering the temporal relationship. For example, investigating the

impact of selecting a joint Gaussian distribution or i.i.d. can be difficult and problem specific.

To overcome the first challenge, we adopt the concept of reinforcement learning. We utilize

LSTM units in the generative model G. In time slot t, the state st is composed of the partially

generated sequence y1:t = (y1, . . . , yt−1), the hidden state ht, and the internal state ct. The

action at is the generated value of yt. Let the parameters in G and D be θ and φ, respectively.

We want to update Gθ(yt|st) toward increasing the probability of selecting yt that produces the

highest reward considering the intermediate fitness in t and its future impact on the remaining

time slots. While Gθ(yt|st) is stochastic, the state transition is deterministic given the selected

action. In time slot t < T , we use Monte Carlo search (i.e., sample average approximation)

to generate several sample outcomes and regard the average as the expectation of the future

reward.

Regarding the second difficulty, we use the forecast errors or wind generation of the previous

day as inputs. The input in each time slot is rounded to its nearest integer (or any given number

of decimal places) and then one hot encoded. Softmax is selected as the activation function of

the output yt to obtain the underlying distribution for each integer. By doing so, the distribution

is discrete in nature. The decision maker can then choose to produce intervals with confidence

or sample paths.

The proposed model is shown in Fig. 2.20. Green nodes are real wind generation, and

red nodes are generated values. Wind generation in the previous day is embedded and then

inputted into LSTM. For a partially generated scenario, Monte Carlo search is used to sample

N complete scenarios. D gives a score for each complete scenario, which is returned to G to

guide the learning process. D is trained by scenarios generated by G and real sequences from

datasets. In time slot t, action of selecting yt is assigned an action-value function by Monte

Carlo search, which is used to update the parameters of the LSTM units.

2.3.2 Model Specifications

The SeqGAN is specified as follows. The end reward of each sequence is returned by D,

which scores the entire sequence. To address the intermediate reward, we define the reward to

go in time slot t as

Rt(st, θ, φ) = Eyt∼Gθ(yt|st)Rt+1(st+1, θ, φ). (2.48)

Since each yt ∈ {0, 1, . . . , C} has been rounded up to the nearest integer (where C is the wind

power capacity), the distribution Gθ(yt|st) can be seen as discrete. It is totally feasible to round

it to any desired number of decimal places. The expectation in (2.48) can be transformed into
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Figure 2.20: The structure of the sequence generative adversarial network.

the extensive form:

Rt(st, θ, φ) =

C∑
yt=0

Gθ(yt|st)Qθ,φ(st, yt), (2.49)

where Qθ,φ(st, yt) is an action-value function, representing the expected accumulative reward

based on the state st, the action yt, and the models G and D. The discriminative model D

will give the likelihood that an input sequence y1:T is true. Since the goal of G is to fool D,

we regard the likelihood as the reward for G. As for the action-value function at the boundary

t = T , we have

Qθ,φ(sT , yT ) = Dφ(y1:T ). (2.50)

However, D cannot score an incomplete sequence. In time slot t < T , we also want to evaluate

Qθ,φ(st, yt). Therefore, we use Monte Carlo to sample the remaining unknown T − t time slots

using G. Let N denote the total number of samples. Then the nth complete sequence is denoted

by yn1:T = (y1:t,y
n
t+1:T ), for n = 1, . . . , N . We take the average reward of the N samples:

Qθ,φ(st, yt) =

(1/N)
∑N

n=1Dφ(yn1:T ), t < T,

Dφ(y1:T ), t = T.
(2.51)

To provide useful guidance for the training of G, D should be updated dynamically in an

iterative manner. The loss function LD is given by

LD = −
∑
x∈X

logDφ(x)−
∑
y∈Y

log(1−Dφ(y)), (2.52)

where X is the set of real sequences, and Y is the set of generated sequences. The goal of G is

to generate a sequence that looks real. Therefore, we use the negative reward to go in t = 1 to
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be the loss function for training, which leads to

LG = −
C∑

y1=0

Gθ(y1|s1)Qθ,φ(s1, y1). (2.53)

Unlike the conventional GANs where the inputs are random variables, the input in our model

is the initial state s1. When t = 1, there is no partially generated sequence. Hence, we only

need to provide the hidden and internal states. The simplest way is to set them equal to zero.

In this work, we use the sequence of the previous day to initialize the states. The rationale

is that there could be some time dependencies between those two days. For example, the last

few hours of the previous day will have some impact on the first few hours of the next day,

especially when the decision maker wants to generate wind generation scenarios directly. It can

be easily extended to the case where the decision maker needs to finalize the scheduling hours

ahead of the next day.

The reward returned by D is used to update the parameters θ of G. The gradient of LG

with respect to θ is given by

∇θLG = −Est∼Gθ

 C∑
yt=0

∇θGθ(yt|st) ·Qθ,φ(st, yt)

 . (2.54)

The reader can refer to [34] for the details. For the learning purpose, an approximated direction

is good enough. Therefore, we consider an unbiased estimator for (2.54):

∇θLG =−
T∑
t=1

C∑
yt=0

∇θGθ(yt|st) ·Qθ,φ(st, yt)

=−
T∑
t=1

C∑
yt=0

Gθ(yt|st)[∇θ logGθ(yt|st) ·Qθ,φ(st, yt)]

=−
T∑
t=1

Est+1∼Gθ(st)[∇θ logGθ(yt|st) ·Qθ,φ(st, yt)]. (2.55)

Again, the expectation term can be approximated by sampling.

By (2.55), we have the gradient of the loss function (2.53). The parameters are then updated

by an advanced gradient algorithm Adam. Algorithm 1 shows the process for training.

2.3.3 Case Studies

Data Description

Wind power data from the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) [120], which provides

day-ahead forecasts, is used to generate scenarios for forecast error. Moreover, we use the

wind data from the NREL to generate day-ahead wind generation scenarios directly [109]. The
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for training of SeqGAN

Require:
generator G, discriminator D, number of iterations for discriminator d, number of iterations
for generator g, learning rate for Adam.

1: Initialize G and D with random parameters θ and φ
2: while D has not converged do
3: for g-steps do
4: Generate a sequence y1:T ∼ Gθ
5: for t in 1 : T do
6: Compute Qθ,φ(st, yt) by (2.51)
7: end for
8: Obtain the gradient of generator loss by (2.55)
9: Update generator network using Adam

10: end for
11: for d-steps do
12: Use current G to generate samples, and combine them with real sequences in X
13: for k epochs do
14: Train discriminator D by (2.52)
15: end for
16: end for
17: end while

original data in both data sets has a resolution of 5 minutes. We use the average power in each

hour for our study. We use two-year data for training and one-week data for testing. It is worth

mentioning that SeqGAN does not need the selection of features.

Sample Paths

We use the data from April 28 to May 4, 2019 in the BPA data set to test the proposed

method. Two-year data before April 28, 2019 is used for training. The total wind capacity is 4450

MW. The goal of scenario generation is to generate representative sample paths. For illustration,

we only generate 20 sample paths with equal probability. We use the difference of real generation

and forecasted value to be our observation. We compare the paths generated by the SeqGAN

based model with those sampled from fitting Gaussian distribution and multivariate KDE. As

shown in Fig. 2.21, the proposed model generates diverse realizations such as large peaks and

fast ramp events. Moreover, we are more interested in the lower bound when we conduct power

system analysis. The least safe margin of the scenarios generated by our method is larger than

those produced by the other two methods, which helps make more robust day-ahead decisions.

In addition to the potential of increasing robustness, the scenarios generated by our method

follow the actual trends better, for example, the ramping from hour 21 to hour 23.

In some situations, the numerical weather predictions are not available for a point forecast,

or there is no historical forecast error. Our model can be easily extended to generate scenarios

for wind generation. We use the data from December 25 to December 31, 2012 at site #34804 in
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Figure 2.21: Sample paths of forecast error generated by models for the scenario generation
on April 29, 2019.

the NREL data set for testing. The wind capacity is 14 MW. Two-year data before December

25, 2012 is used for training. In Fig. 2.22, we show 20 scenarios corresponding to December

25, 2012. We compare SeqGAN with vanilla LSTM and multivariate KDE. Softmax is used

to be the activation function of the output layer of LSTM, which maps the output into a

probability distribution. The LSTM is trained by maximum likelihood estimation. The scenarios

generated by three methods are visually very different from each other. We observe that the

vanilla LSTM tends to be overfitting for the last few hours. As for the scenarios produced by

the multivariate KDE, they are prone to misidentification of the pattern. Moreover, schedule

decisions determined by the vanilla LSTM will give a poor performance due to the resulting

load shedding. The scenarios generated by the KDE based method are too conservative because

the lower bound is always zero.

Statistical Analysis of Scenarios for Forecast Error

We apply two statistical metrics proposed in [121, 122] to evaluate our scenarios. For this

purpose, we generate 100 scenarios with equal probability. Note that the number of scenarios

is constrained by the complexity of scheduling problems.

First, we consider the mean square error (MSE) of the generated scenarios:

SMSE =
1

T

T∑
t=1

(
E[1TYt]− xt

)2
, (2.56)

where Y ∈ RN×T is the matrix of N generated scenarios, Yt is the tth column vector in Y ,

and xt is the observation in time slot t. The rationale comes from the fact that the decisions

driven by such scenarios can yield an objective value that is close to the real cost for the actual
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Figure 2.22: Sample paths of wind generation generated by models for the scenario generation
on December 25, 2012.

realization. The score is negatively oriented since less quadratic deviation is preferred.

The second score is a multivariate skill score called the Energy score. It is proper (i.e., a

perfect forecast will result in the best score) score that quantifies both the skill (accuracy) and

sharpness (spread) of a scenario set. The Energy score is defined as

SEnergy =
1

T

T∑
t=1

[
1

N

N∑
n=1

||xt − Yn,t||2 −
1

2N2

N∑
n=1

N∑
m=1

||Yn,t − Ym,t||2

]
. (2.57)

The intuition behind the Energy score is to generate diverse yet representative scenarios. Similar

to the MSE, a lower score is preferred.

As shown in Fig. 2.23, our method outperforms the other two for all the days, in terms of

MSE. Our methods can capture more complex temporal dynamics between the evolution of the

forecast error in each time slot and generate more realistic paths. SeqGAN is an improvement

over the other two approaches, which will improve the quality of the scheduling decisions.

Regarding the Energy score, our method generates some scenarios that are characterized by

extreme variations. The score is worse when the realization does not show many uncertainties.

In such cases, the distance between the scenarios and realization deteriorates the overall score of

our method. With the increasing penetration of renewable energy, microgrids are more sensitive

to variations and require more robustness. Our method shows superiority when the realization

exhibits hallmark characteristics of renewable generation profiles.

Statistical Analysis of Scenarios for Wind Generation

Similar to the previous assessment, we adopt two scores to evaluate the quality of produced

scenarios for wind generation. When generating scenarios for wind generation directly, we are
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Figure 2.23: Comparison of models for the scenario generation, in terms of the MSE and the
Energy score.

more interested in behavior matching, especially for microgrids associated with a wind farm

that routinely sees large fluctuations. Therefore, we introduce the Brier score and the Variogram

score. The model can be updated on a weekly basis, and therefore we only evaluate its perfor-

mance over seven consecutive days. We consider 3 different wind farms in 2 different seasons.

Sites #34804, #39977, and #29733 from the NERL data set are used, which are located in

North Carolina, Kansas, and California, respectively. Based on the wind seasonal patterns re-

ported by the U.S. Energy Information Administration [48], we consider one week in December

(Case 1a) and one week in June (Case 1b) for site #34804, one week in December (Case 2a)

and one week in April (Case 2b) for site #39977, and one week in December (Case 3a) and one

week in May (Case 3b) for site #29733. Two weeks for each site are associated with peak and

off-peak seasons.

The Brier score is an event-based and negatively oriented metric, which evaluates the per-

formance of scenarios under a predefined event. The Brier score is defined as

SBrier =
1

T

T∑
t=1

[E(gt(Y , E))− gt(x, E)]2 , (2.58)

where E denotes the predefined event, and the function gt indicates whether the event occurs in

the sequence in time slot t. The Brier score depends on the selection of events. In the context of

microgrid day-ahead scheduling, large ramps within a small time frame will result in significant

financial losses. Therefore, we consider four events: a 10% change (relative to capacity) in 1

hour and a 20% change in 2 hours. The scores are given in Table 2.6.

We observe that scenarios generated by our method better and inherently match the behav-

ioral properties of the wind farm in consideration. Consider the visual comparison in Fig. 2.22.
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Table 2.6: Comparison of Models for the Scenario Generation Using the Brier Score.

Case Event SeqGAN LSTM KDE

1a

+10% in 1 hour 0.2148 0.2500 0.2240

+20% in 2 hours 0.1866 0.2167 0.1960

-10% in 1 hour 0.1745 0.1930 0.2151

-20% in 2 hours 0.1617 0.2178 0.1917

1b

+10% in 1 hour 0.1842 0.1900 0.1906

+20% in 2 hours 0.1291 0.1647 0.1494

-10% in 1 hour 0.1597 0.1780 0.1867

-20% in 2 hours 0.1151 0.1396 0.1460

2a

+10% in 1 hour 0.1621 0.1799 0.1788

+20% in 2 hours 0.1299 0.1598 0.1460

-10% in 1 hour 0.1556 0.1709 0.1843

-20% in 2 hours 0.1468 0.1788 0.1556

2b

+10% in 1 hour 0.1518 0.1762 0.1689

+20% in 2 hours 0.1087 0.1335 0.1340

-10% in 1 hour 0.1588 0.1579 0.1828

-20% in 2 hours 0.1333 0.1371 0.1415

3a

+10% in 1 hour 0.1548 0.1550 0.1660

+20% in 2 hours 0.1134 0.1362 0.1249

-10% in 1 hour 0.1424 0.1432 0.1642

-20% in 2 hours 0.1216 0.1331 0.1297

3b

+10% in 1 hour 0.1175 0.1395 0.1581

+20% in 2 hours 0.0885 0.1017 0.1165

-10% in 1 hour 0.1103 0.1157 0.1685

-20% in 2 hours 0.0800 0.1060 0.1260

The best scores are highlighted in bold.

The scenarios generated by the vanilla LSTM prove to be slightly smooth due to overfitting,

therefore underestimating the variability. The KDE based scenarios cannot follow the correct

pattern, thus affecting the performance.

The Variogram score is used to evaluate the time dependencies of scenario sets. It is a proper

and negatively oriented multivariate score. The Variogram score captures time correlations
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Table 2.7: Comparison of Models for the Scenario Generation Using the Variogram Score.

p = 1 p = 2

Case SeqGAN LSTM KDE SeqGAN LSTM KDE

1a 0.505 0.553 0.530 0.497 0.584 0.546

1b 0.346 0.350 0.388 0.278 0.287 0.306

2a 0.530 0.572 0.626 0.448 0.461 0.491

2b 0.506 0.588 0.554 0.421 0.538 0.457

3a 0.462 0.574 0.513 0.346 0.439 0.381

3b 0.349 0.389 0.432 0.324 0.363 0.424

compared with the Energy score. The Variogram score is defined as

SVar =
T∑

t1=1

T∑
t2=1

[
|xt1 − xt2 |p −

1

N

N∑
n=1

|Yn,t1 − Yn,t2 |p
]2

, (2.59)

where p is the order of the Variogram. The average daily Variogram scores are reported in Table

2.7. The SeqGAN based scenarios are much better than those generated by LSTM and KDE,

indicating the advantage in generating sequences with realistic temporal correlations.

Microgrid Scheduling Analysis

Power system operation involves physical constraints related to time such as minimum start-

up time. Statistical metrics may not be sufficient to evaluate the effectiveness of generated

scenarios. Hence, we use the scenarios to perform a real day-ahead scheduling problem. The

microgrid is assumed to be one region, where we use a 24-bus reliability test system. The

system is modified to incorporate renewable uncertainty following [123]. The case study shows

the effectiveness of the scenarios generated by SeqGAN on the day-ahead scheduling.

There are 6 wind farms with 200 MW capacity in the modified system. The generated

scenarios on May 1 from the BPA data set are used to perform the analysis. We choose this

date because the forecasted wind generation is around 50% capacity. We assume that the wind

farms within one region share perfect positive correlation. Hence, we normalize the aggregated

wind generation of all scenarios to [0, 1] and consider the values to be the percentages of the

total capacity. The computational efficiency is not an issue for such a small system. We use 100

scenarios to do the day-ahead scheduling. All the parameters are adopted from [123], where

the generating units offer one block of price. Therefore, the day-ahead decisions are obtained

by solving a two-stage stochastic mixed integer linear program. Day-ahead decisions of interest

include on/off status and start-up/shutting-down signals. For simplicity, we ignore the uncer-

tainties in load. Once the day-ahead decisions are determined and fixed, we perform economic
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Figure 2.24: Comparison of scenarios generated by models for the scenario generation based
on the expected and the actual costs.

dispatch according to the realization. We sample 400 sequences from the historical sequences

randomly and use them as possible realizations. We take the average over all realizations as our

actual cost associated with the day-ahead decisions. Simulation results are averaged over 5 runs

since the realizations are sampled randomly. For each realization, we assume that 5% of load

can be shedded by other programs such as demand response. The price of demand response

is set to the offer price of the most expensive unit. The rest load shedding is subject to high

penalty. Penalty for the wind curtailment is not applied, since the excess generation can be

sold to the main grid. If the generated scenarios can encapsulate all possible realizations, high

penalties will not occur, and the actual measurements should be close to the expected cost

returned by the optimization problem.

We consider three different cases where the load shedding penalty for each MW is set as

$500, $1000, and $5000. Simulation results are in Fig. 2.24 and Fig. 2.25. We observe that

the scenarios generated by Gaussian distribution always lead to a higher actual measurement

compared with that resulted by KDE. Parametric models cannot capture the complex temporal

dynamics. Hence, the generated scenarios cannot encapsulate all the possible realizations and

the expected cost is lower since it excludes some extreme events. However, the corresponding

day-ahead decisions cannot meet the realizations with extreme events. High penalties are applied

to shed the load and deteriorate the performance. Therefore, scenarios generated by KDE are

much better. However, the scenarios produced by KDE cannot represent all possible realizations

either. The expected cost and actual measurements for SeqGAN are closer. Moreover, the

standard deviations of the actual measurement are much lower than those of the other two

methods. A large standard deviation represents violations in some realizations, which shows

that the scenarios generated by SeqGAN can inherently represent all possible realizations and

provide robustness. When the load shedding is expensive (i.e., $5000/MWh), we observe huge
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Figure 2.25: Comparison of scenarios generated by models for the scenario generation based
on standard deviations of the actual costs.

differences in the actual measurements.

2.4 Mixed Autoencoder Based Fuzzy Clustering

In general, the essence of scenario reduction lies in finding a new scenario set with fewer

number of scenarios that can keep the solution close to that generated by the original scenario

set. However, two questions remain open for scenario reduction, i.e., how to perform scenario

reduction, and how to tell which scenario reduction method provides scenarios with the best

quality for a given problem. The proposed mixed autoencoder based fuzzy clustering (MAFC)

adopts the concept “mixed autoencoders” [45, 46]. First, several deep autoencoders map time

series in consideration to latent representations. Using the representations, another deep neural

network (DNN) gives the degree of each time-series being in different patterns. Deep hypothesis

spaces in autoencoders provide high generalization capability and capture the complex tempo-

ral dynamics. With membership functions, conventional methods of constructing centroids in

c-means are extended to fuzzy time-series clustering. The architecture simultaneously learns

feature representations and adjusts cluster assignments. The quality of our scenario reduction

method is examined in two folds: similarity analysis and empirical analysis.

2.4.1 Problem Statement

Consider a scenario set S = {s1, . . . , sN}, where N is the number of scenarios. Let T be

the scheduling time horizon. Each scenario sn ∈ S is a time series of renewable generation,

represented by sn = (sn1 , . . . , s
n
T ). Moreover, each scenario sn is associated with a probability

pn, where
∑N

n=1 p
n = 1. Typically, the scenarios are with equal probability 1/N .
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When N is very large, it is numerically intractable to use all the N pairs of time series and

probabilities to perform day-ahead scheduling. We have to reduce the number of scenarios to a

small number, say K. If the reduced scenario set is constructed adequately, we expect to obtain

nearly optimal day-ahead schedules. Let C = {c1, . . . , cK} be the reduced scenario set, where

ck = (ck1, . . . , c
k
T ). Let P k be the probability associated with ck, such that

∑K
k=1 P

k = 1.

We can reformulate the scenario reduction problem into a clustering task. Consider the

problem of clustering a set of data points {sn ∈ RT , n = 1, . . . , N} into K clusters, where the

centroid of each cluster k is denoted by ck ∈ RT . The membership DNN in the proposed MAFC

should output a vector of membership functions {unk ∈ R, k = 1, . . . ,K} for each sn, which

represents the degree of time series sn being in each cluster k. Using membership functions, the

probability P k of each cluster k can be obtained.

We first describe the proposed MAFC architecture, as shown in Fig. 2.26.To capture the

nonlinear nature and correlations within time series, we utilize K autoencoders to extract the

features of each time-series. The latent representation can be interpreted as some useful infor-

mation of the time series, for example, mean and covariance. Moreover, if the original scenarios

maintain spatial correlations between different renewable generators, the latent representation

is expected to include spatial information. Let the latent representation of autoencoder k be

zk ∈ Rd. Typically, the dimension of z should be no more than the input, i.e., d ≤ T . The

latent embeddings of each autoencoder are further concatenated and fed into a membership

DNN. The activation function of the membership DNN is selected to be softmax, and there-

fore, the output can be regarded as the degree uk of being in each cluster k. At the same time,

the decoders of autoencoders map z to a reconstruction {Xn ∈ RT , n = 1, . . . , N}. With unk and

the reconstruction, we build a centroid generator that outputs the centroid of each cluster k.

Using the original scenario set S and centroids, we calculate the reconstruction loss and update

the network. Reconstruction loss is a data-dependent regularization for training the parameters

and avoids capturing spurious data correlations. Moreover, it is assumed that the number of

samples should be much greater than the scheduling time horizon, i.e., N � T . Otherwise, the

model lacks generalization capability and will perform poorly. In the remainder of this section,

we assume N � T and set d < T .

2.4.2 Model Specifications

The MAFC is mathematically defined as follows. Let the parameter sets of the autoencoders

and the membership DNN be θk, k = 1, . . . ,K and θm, respectively. Let the concatenation of

latent features for scenario sn be zn = (zn1 , . . . ,z
n
K). zn is the input of the membership DNN,

in which softmax is used as the activation function of the output layer. Let the values before

the activation functions of the output layer of the membership DNN be hk(zn), k = 1, . . . ,K.
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Figure 2.26: The mixed autoencoder based fuzzy clustering architecture.

The membership function for each cluster is given by

unk(zn; θm) =
eh

k(zn)∑K
j=1 e

hj(zn)
, k = 1, . . . ,K, (2.60)

where unk represents the degree of scenario sn being in cluster k. Let uk = (u1
k, . . . , u

N
k ) collect

the degrees of all time series sn ∈ S being in cluster k. To obtain the centroid of each cluster, we

adopt the method in the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm. We introduce another tuple X ∈
RK×N×T , and use Xk ∈ RN×T to denote the output of autoencoder k with input S. We feed

u and X into the centroid generator, and it outputs K centroids (scenarios) ck, k = 1, . . . ,K.

Each time step in a time series can be obtained by

ckt =

∑N
n=1(unk)mXk

n,t∑N
n=1(unk)m

, t = 1, . . . , T, (2.61)

where m is a hyperparameter that controls the fuzziness of the clustering process. A higher m

means a fuzzier clustering process. If m = 1, the problem becomes hard clustering. Typically,

m is selected to be 2. Compared with the fuzzy c-means algorithm, which is one of the most

widely used fuzzy clustering algorithms that allow elements to potentially belong to multiple

clusters, the MAFC model has three different features. First, we need to perform the centroid

construction for every time step. Second, the membership functions are determined by another

deep neural network. The membership functions are conditioned on the latent representations

and are expected to account for the pattern recognition. Moreover, the centroids are based on

the outputs of decoders instead of the original scenarios.

Moreover, we also need the probabilities P k of each cluster k. We consider the probability
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of cluster k as the average of degrees of all time-series being in cluster k, which leads to

P k =
1

N

N∑
n=1

unk , k = 1, . . . ,K. (2.62)

Reconstruction loss is used to train the MAFC, which is a common choice in clustering tasks.

Each autoencoder should be good at reconstructing instances which belong to that cluster. If

the data set is properly clustered, we expect that all the time series assigned to the same cluster

are similar, and the MAFC should result in a small reconstruction loss. The construction loss

is defined as the probability distance between centroids C and S, given by

LC(S; θm, θ1, . . . , θK) =
K∑
k=1

P k
N∑
n=1

1

N
‖sn − ck‖22, (2.63)

where P k and ck can be interpreted as a feature-driven degree of sn being in cluster k and a

data-driven cluster k, respectively. The goal of this loss function is to minimize the distance

between generated scenarios and scenarios in the original scenario set. Considering that a time

series can be clustered into one cluster entirely, the probability weights ensure the distance to

other clusters is not factored in.

We note a potential issue: there is no dominant membership assignment for each input sn.

To tackle the issue, we adopt an additional loss function, named sample-wise entropy. Sample-

wise entropy ensures that it will achieve its minimum only if the assignment un of time-series

sn is deterministic. In other words, there exists a k′ ∈ {1, . . . ,K} that leads to unk′ = 1, and

unk = 0 for all k 6= k′. The formulation is given by

LS(S; θm, θ1, . . . , θK) = −
N∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

(unk)m log(unk). (2.64)

When unk → 0, we have limunk→0−(unk)2 log(unk) = 0. The function value of −(unk)2 log(unk)

over unk ∈ [0, 1] is shown in Fig. 2.27. Each individual element in the sample-wise entropy,

i.e., −(unk)2 log(unk), will reach its minimum when unk = 0 or unk = 1. Since the membership

functions for each cluster are given by (2.60), we have
∑K

k=1 u
n
k = 1, n = 1, . . . , N . The

sample-wise entropy guarantees that a scenario is associated with membership functions in

which one is close to 1 and the rest are close to 0. Asymptotically, there exists a dominant

label assignment for each scenario. Moreover, we observe from the experiment that without

the sample-wise entropy, the parameters of the MAFC may stop at a local minimum where

each scenario is assigned equal membership degrees to each cluster. The usage of sample-wise

entropy can improve the performance of the model.

We use the weighted sum of LC and LS to train the MAFC, given by

L(S; θm, θ1, . . . , θK) = LC(S; θm, θ1, . . . , θK) + αLS(S; θm, θ1, . . . , θK). (2.65)
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Figure 2.27: The value of each individual element in the sample-wise entropy.

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for training of the MAFC

Require:
Number of preserved scenarios K, K autoencoders, membership DNN, learning rate for
Adam, maximum training epoch.

1: Initialize autoencoders and membership DNN with random parameters θk, k = 1, . . . ,K
and θm

2: while the maximum epoch size has not been reached do
3: Obtain latent representation zk for input S
4: Concatenate latent space: z = (z1, . . . ,zK)
5: Obtain degrees u = (u1, . . . , uK) by (2.60)
6: Construct centroid c and probability vectors P by (2.61) and (2.62), respectively, using
u

7: Calculate aggregated loss L by (2.65) using c, P , and X
8: Take the gradient of L and update θ’s using Adam
9: end while

In our experiment, α is adjusted every epoch and maintains the two terms at the same mag-

nitude. It guarantees that both losses show close importance in calculating updating strategy.

The parameters are then updated by an advanced gradient algorithm Adam. Algorithm 2 shows

the process for training. The number of training epochs, batch size, and learning rate are set

to 500, 64, and 0.001, respectively.

Note that we use symmetric topologies for encoders and decoders, and the topologies of

all the autoencoders are unified. Table 2.8 lists the details about the topology, where all the

layers are dense. The selection of K should depend on the complexity of the real system in

consideration and the penetration of uncertainties.
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Table 2.8: Topology of Networks Used in the Mixed Autoencoder Based Fuzzy Clustering.

Networks Autoencoders Membership DNN

Layer Dimension Activation Dimension Activation

1 128 Sigmoid 128 Sigmoid

2 64 Sigmoid 64 Sigmoid

3 32 Sigmoid 32 Sigmoid

4 16 Sigmoid K Softmax

2.4.3 Case Studies

The proposed MAFC model is verified and compared with other scenario reduction tech-

niques including simultaneous backward reduction (SBR) [38], k-Shape [124], global alignment

kernels (GAK) [125], smoothed formulation of DTW (SoftDTW) [126], and k-means. To show

that the latent space improves the results, we use kernel principal component analysis (PCA) to

project 24-hour features to a lower dimensional space and perform clustering in the coefficient

space of PCA using k-means. Moreover, we compare MAFC with vanilla mixed autoencoders

in [45], where a DNN is used to derive the likelihood of each scenario being in each cluster, to

show the effectiveness of fuzzy clustering. Generally, the cluster centroids produced by all the

methods are not samples from the original set, although they live in the same space.

Data Description

We use wind power data from the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) [120] and Elia

[127]. The original data in the two data sets have resolutions of 5 and 15 minutes, respectively.

We use the hourly average power in our study. Both data sets, with capacities of 4,450 MW

and 3,667 MW, respectively, provide day-ahead forecasts and actual realizations. We consider

the difference between the realized generation and the forecast generation as the forecast error.

In this work, we perform scenario reduction with respect to the forecast error. We obtain the

forecast errors for two years, i.e., 730 24-hour time series, fit the series using multivariate kernel

density estimation, and sample out 2000 scenarios. Regarding the performance of scenario

reduction, we only need to compare the preserved and original scenario sets. Therefore, we do

not adopt advanced algorithms to generate the original scenario set.

To perform scenario reduction, we first need to define the number of scenarios in the pre-

served scenario set. It is constrained by the complexity of the power system in consideration and

the computational power. We consider two cases for each data set, where 10 and 20 scenarios

are preserved in the new scenario set. We label them as BPA-10, BPA-20, Elia-10, and Elia-20,

respectively.
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Table 2.9: Comparison of Methods for the Scenario Reduction Using the Cosine Distance Score.

Method BPA-10 BPA-20 Elia-10 Elia-20

MAFC 0.885 0.888 0.896 0.896

SBR 1.009 1.023 0.924 0.944

k-Shape 0.998 0.999 0.986 1.002

GAK 0.915 0.914 0.951 0.960

SoftDTW 0.981 0.986 0.959 0.974

k-means 0.944 0.962 0.962 0.966

PCA 0.935 0.942 0.942 0.954

DNN 0.905 0.896 0.928 0.914

The best scores are highlighted in bold.

Statistical Analysis

To evaluate the quality of scenario reduction methods, we compare the new scenario sets

generated by different methods, in terms of similarity and distance between time series. More-

over, we investigate the span of values in all the time series. This is important in power systems

because day-ahead schedules generated by the new scenario set should be robust to all the

possible realizations in the original scenario set. Here, we only show the spans visually, and

additional analysis is conducted later.

Cosine distance is a similarity metric widely used to evaluate how similar two time series

are. Mathematically, it measures the cosine of the angle between two vectors projected on a

multi-dimensional space. For two time series sn and ck, the cosine distance between them is

given by

Dc(s
n, ck) = 1− sn · ck

‖sn‖2‖ck‖2
, (2.66)

where sn · ck is the dot product of sn and ck. To factor in probabilities, we consider a score

representing the expected cosine distance between the preserved and original scenario sets,

which leads to

Sc(s, c) =
K∑
k=1

P k
N∑
n=1

1

N
Dc(s

n, ck). (2.67)

The scores of all the cases are reported in Table 2.9. Two vectors that are aligned in the same

orientation will have a cosine distance measurement of 0. The scores of all the method are

not close to 0 because the number of scenarios is dramatically reduced and the patterns in

the original scenario set are different. However, the MAFC outperforms all the other methods
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Figure 2.28: Comparison of methods for the scenario reduction using the Euclidean distance
score.

in all the four cases, indicating the advantage in preserving scenarios with similar temporal

correlations. The cosine distances of scenarios produced by the MAFC are slightly lower than

0.9. We also observe that, for a given data set, each method shows similar performance under

different numbers of preserved scenarios. Moreover, the results of PCA and k-means indicate

that the latent representation can give a better similarity. The scores of MAFC and DNN show

that fuzzy clustering can better capture the complex patterns.

We are interested in behavior matching when finishing scenario reduction for renewable

energy scenarios, especially for a system that routinely sees large fluctuations. There are many

time-coupling constraints in a power system, for example, the minimum downtime. With cor-

relations among each time-series in consideration, day-ahead schedules will be more robust and

cost efficient for realizations.

On the other hand, cosine similarity only gives the similarity and ignores the Euclidean

distance. The cost of realizations of intra-hour operation on the next day is associated with

the deviation (in Euclidean space) between two scenario sets. In other words, we do not want

a preserved scenario set that sacrifices Euclidean distance for cosine similarity. Therefore, we

also examine the (probability) distance between two scenario sets. The metric in consideration

is given by

Se(s, c) =

K∑
k=1

P k
N∑
n=1

1

N
‖sn − ck‖22. (2.68)

Euclidean scores of all the cases are shown in Fig. 2.28. We observe that the scores of

the MAFC are close to the minimum scores, and it does not sacrifice the performance in

Euclidean space. Despite the numerous advantages of such probability metrics, it is not efficient

in describing the consequence of very adverse scenarios. Due to small probabilities for those
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Figure 2.29: Box plots of values in scenarios generated by different methods for the scenario
reduction, compared with the realized values in the original scenario set.

events, their impacts on (2.68) are eliminated.

To investigate the performance of scenario reduction techniques in extreme events, we graph-

ically depict quartiles of values in all the time series. The results are shown in Fig. 2.29. Intu-

itively, more preserved scenarios give a better performance. If K is larger, the preserved scenario

set tends to be the original set. Therefore, box plots associated with 20 scenarios are more sim-

ilar to the box plot of real scenarios. Moreover, all the scenario reduction methods can generate

a scenario set with values that match the majorities of those in the original scenario set. It

coincides with the fact that all the Euclidean scores are close, as shown in Fig. 2.28. However,

the box plots show the advantage of the MAFC in avoiding large loss of load in the next-day

operations, i.e., the MAFC includes more extreme values. The day-ahead schedules obtained by

the MAFC are expected to increase the robustness of the system, and better control the risks

in realizations that are with high load shedding penalties but low probabilities.

Again, we use Energy score and Brier score to perform multivariate verification of scenarios

and diagnose the preserved events in the new scenario set. The normalized Energy score is shown

in Fig. 2.30. We observe that scenarios generated by the MAFC are superior when the number

of scenarios in the preserved set is 10, while scenarios are slightly poorer than those produced

by the DNN when the number is 20. The intuition behind the Energy score is to generate

diverse yet representative scenarios. The first term is associated with the deviation from the

expectation, and all the methods should give similar performance. However, our method shows

more viability and improves the score by the second term.

The multivariate approach to forecast verification may permit to discriminate among various

sets of trajectories, though it does not inform of their ability to mimic specific characteristics
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Figure 2.30: Comparison of methods for the scenario reduction using the Energy score.

of the stochastic process. It motivates us to adopt the Brier score, an event-based approach,

which evaluates the performance of scenarios under a predefined event. The Brier score is also

proper and negatively oriented. Let E represent a predefined event, and the function gt(s
n, E)

indicate whether the event occurs in time slot t, in the scenario sn. The Brier score is defined

as

SB =

T∑
t=1

[
N∑
n=1

1

N
gt(s

n, E)−
K∑
k=1

P kgt(c
k, E)

]2

. (2.69)

The Brier score depends on the selection of events. In the context of day-ahead scheduling,

extreme events will result in significant financial losses. Let Et(s) and σt(s) be the expected

value and standard deviation in time slot t, in the scenario set s. We define the first event E1

and its corresponding indicator function as follows:

gt(s
n, E1) =

1, if snt /∈ [Et(s)− ξσt(s),Et(s) + ξσt(s)],

0, if snt ∈ [Et(s)− ξσt(s),Et(s) + ξσt(s)],
(2.70)

where ξ is a user-defined constant. For the BPA and Elia test cases, we set it to 1.86 and 1.96,

respectively. The two values are selected by making snt ∈ [Et(s) − ξσt(s),Et(s) + ξσt(s)] with

average probability 95%. Since we can curtail renewable generation at low costs, we are more

interested in events associated with negative forecasting errors, i.e., realized generations are

lower than forecasts, when generating scenarios of forecasting errors. Let R̄ be the capacity of

renewable source. We consider the second event E2 where the sum of forecasts in four consecutive

hours is lower than a threshold with respect to R̄. The indicator function is defined as

gt(s
n, E2) =

1, if
∑3

i=0 s
n
t+i ≤ −ξR̄,

0, otherwise.
(2.71)
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Table 2.10: Comparison of Methods for the Scenario Reduction Using the Brier Score.

Event Method BPA-10 BPA-20 Elia-10 Elia-20

E1

MAFC 0.053 0.048 0.055 0.038

SBR 0.063 0.063 0.060 0.058

k-Shape 0.063 0.063 0.060 0.060

GAK 0.063 0.063 0.060 0.060

SoftDTW 0.065 0.038 0.063 0.022

k-means 0.049 0.031 0.060 0.051

PCA 0.060 0.057 0.060 0.054

DNN 0.077 0.043 0.055 0.041

E2

MAFC 0.038 0.036 0.041 0.027

SBR 0.053 0.053 0.060 0.044

k-Shape 0.053 0.053 0.060 0.060

GAK 0.053 0.053 0.060 0.060

SoftDTW 0.063 0.031 0.047 0.014

k-means 0.053 0.028 0.035 0.019

PCA 0.043 0.041 0.030 0.005

DNN 0.053 0.027 0.053 0.035

Again, to make the average probability of
∑3

i=0 s
n
t+i ≤ −ξR̄ to be 5%, we set ξ to 0.32 and

0.2 for the BPA and Elia test cases, respectively. The Brier scores of both events for different

methods are listed in Table 2.10. There exists no method that outperforms all the other methods

for all the cases. However, we observe that deep learning based models (i.e., MAFC and DNN)

and k-means based models (i.e., k-means and PCA) give better results. Scenarios produced

by SBR, GAK, and k-Shape barely exhibit hallmark characteristics of renewable generation

profiles, and the predefined events will not happen in the preserved sets. Therefore, their Brier

scores are close to T×(5%)2. Moreover, we observe that the more preserved scenarios, the better

Brier scores. For example, the Brier scores of the MAFC are reduced from 0.053 in BPA-10

to 0.048 in BPA-20. All the Brier scores of the MAFC are lower than 0.06 (i.e., 24 × (5%)2),

which indicates that scenarios maintained by the MAFC can capture some extreme events in

the original scenarios, though the scores are not the best in some cases.

We report the computational time of every method in Table 2.11. The time includes both

training and inference time. The results show that computational time is not an issue for the

MAFC which adopts a deep learning structure. The MAFC generates a preserved scenario set

in an acceptable time range. Computational efficiency is not addressed. From the perspective of

system operators, the level of risk is more crucial. Since scenario reduction is used for day-ahead

scheduling in our context, 362.8 seconds is considered as a reasonable value.
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Table 2.11: Computational Time of Scenario Reduction Methods.

Method MAFC SBR k-Shape GAK SoftDTW k-means PCA DNN

Time (sec) 362.8 856.1 62.9 559.0 220.6 1.23 1.79 284.2

Empirical Analysis

Modern power systems are the largest man-made systems which involve complex physical

constraints. Statistical analysis may not sufficiently characterize the error that arises from using

a smaller set of scenarios to approximate the original set. Here, we also conduct an empirical

study of a day-ahead unit commitment problem, to investigate the quality of the scenario

reduction techniques.

We adopt two empirical criteria from [128], the objective error and the policy error. Let

x collect the decision variables and f(x;S) denote the objective function of the constrained

optimization problem under scenario set S. The objective error measures the difference in

objective values:

eo(S, C) = ‖1− maxx f(x; C)
maxx f(x;S)

‖, (2.72)

whereas the policy error implies the error that is made when applying the decisions obtained

by C to the problem under S:

ep(S, C) = ‖1− f(arg maxx f(x; C);S)

maxx f(x;S)
‖. (2.73)

There is no unit for both errors. The objective error measures the deviation between the ob-

jective value optimized by the preserved set and that obtained by the original set. This score

examines the quality of scenario reduction techniques, in terms of succeeding in producing sim-

ilar expectations. However, two decision sets are not necessarily the same even the two sets

produce the same objective values. It motivates the use of policy error. A policy error of 0

implies that the preserved set can perfectly characterize the original set. In the intra-hour oper-

ation phase, the policy optimized by the preserved set can give identical costs, compared with

the costs of the policy scheduled by the original set.

We also use a 24-bus reliability test system as our testing network. We normalize the aggre-

gated wind generation of all the scenarios to [0, 1] and consider the values to be the percentages

of the total capacity. The expected percentage in the original scenario set S is 58.6%. Six wind

farms are included, and each has a capacity of 400 MW. In this work, we consider three blocks

of load shedding. They can be implemented at low, medium, and high penalties with different

capacities. An illustration of the scheme is given in Table 2.12, and the shedding percentage is

with respect to the load at each bus.

Since the measures involve the specific optimization problem, we give the standard model

of the stochastic unit commitment problem, which is formulated as a two-stage mixed integer
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Table 2.12: Illustration of Load Shedding Blocks Used in the Empirical Analysis.

Shedding percentage 0-10% 10%-50% 50%-100%

Penalty ($/MWh) 50 200 5000

linear program:

min
T∑
t

∑
g∈G

(
CNL
g ug,t + CSU

g yg,t + CSD
g zg,t

)
+
∑
s∈S

ps

T∑
t

∑
g∈G

CgPg,t,s + πb
∑
l∈L

∆Db
l,t,s


(2.74a)

s.t. yg,t − zg,t = ug,t − ug,t−1, ∀g, t, (2.74b)

yg,t + zg,t ≤ 1, ∀g, t, (2.74c)

t∑
τ=t−UTg+1

yg,τ ≤ yg,t, ∀t ≥ UTg, (2.74d)

t∑
τ=t−DTg+1

zg,τ ≤ 1− yg,t, ∀t ≥ DTg, (2.74e)

Pmin
g ug,t ≤ Pg,t,s ≤ Pmax

g ug,t, , ∀g, t, s, (2.74f)

RDg ≤ Pg,t,s − Pg,t−1,s ≤ RUg, , ∀g, t, s, (2.74g)∑
s∈W

Ww,t,s +
∑
g∈G

Pg,t,s +
∑
l∈L

∆Db
l,t,s

=
∑
l∈L

Dl,t,s +
∑
s∈W

∆Ww,t,s, ∀t, s, b, (2.74h)

−PFmax ≤ PTDF× I ≤ PFmax, (2.74i)

∆Ww,t,s ≤ ∆Wmax
w,t,s, ∀w, t, s, (2.74j)

∆Db
l,t,s ≤ ∆Db,max

l,t,s , ∀l, t, s, b, (2.74k)

where T is the scheduling time horizon; G, L, W, and S are the set of generating units, loads,

wind farms, and scenarios, respectively; ps denotes the probability of scenario s; CNL
g , CSU

g , CSD
g ,

Cg, and πb denote the no-load cost, start-up cost, shut-down cost, offer price, and load shedding

penalty of shedding block b ∈ B, respectively; u, y, and z are binary variables, representing

on/off status and start-up/shut-down signals; P is the power of generating unit, ∆Db is the

quantity of load shedding, W is the wind generation, and ∆W is the wind curtailment; UT and

DT are the minimum up and down time; PFmax, PTDF, and I are the matrices of line capacity,

power transfer distribution factor, and bus power injection, respectively. The maximum wind

curtailment ∆Wmax
w,t,s is set to be the wind generation Ww,t,s.

Let x and y be the vectors of the first and second stage decisions, where x includes all the

binary variables in (2.74). In the first stage, we adopt the practice of the New York Independent
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Figure 2.31: Comparison of different methods for the scenario reduction, in terms of the ob-
jective error and the policy error.

System Operator (NYISO), and apply a large penalty cost to load shedding [129]. Penalties of

all the shedding blocks are set to $5000/MW. In the second stage, the constraints are relaxed

and we follow the three-block scheme as in Table 2.12. Note that we need to solve a set of

optimal power flow problems when evaluating the policy error (2.73). That is, we first solve

(2.74) using C, then fix x∗, and complete the realized dispatch for each sn ∈ S.

The problem maxx f(x;S) is also solved by the extensive form in CPLEX. It takes 25 hours

to finish and highlights the need of scenario reduction techniques. Here, we only consider BPA-

10, and two scores are reported in Fig. 2.31. Regarding the objective error, it highly depends on

the values of wind generation in the new scenario set. As shown in Figs. 2.28 and 2.29, all the

methods reach fairly good performance. Therefore, all the objective errors are close to zero, but

among which the MAFC gives the lowest error. On the other hand, the policy error measures

the quality of the optimal decisions generated by the preserved set. Methods with lower cosine

distances in Table 2.9 capture the inherent patterns better, and lead to comparably better

solutions. One special case is GAK, whose performance is severely exacerbated by the lack of

robustness. Moreover, we observe that the extreme events play a crucial role in determining the

two errors, since there is no huge difference between the distances in Euclidean space. SoftDTW,

k-means, PCA and DNN perform well in Fig. 2.29, and hence their performances are close to that

of MAFC. The MAFC outperforms all the other methods and gives the lowest error, in terms

of both measures. It highlights the ineffectiveness of the existing scenario reduction techniques

targeting at minimizing probability distance. PCA is used to project the 24-hour features to a

lower dimensional space, but the clustering task is also finished by k-means. By comparing the

results of k-means and PCA, we find that clustering based on latent representations generates

a better preserved scenario set, which could be a reason of better performance of the MAFC.

The operational costs are different under different realizations. It follows from the fact that
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Figure 2.32: Comparison of the original scenario set and the preserved scenario sets generated
by scenario reduction methods, in terms of the standard deviation of the realized cost.

wind generation in each scenario is non-identical. However, large penalties are applied in case

large violations happen. We investigate the standard deviations of the realized costs for different

methods. It can be interpreted as the risk of loss-of-load. The results are shown in Fig. 2.32.

The MAFC method generates robust schedules that avoid load shedding and are close to the

optimal schedules produced by the original scenario set. It shows the superiority of adding

fuzziness by comparing the results of MAFC and DNN.

A perfect preserved scenario set should yield schedules that are exactly the same with those

optimized by the original set. Let the number of different solutions optimized by C and S be

Z(S, C), and the total number of decisions be Z ′. We investigate the discrepancy between the

decision sets generated by different methods and refer to this measure as policy stability. It is

mathematically defined by

es(S, C) = 1− Z(S, C)
Z ′

. (2.75)

Note that this measure is relevant given the large number of binary variables. The policy

stability for each method is listed in Table 2.13. Amongst the six methods, the MAFC gives

the highest policy stability. Moreover, the table reveals that the policy stability of MAFC,

SoftDTW, k-means, and PCA are close, whereas those of SBR, GAK, k-Shape, DNN are similar.

The observation coincides with the facts regarding the objective error, the policy error, and the

standard deviation of the realized cost. Also, it shows that preserved scenarios using the MAFC

can characterize original scenarios. Two scenario sets lead to almost identical schedules.

The penalty of load shedding has a huge impact on the realized cost. We also test the

preserved scenario sets using different penalties. One block structure is adopted, where load

shedding penalty is set to $100/MWh, $200/MWh, $500/MWh, and $2000/MWh, respectively.
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Table 2.13: Comparison of Methods for the Scenario Reduction Using the Policy Stability.

Method MAFC SBR k-Shape GAK SoftDTW k-means PCA DNN

Stability (%) 98.8 94.4 94.6 94.8 97.9 97.7 97.8 95.3

Table 2.14: Comparison of Realized Costs under Different Penalties for the Scenario Reduction.

Penalties 100 ($k) 200 ($k) 500 ($k) 2000 ($k)

MAFC 178.1 188.1 219.4 369.2

SBR 188.4 222.7 325.7 840.8

k-Shape 195.3 237.8 365.2 1002

GAK 193.5 234.2 356.2 966.3

SoftDTW 187.4 195.7 223.7 345.4

k-means 176.8 193.0 241.9 485.9

PCA 175.3 188.5 228.0 425.3

DNN 184.1 215.2 308.6 775.2

The realized costs are summarized in Table 2.14. When the penalty is $100/MWh and close to

the fuel cost of conventional units, the realized costs of all the methods are similar. When the

load shedding penalty is moderate, i.e., $200/MWh and $500/MWh, the realized cost of the

MAFC shows superiority because the generated scenario set includes more adverse realizations.

For other realizations with negative forecasting errors, the quantity of load shedding is not

large, and will not increase the realized cost dramatically. However, when the penalty is very

high, say, higher than $2000/MWh, the realizations with negative forecasting errors play an

important role in determining the realized costs, though the quantity of load shedding is still

small. Therefore, SoftDTW gives the best realized cost, which aligns with the fact in Fig. 2.29

that majority of scenarios produced by SoftDTW are with negative forecasting errors. Energy

imbalance can be compensated by reserves and demand response in modern power grid. In this

regard, moderate penalty should be the most practical setting, and the MAFC can bring more

financial benefits.

The previous analysis assumes that the original scenario set acts as the potential realizations

on the next day. The preserved set is obtained based on the original scenario set as well.

Therefore, it is necessary to validate the preserved set on other possible realizations to ensure

generalization capability. We generate four new scenario sets and consider them as possible

realizations. The numbers of scenarios in the four sets are 100, 200, 500, and 1000, respectively.

The realized costs are shown in Fig. 2.33. We observe that the MAFC gives the lowest realized

costs in all the test sets, which indicates that the new scenario set preserved by the MAFC

has good generalization and the performance is guaranteed over all the possible realizations of

uncertainties.
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Figure 2.33: Comparison of the performance of different methods for the scenario reduction
on four new scenario sets, in terms of the realized cost.

Table 2.15: Comparison of Different Selections of the Number of Preserved Scenarios.

K 3 5 10 20 50 100

Cost ($k) 337.3 326.3 219.4 218.0 205.3 203.9

Time (sec) 2.750 4.499 10.05 21.68 99.35 292.5

It is worth investigating how to choose the number of scenarios K in the new scenario set.

For a large power system, a large K may make the day-ahead scheduling problem too difficult to

solve. On the other hand, if a small K is used, new scenarios may not capture the characteristic

of possible evolution. For the 24-bus system, we evaluate some sets with different K, in terms

of CPU time for solving unit commitment and realized costs. The load shedding penalty is set

to $500/MWh, and the results are listed in Table 2.15. We observe that when K reaches 10,

the decrease in realized costs becomes small, while the CPU time increase about 30 times from

K = 10 to K = 100. It is difficult to determine the optimal value of K. For a given system, one

should make a trade-off based on the complexity of the system in consideration.

2.5 Conclusion and Discussion

To reduce uncertainty in the future power systems with high renewable penetration, the

most intuitive way is to improve the forecasting techniques. Theoretically speaking, if accurate

predictions are available, the uncertainty will be eliminated, and the optimal solution of power

system scheduling and planning is associated with the deterministic realization. In other words,

deterministic optimization can be used instead of applying intractable stochastic programs, and

hence, integer variables (i.e., non-convexity) are trivial. Although accurate predictions are not

available in general, it is still worth investigating better algorithms for the forecasting. Motivated

by this, recent advances in deep learning are leveraged to perform short-term forecasting of

renewable and net loads.
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An attention temporal convolutional network is presented. The architecture is developed

for the ultra-short-term spatio-temporal forecasting of renewable resources. It is verified on the

wind speed and solar generation forecasting. Case studies reveal that predictions generated by

the proposed method outperform those forecasted by the baselines, in terms of skill scores.

With the use of convex combinations coupled with attention mechanisms, we can understand

what is happening in the layers that are close to the output layer. The model needs no domain

knowledge or feature selection, and hence, is general enough.

We observe that the time series predicted by the proposed structure cannot follow intra-

minute ramping events accurately. For example, the intra-minute fluctuations of solar generation

cannot be captured completely. It is a major drawback of this work since predictions made by the

ATCN may complicate some tasks such as the voltage regulation. In future works, I will try to

improve the capability of event following. Additionally, we still cannot understand what spatial

and temporal signals are extracted by stacked dilated convolutional layers. For the renewable

forecasting, the predictions will be used for the power system operation and are directly linked

with potential financial losses. An understandable feature extraction that coincides with expert

knowledge may be more reliable and well-founded. It is also worth investigating an interpretable

feature extraction. Another limitation of this work is that the model is based on the assumption

for the existence of correlations between geographically distributed time series. If the assumption

does not hold, the performance will be deteriorated. Regarding the renewable forecasting, it is

not always true, especially when the sites are located distantly.

The assumption of the existence of spatial correlations usually is not true in the case of

net-load forecasting. It is not necessary for the net loads in different forecast zones to be spa-

tially correlated. That being said, we still want to utilize off-site information. We propose a

graph transformer network, wherein time series of each zone are processed individually. The

graph transformer network can produce point predictions, quantiles, intervals, and scenarios.

Predictions made by the model show state-of-the-art performance. Similarly, the model is gen-

eral enough and can be used for different forecasting tasks. For example, forecasting of wind

generation/speed and solar generation/irradiance. It allows feature selection for a complete

graph, which is more appropriate for the forecasting tasks in power systems. Transformers in

the GTrans ensure long-range persistence. However, the attention mechanisms still cannot be

explained well, i.e., what information each head extracts.

Given the fact that perfect predictions are not obtainable, decision making under uncertainty

is important. The performance of most of the methods, such as stochastic programming and

robust optimization, highly relies on the uncertainty representations used. It motivates us to

consider scenario generation, which generates scenarios that can be regarded as a set of potential

realizations. Scenario generation is an important step for the day-ahead scheduling such as

stochastic unit commitment, dynamic economic dispatch, or day-ahead trading of renewable

generation. In this context, scenarios with high quality are desired. However, limited literature

to date addresses this topic.
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A scenario generation method is developed in this dissertation. The model, sequence gen-

erative adversarial network, uses the concept of generative adversarial networks coupled with

reinforcement learning to guide the learning process of long short-term memory cells. It takes

the advantage of long short-term memory cells to capture the complex temporal dynamics of

weather. To jointly consider the fitness of each time slot and its future impact, Monte Carlo

search is adopted to approximate the future impact. In contrast to the existing supervised

methods, our model does not require any selection of features. Moreover, it is not prone to

overfitting and misidentification of the patterns compared with the conventional time series

models. The case studies show that the scenarios generated by our model can better character-

ize the variability of wind power when compared with those produced by Gaussian distribution,

vanilla LSTM, and multivariate kernel density estimation. In future work, I will incorporate the

spatial correlation which can be used by large scale systems and apply it to the decision-making

process. Furthermore, I will extend the study to generate the long-term scenarios that can be

used for expansion planning.

In some case, scenarios are already available, but the number of scenarios is large. In addi-

tion, some scenario generation methods cannot control the number of generated scenarios with

guaranteed performance due to the law of large numbers. Many optimization problems in power

systems include integer variables (i.e., non-convexities). If the number of scenarios is too large,

the problem becomes intractable. In this regard, scenario reduction that reduces the number of

scenarios yet without deteriorating the quality of scenarios is desired.

A mixed autoencoder based time-series clustering architecture is presented in this disser-

tation. The architecture is used to perform scenario reduction for stochastic scheduling. The

model considers the scenario reduction problem as a time-series clustering task. Therefore, the

new scenario set produced by the MAFC gives a better time-series similarity, without ceding the

accuracy in Euclidean space. The results of a day-ahead unit commitment problem show that

the scenarios generated by the proposed model outperform those produced by other methods

and imply that the method provides quite a few practical economic values to system operators.

However, we observe that the vanilla mixed autoencoders model also performs well when the

number of preserved scenarios is large and the original scenarios do not show many fluctuations.

The drawback is that the model only considers renewable energy. It is also worth extending

the work to incorporate scenario reduction for multivariate time series such as correlated time

series of renewable and load.
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CHAPTER

3

INTEGRATED GAS AND POWER

SYSTEMS

The large shift in electric generating resources with ongoing retirements of coal-fired and

nuclear capacity coupled with growth in natural gas, wind, and solar resources brings new

challenges to the power system planning, operation, and economics. This trend of high share

of renewable energy requires more flexibility to follow the unpredictable variations, both in

loads and renewable energy sources. In order to follow the realizations of uncertainties in real

time, system operators use operating reserves, which are usually scheduled through the unit

commitment. Nowadays, gas-fired units are widely used not only for the generation but also for

the operating reserves because of the low natural gas price, and their fast start-up flexibility

and ramp rates. The operational constraints and uncertainties in the gas network have a huge

impact on the power system operation and economics. For example, when one pipeline suffers

a contingency, it will influence the generation of gas-fired units. With the goal of developing

renewable based energy systems, the integration of power and gas systems becomes necessary

to realize efficient and secure operation of future energy systems. On the other hand, as the

reliance on natural gas to meet electric generation requirements increases, additional planning

measures and risks must be considered to better understand the implications of the complex

interdependency between the natural gas system and the power system.

Moreover, the rapid development of power-to-gas (P2G) technology is promoting the inte-

gration of renewable energy and makes coupling between the power and gas systems deeper.

P2G starts with converting electricity to hydrogen through water electrolysis, and it can fur-

ther react with carbon dioxide that is captured from air to produce synthetic natural gas.
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Due to the intermittent nature of renewable energy, curtailment happens in systems with high

share of renewable energy. For example, this happens when solar power peaks during the day

in California, or at night when wind power is greatest in Midwest. While those curtailments

do not cause reliability issues, flexible balancing tools such as utility-scale energy storage are

needed to increase renewable utilization. The combination of gas-fired units and P2G can act

as storage and serve as a potential solution to renewable curtailment. Moreover, by means of

the rapid response of polymer electrolyte membrane electrolysis, P2G can also offer auxiliary

and regulatory power services of high value. In addition, P2G converts electricity to natural

gas, and P2G can be regarded as an option of long-term storage since the natural gas can be

easily stored. Due to the seasonal characteristic of renewable energy and load, P2G can absorb

excess renewable generation in peak seasons, which can then be supplied to meet natural gas

loads or stored to serve electric load in off-peak seasons using gas-fired generators.

In this chapter, we first propose an expansion co-planning model for integrated energy sys-

tems (IESs) where uncertainties in both systems are considered. A scenario based decomposition

scheme called branch-and-price is presented to handle ample integer variables in the planning

model. We then study transmission contingency-constrained unit commitment (CCUC) of an

IES. Uncertainties both in contingencies and net loads are modeled by interval numbers, which

reduces the computational burden compared with other uncertainty representations. We incor-

porate the risk preferences of decision makers in the framework to alleviate the conservativeness

of solutions.

3.1 Multistage Stochastic Co-planning of Integrated Energy Sys-

tems

In this dissertation, we address two limitations of the existing works for the IES expansion

planning. First, we consider the potential contribution of IES in some worldwide societal goals

such as decarbonized economy and 100% renewable penetration. Second, the selection of sce-

narios is discussed. We adopt the multistage stochastic programming technique. The stochastic

programming method encapsulates all possible realizations and hence is less conservative. More-

over, it allows the planner to make “wait-and-see” decisions. However, for a system on a large

scale, the mixed integer program is difficult to solve. To make the problem tractable, we use

branch-and-price algorithm.

3.1.1 Modeling Integrated Energy Systems Expansion Co-planning

The goal of IES expansion co-planning is to minimize the total investment and operation

cost of IES over the planning periods T , while satisfying security constraints. The investment

cost in consideration includes that of gas-fired generators, transmission lines, pipelines, and

P2Gs. The operation cost consists of that of power and gas systems, in which the fuel cost of

gas-fired generator is carried out by the total gas supply cost, and the carbon emission cost.
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Let g, l, p, t, st, a, i, b, c, and m be the index of generators, transmission lines, pipelines,

years, stages, P2Gs, electric buses, load blocks, coupling buses, and gas nodes respectively. We

have 1 ≤ t ≤ T and 1 ≤ st ≤ ST . Let ΩC
G, ΩE

G, ΩE
C , ΩC

L , ΩE
L , ΩC

P , ΩE
P , ΩC

A, ΩE
A, B, ΩI , ΩM , and

ΩC be the set of candidate gas generators, existing gas generators, existing coal-fired generators,

candidate transmission lines, existing transmission lines, candidate pipelines, existing pipelines,

candidate P2Gs, existing P2Gs, load blocks, electric buses, gas nodes, and coupling buses,

respectively. Let C inv and DT be the investment cost of the corresponding candidate and

the duration of load block. Let x be binary variables, representing the investment state. The

objective function of IES expansion co-planning can be given by

min
ST∑
st=1

δT(st)

[ ∑
g∈ΩCG

C inv
g (xg,st − xg,st−1) +

∑
l∈ΩCL

C inv
l (xl,st − xl,st−1) +

∑
p∈ΩCP

C inv
p (xp,st − xp,st−1)

+
∑
a∈ΩCA

C inv
a (xa,st − xa,st−1)

]
+

T∑
t=1

δt
∑
b∈B

DTb,t (EOCb,t +GOCb,t + COCb,t) , (3.1)

where δt and T(st) are the present value (i.e., discount factor) of year t and the first year in

stage st, respectively.

The temporal variability of load and wind power is mainly due to meteorological fluctuations

of seasons and hours of the day, we divided them into different load blocks. Let f(·) be the fuel

cost function including carbon emission cost of coal-fired generators. P coal andGLS be the power

of coal-fired generators and gas injection by gas supplies. The total operation cost follows as:

EOCb,t =
∑
i∈ΩI

f(P coal
i,b,t ), (3.2)

GOCb,t =
∑

m∈ΩM

πgas
t GLS

m,b,t, (3.3)

COCb,t =
∑
c∈ΩC

πcarbon
t (ε1Pc,b,t − ε2PTc,b,t) , (3.4)

where πgas and πcarbon are random variables, representing gas price and carbon emission price,

respectively. ε1 and ε2 are carbon dioxide uncontrolled emission factors of gas-fired generator

and the emission reduction factor of P2G. For the buses without coal-fired generator, we set

P coal
i,b,t = 0. For the nodes without gas supply, we set GLS

m,b,t = 0. The fuel cost function is

linearized. We use the average value ε1 = 181 kg/MWh, which is estimated by EIA. The CO2

saving induced by P2G in kg/MWh is given by

ε2 =
molecular mass of CO2

molecular mass of CH4
× 1

HHV mass
CH4

, (3.5)

where HHV mass
CH4

is the higher heating value of methane with respect to its mass, taken as

0.0153. The resulting CO2 emission reduction from production is ε2 = 180 kg/MWh.
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The expansion co-planning model includes investments in generators, transmission lines,

pipelines, and P2G. We use binary variables x’s to represent our decisions. Once a candidate

is installed, we set its state x to be 1 for the remaining planning periods, which leads to the

following constraints:

xg,st ≥xg,st−1, ∀g ∈ ΩC
G, ∀st, (3.6)

xl,st ≥xl,st−1, ∀l ∈ ΩC
L , ∀st, (3.7)

xp,st ≥xp,st−1, ∀p ∈ ΩC
P , ∀st, (3.8)

xa,st ≥xa,st−1, ∀a ∈ ΩC
A, ∀st. (3.9)

A large enough value M is used to make the constraint nonbinding, which leads to the following

power flow constraints:

PLl,b,t = Bl
(
θs(l),b,t − θr(l),b,t

)
, ∀l ∈ ΩE

L , ∀b, t, (3.10a)

− PLmax
l ≤ PLl,b,t ≤ PLmax

l , ∀l ∈ ΩE
L ,∀b, t, (3.10b)

−M(1− xl,ST(t)) ≤ PLl,b,t −Bl
(
θs(l),b,t − θr(l),b,t

)
≤M(1− xl,ST(t)), ∀l ∈ ΩC

L ,∀b, t, (3.10c)

− xl,ST(t)PL
max
l ≤ PLl,b,t ≤ xl,ST(t)PL

max
l , ∀l ∈ ΩC

L , ∀b, t, (3.10d)

where PL collects power flows in transmission lines with the maximum capacity PLmax. Simi-

larly, θ is the phase angle with the limits θmin and θmax. The function ST(t) returns the stage

that year t belongs to.

Phase angle limits, capacities limits of generators, and capacities limits of P2G’s are enforced

by

θmin
i ≤ θi,b,t ≤ θmax

i , ∀i ∈ ΩI , ∀b, t, (3.11a)

Pmin
g ≤ Pg,b,t ≤ Pmax

g , ∀g ∈ ΩE
G ∪ ΩE

C , ∀b, t, (3.11b)

Pmin
g xg,ST(t) ≤ Pg,b,t ≤ Pmax

g xg,ST(t), ∀g ∈ ΩC
G, ∀b, t, (3.11c)

0 ≤ PTa,b,t ≤ PTmax
a , ∀a ∈ ΩE

A, ∀b, t, (3.11d)

0 ≤ PTa,b,t ≤ PTmax
a xa,ST(t), ∀a ∈ ΩC

A, ∀b, t. (3.11e)

where PT is the power of P2Gs.

The nodal active power balance constraints are given by

Pi,b,t + Pwind
i,b,t −

∑
s(l)=i

PLl,b,t +
∑
r(l)=i

PLl,b,t =Di,b,t + PTi,b,t + ∆Pwind
i,b,t ,

∀i ∈ ΩI , ∀l ∈ ΩE
L ∪ ΩC

L , ∀b, t, (3.12)

where Pwind and D are random variables representing renewable generation and electric load.

Pi,b,t includes all the generation at bus i, i.e., both candidate and existing generators. ∆Pwind
i,b,t
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ensures that the renewable generation can be curtailed. s(l) and r(l) represent the sending and

receiving buses of line l, respectively.

Regarding the gas system, we use the steady state model to describe constraints. The gas

flow GLS
m,b,t from gas supply at node m is constrained by physical characteristics, which leads

to

0 ≤ GLS
m,b,t ≤ GLS,max

m , ∀m ∈ ΩM , ∀b, t. (3.13)

We use Weymouth gas flow equations to represent the gas flow through each pipeline. The

gas flows are modeled by

GLp,b,t|GLp,b,t| = φp

(
ω2
s(p),b,t − ω

2
r(p),b,t

)
, (3.14a)

−GLmax
p ≤ GLp,b,t ≤ GLmax

p , ∀p ∈ ΩE
P , ∀b, t, (3.14b)

−M(1− xp,ST(t)) ≤ GLp,b,t|GLp,b,t| − Cp
(
ω2
s(p),b,t − ω

2
r(p),b,t

)
≤M(1− xp,ST(t)), (3.14c)

−GLmax
p xp,ST(t) ≤ GLp,b,t ≤ GLmax

p xp,ST(t), p ∈ ΩC
P , ∀b, t, (3.14d)

where GL is the gas flow in the pipeline, ω is the pressure at a gas node, and φ is coefficient

that captures the characteristics of pipelines.

The nodal balance in gas systems describes that the gas injection equals the gas withdrawn

including the compressor consumption τm at each node m, which is given by

GLS
m,b,t +GTm,b,t−

∑
s(p)=m

GLp,b,t +
∑

r(p)=m

GLp,b,t +GLdis
m,b,t −GLch

m,b,t = τm,b,t +Dgas
m,b,t

+GLg,b,t,∀m ∈ ΩM , ∀p ∈ ΩE
P ∪ ΩC

P , ∀g ∈ ΩE
G ∪ ΩC

G, (3.15)

where τ is the gas consumption by gas compressors, GT is the gas injected by P2Gs, and GLdis
m,b,t

and GLch
m,b,t are the discharging and charging rates of a gas storage. Dgas is a random variable,

representing gas demand.

The state of charge SOC at each load block depends on the state of charge of the previous

block, and if the block is the first block in year t, then it depends on the last block in year t−1.

The model for gas storage is given by

0 ≤ GLdis
m,b,t ≤ GLdis,max

m , ∀m ∈ ΩM , ∀b, t, (3.16a)

0 ≤ GLch
m,b,t ≤ GLch,max

m , ∀m ∈ ΩM , ∀b, t, (3.16b)

SOCm,b,t = SOCm,b−1,t + ηGLch
m,b,t −GLdis

m,b,t/η, ∀m ∈ ΩM , ∀t, ∀b > 1 (3.16c)

SOCm,1,t = SOCm,|B|,t−1 + ηGLch
m,|B|,t −GL

dis
m,|B|,t/η, ∀m ∈ ΩM , ∀t, ∀b = 1, (3.16d)

0 ≤ SOCm,b,t ≤ SOCmax
m,b,t, (3.16e)

where SOCm,b,t is the state of charge of storage, in mcf, at bus m, in block b and year t.

The compressor is used to increase the pressures. The compression ratio is constrained by
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the maximum compression ratio R, and some gases are consumed to increase pressure, which

is modeled by

ωin
m,b,t ≤ ωout

m,b,t ≤ Rmωin
m,b,t, ∀m ∈ ΩM , (3.17a)

Hm,b,t = EmGL
C
m,b,t

[(
ωout
m,b,t

ωin
m,b,t

)
− 1

]
, (3.17b)

τm,b,t = αm + βmHm,b,t + γmH
2
m,b,t. (3.17c)

where H is the heat rate of compressors, GLC is the gas flow through compressors, and ωin

and ωout are the pressures at the inlet and outlet of compressors. R, E, α, β, γ are constants,

representing the maximum compression ratio and parameters of compressor, respectively.

Moreover, the pressure at each node needs to be bounded, which is given by

ωmin
m ≤ ωm,b,t ≤ ωmax

m , ∀m ∈ ΩM , ∀b, t. (3.18)

It is obvious that the gas flow equations (3.14a) and (3.14c) are nonlinear. We use the

incremental model to derive the piecewise linear approximation of gas flow equation [130].

Using Π = ω2 to replace the pressure squared, we have the new gas flow equation as follows:

GLp,b,t|GLp,b,t| = φp
(
Πs(p),b,t −Πr(p),b,t

)
. (3.19)

Let Q be the set of segments that are applied to linearize the left term, we introduce

continuous variable κq and binary variable yq for each segment q ∈ Q. Continuous variables

represent the length of each segment. Binary variables force that if a segment is chosen, all the

other segments to its left must be chosen. The gas flow GL is approximated as:

GL = GL1 +

|Q|∑
q=1

(GLq+1 −GLq)κq, (3.20a)

κq+1 ≤ yq, yq ≤ κq, ∀q ∈ Q− 1, (3.20b)

0 ≤ κq ≤ 1, ∀q ∈ Q. (3.20c)

As for the nonlinear terms in (3.17), we adopt the method in [131]. We fit the gas consump-

tion τm,b,t into polynomials of variables GLC
m,b,t, ω

out
m,b,t and ωin

m,b,t as the following equation:

τm,b,t = σ1GL
C
m,b,t + σ2ω

out
m,b,t

2
+ σ3ω

in
m,b,t

2
+ σ4 = σ1GL

C
m,b,t + σ2Πout

m,b,t + σ3Πin
m,b,t + σ4.

(3.21)

We regard electric-driven compressors as electrical loads in the power system network. The

power system and gas system are coupled by gas-fired generators and P2Gs. The model carries

out the fuel cost of gas-fired generator by the cost of the gas supply. We use the higher heating
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Figure 3.1: An example of scenario tree.

value of synthetic natural gas HHVSNG, taken as 38.42 MJ/m3, to denote the conversion be-

tween electrical power flow and volumetric gas flow per hour, which leads to the two equations

below:

GTa,b,t = ηP2GPTa,b,t/HHVSNG, ∀a ∈ ΩE
A ∪ ΩC

A, (3.22a)

Pg,b,t = ηG2PGLg,b,tHHVSNG, ∀g ∈ ΩE
G ∪ ΩC

G, (3.22b)

where ηP2G and ηG2P are the efficiency of P2G and gas-fired generator, respectively.

3.1.2 Multistage Stochastic Program With Recourse

The investment strategies are subject to significant uncertainties. We consider the output

of renewable, the increase of loads, gas price, and the emission cost of carbon as uncertainties.

We assume that the increase of electric load and that of gas demand share perfect positive

correlation, which reduces one random variable. We assume that the output of wind turbines

follows a Weibull distribution, and others follow normal distribution. For numerical reasons,

some methods should be applied to generate a discrete version of the underlying continuous

distribution. The procedure of discretizing the continuous distribution is termed scenario gen-

eration. A scenario tree is a set of nodes and branches used in models of decision making under

uncertainty. Every node in the tree represents a possible state of world at a particular time

point and a position where a decision can be made [132]. The arcs represent realizations of

uncertain variables. A path from the root node to a bottom node is defined as a multistage

scenario, which describes a plausible realization of uncertainties over multiple horizons. Fig. 3.1

gives an example of three-stage scenario tree. There are four scenarios in this scenario tree. For

example, path 1–2–4 is a scenario with probability 0.3. For each transition from any node to it

successors, the realization follows the predefined distribution.

The Moment Matching Method for Scenario Generation

The moment matching method is a widely used method to generate scenarios. The idea

of moment matching method is to match the statistical properties of generated scenarios with
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those of the observed data process (underlying distribution). Following the notation presented

by [133], define Γ as a set of statistical properties to be matched and ΓVAL
i as the observed

value of statistical property i from Γ. Let N be the number of random variables, T be the

number of stages, Θt be the number of (conditional) outcomes in stage t, where t ∈ {1, . . . , T}.
The tree in Fig. 3.1 has T = 3, Θ1 = 1, Θ2 = 2, and Θ3 = 2. Let y be the outcome vector

of dimension N(Θ1 + Θ1Θ2 + . . . + Θ1Θ2 . . .ΘT ), p be the probability vector of dimension

Θ1 + Θ1Θ2 + . . . + Θ1Θ2 . . .ΘT , and fi(y,p) be the mathematical expression for statistical

property i in Γ. We want to construct y and p so that the statistical properties of the discrete

version match those of the underlying distribution. We can achieve this by solving the nonlinear

and non-convex optimization problem:

min
y,p

∑
i∈Γ

(
fi(y,p)− ΓVAL

i

)2
(3.23a)

s.t. pM = 1, (3.23b)

p � 0, (3.23c)

where M is a matrix of zeroes and ones, whose number of rows equals to the length of p

and number of columns equals to the number of nodes in the scenario tree. Each column in M

extracts a conditional realization of the underlying distribution. Since the optimization problem

(3.23) is non-convex, the solution might be not globally optimal. We start with multiple start

points and selected the solution with the smallest objective value. We enforce a lower bound

for each probability to avoid peak realizations when we implement the process.

Selecting the Size of the Scenario Tree

Due to the exponential increase of computational complexity in the number of possible

scenarios, multistage scenario generation approach places a greater emphasis on reducing the

number of required samples. Moreover, too many scenarios may lead to over-specification. The

number of scenarios generated by (3.23) depends on the number of stages as well as the number

of statistical properties and outcomes in each stage. We fit the mean and variance of underlying

distribution. While improved scenario trees may result from fitting more moments such as skew-

ness and kurtosis, the authors of [134] indicate that the use of additional moment information

provides minor improvement. Note that the number of uncertainties in consideration is 4. For

all the outcomes of each node, we need to match 8 statistical properties. D probability-value

pairs can match the first 2D − 1 statistical properties exactly [135]. Hence, we set the number

of outcomes of each node as 5.

Let us consider a 5-stage planning problem, the total number of scenarios is 54 = 625,

which may be too large for direct computation. To decrease the number of scenarios, we need

to reduce its size. We are more interested in decisions now. Moreover, the current cost plays a

more important role because of the discount factor. We can reduce the number of outcomes of
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each node in future. For example, let Θ2 = 5,Θ3 = 4,Θ4 = 3, and Θ5 = 2, the total number of

scenarios decreases to 120. To keep the problem tractable, we need to make a tradeoff between

the size of scenario tree and the objective value in (3.23).

3.1.3 Multistage Stochastic Expansion Co-planning

The practical expansion planning problem involves a sequence of decisions that responds

to outcomes that evolve over time. Given this insight, the two-stage stochastic programming

method is not an appropriate one for the expansion planning problem since it fixes investment

decisions. Let the decision horizon be T = {1, . . . , |T |}, we assume that the information is given

by stochastic process {ξ1, . . . , ξ|T |}. The decisions at each stage depend on all the previous

decisions and outcomes of random variables, which allows the decision maker to make “wait-

and-see” decisions. Let the vector of all decisions from stage 1 to stage t be x̃t = {x1, . . . ,xt} and

the vector of random outcomes be ξ̃ = {ξ1, . . . , ξt}, a general multistage stochastic programming

problem is given by

min
{
c>1 (ξ1)x1 +Q1(x̃1) : W1x1 ≤ h1(ξ̃1),x1 ∈X1

}
,

Qt(x̃t) = Eξt+1|ξ̃t min
{
c>t+1(ξt+1)xt+1 +Qt+1(x̃t+1) :

Tt+1(ξ̃t+1)x̃t +Wt+1xt+1 ≤ ht+1(ξ̃t+1),xt+1 ∈Xt+1

}
, (3.24)

where t = 1, . . . , |T | − 1 with Q|T |+1 ≡ 0. Xt enforces the integrality requirement for some

decision variables.

Nonanticipativity Constraints

Decision makers are not allowed to anticipate the outcome of future random events when

making their decisions, so they need to enforce nonanticipativity. The program (3.24) implicitly

includes nonanticipativity constraints, however, we need to keep the scenario tree structure,

which is not easy to decompose. Let |S| be the number of scenarios, we assume that the random

vector ξ is defined by a probability space (Ξ,S), where S = {1, . . . , |S|}, and Ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξ|S|)

with probabilities p1, . . . , p|S|. This allows us to decompose the model using scenarios. Let Hst
be the set of scenarios for which the realization of uncertainties is identical to the realization of

uncertainties under scenario s ∈ S before stage t ∈ T . We need to add the following constraints:

xs
′
t′ = xst′ , ∀t′ < t, ∀s′ ∈ Hst . (3.25)

Fig. 3.2 gives an illustration of nonanticipativity constraints. For example, if s = 4, and t = 3,

then H4
3 = 3 and H4

2 = {1, 2, 3}. The nonanticipativity constraints of this example are given

by x1
1 = x2

1 = x3
1 = x4

1, x1
2 = x2

2, and x3
2 = x3

2. Note that for IES expansion problems, we

only impose nonanticipativity constraints on investment decisions and the state of charge of

gas storage.
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Figure 3.2: An illustration of nonanticipativity constraints.

Using nonanticipativity constraints, the stochastic mixed integer problem can be recast as

a large-scale mixed integer problem:

min
∑
s∈S

ps
|T |∑
t=1

c>t (ξst )xt(ξ
s
t ) (3.26a)

s.t. W1x1(ξs) ≤ h1(ξs1), ∀s ∈ S, (3.26b)

Tt(ξ̃
s
t )x̃t−1(ξs) +Wtxt(ξ

s) ≤ ht(ξ̃st ),

∀t ∈ T , ∀s ∈ S, (3.26c)

xt′(ξ
s′) = xt′(ξ

s), ∀t′ < t, ∀s′ ∈ Hst , (3.26d)

xt(ξ
s) ∈Xt, ∀t ∈ T ,∀s ∈ S, (3.26e)

where ps is the probability of scenario s. Compared with (3.24), (3.26) is in its extensive form,

and nonanticipativity constraints are explicitly imposed by (3.26d).

Branch-and-Price Algorithm

The time complexity of branch and bound algorithm increases exponentially. The coupling

elements in (3.26), i.e., nonanticipativity constraints, make the problem impossible to solve using

the extensive form. Decomposition methods are needed for such a large-scale mixed integer

problem, by which we can decompose the problem into several tractable pieces. We adopt

the branch-and-price algorithm proposed in [57]. The branch-and-price algorithm consists of

Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition, column generation, and branch-and-bound.

Let (cst , h
s
t ,T

s
t ,xt,s) =

(
c>t (ξst ), ht(ξ̃

s
t ),Tt(ξ̃

s
t ),xt(ξ

s
t )
)

, we define

ψs :=

{
{xt,s}|T |t=1 : xt,s ∈Xt,s, T

s
t x̃t−1,s +Wtxt,s ≤ ht,s, ∀t ∈ T

}
. (3.27)

Applying the mixed-integer finite basis theorem to the subset of ψs, there exists a finite set of

its points Vs ⊆ ψs such that all points of ψs can be represented as a convex combination of
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points in Vs, whose index set is Gs. We define the master problem as

min
α

∑
s∈S

ps
∑

t∈T ,i∈Gs

cstx
i
t,sα

i
s (3.28a)

s.t. xt′,s =
∑
i∈Gs

xit,sα
i
s, ∀t′ < t, ∀s′ ∈ Hst , ∀t, s, (3.28b)

∑
i∈Gs

αis = 1, ∀s ∈ S, (3.28c)

αis ≥ 0, ∀s ∈ S, ∀i ∈ Gs, (3.28d)

xt,s ∈Xt, ∀t ∈ T , ∀s ∈ S, (3.28e)

where ps is the probability of scenario s. In the master problem, the decision variables are

α’s, and xit,s’s are the solutions of scenario based subproblems. Again, constraints (3.28b) and

(3.28c) are the nonanticipativity constraints and the convexity constraints, respectively. More-

over, (3.28e) denotes restrictions that require some or all the decision variables to be integer.

We solve the linear programming (LP) relaxation of (3.28), i.e., relax (3.28c), and let dual

variables associated with nonanticipativity constraints (3.28b) and convexity constraint (3.28c)

be µt,s and λs, respectively. Note that the reduced cost of master problem variables αis is given

by
∑

t∈T (pscst +µt,s)xt,s−λs. The following pricing problem is used to verify the optimality of

the master problem for scenario s ∈ S:

min Cs · xs (3.29a)

s.t. xs ∈ ψs, (3.29b)

where Cs = (pscs1 + µ1,s, . . . , p
scs|T | + µ|T |,s). If the objective value is smaller than λs, it means

that we can generate the corresponding column to the master problem since the column has

negative reduced cost.

Note that the pricing problem (3.29) is a mixed integer problem. However, |S| problems are

fully decomposed. Since we solve the LP relaxation of the master problem, general branching

scheme should be applied to meet the integrality conditions. To avoid infeasibility of the master

problem, a computed feasible solution is needed. We set all the investment decisions to be 1

and denote the solution by x0
s. The branch-and-price scheme is summarized as follows.

Initialization. Set λs =∞, µt,s = 0 and Gs = {0}, ∀s ∈ S, ∀t ∈ T . Set UB =∞.

Step 1. ∀s ∈ S, solve the pricing problem (3.29). If it indicates a negative reduced cost, add

the column to the current master problem (3.28), and go to step 2. Otherwise, go to step 3.

Step 2. Solve the linear relaxation of the master problem (3.28), and update dual variables µt,s

and λs to the pricing problem (3.29). Go back to step 1.

Step 3. Check the integrality conditions xt,s ∈ Xt, ∀t ∈ T , ∀s ∈ S. If the conditions hold, go

to step 5. Otherwise, go to step 4.

Step 4. Start the branching phase by defining two subproblems, and go back to step 1.
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Step 5. If there is no more active node in the branching tree, then declare the incumbent

solution and STOP. Otherwise, select an active node and go back to step 1.

Further Enhancement

Two fundamental difficulties arise when applying branch-and-price algorithm. First, con-

ventional branching on variables may be ineffective because fixing variables can destroy the

structure of the pricing subproblem. Second, column generation often converges slowly. Those

two issues require us to make problem-specific enhancement.

To avoid infeasibility at the beginning, we need to first compute a feasible solution. For the

IES expansion planning problem, the simplest way is to set all the investment decisions to be 1,

i.e., enforce all the candidate investments. We observe that the selection of the feasible solution

does not influence the computational efficiency of IES expansion co-planning problem.

In the column generation phase, we need to solve multiple scenario based subproblems.

Each deterministic IES expansion co-planning problem is a mixed integer linear programming

problem. For a system in real life, the subproblem itself can be difficult to solve. Note that it is

not necessary to find the column with the most negative reduced cost. The first method is to

generate near-optimal solutions using some heuristic algorithms. An alternative approach we

apply in our experiments is to stop at some optimality gaps. We use CPLEX as our solver for

subproblems. CPLEX applies branch-and-cut algorithm for mixed integer problems. However,

we observe that it is time consuming to find the global optimal solution when the branching

phase starts with the near-optimal solution. We stop the subproblems at a specific optimality

gap and add the column to the master problem.

On the other hand, we only impose nonanticipativity constraints for the state of charge of

gas storage and investment decisions, which makes the scale of master problem (3.28) small.

Moreover, we solve the LP relaxation, which reduces the computation burden dramatically. In

standard branch-and-price, only one column with highest reduced cost for all subproblems is

added to the master problem. However, the computational efficiency of the master problem is

not an issue here. In our experiment, we add the column for each subproblem to the master

problem as long as it is associated with a negative cost.

Regarding the branching phase, we use rounding strategies. The expansion co-planning

problem indeed is a binary problem. The branching leads to a specific value 0 or 1. Moreover,

the advantage of branch-and-price algorithm is to find a better branching node and reduce

the number of nodes in the branching tree. Given a fractional solution to (3.28), we perform

rounding instead of continuing the branching phase. For all fractional values that are greater

than or equal to 0.5, we round it to 1, whereas we round those that are less than 0.5 to 0. For

some small integrated energy systems without nonanticipativity constraints on the storage, we

observe that the optimal solution of LP relaxation for (3.28) is the integer programming solution.

The reason might be the existence of totally unimodular matrices. Using rounding strategies,

the solution is not guaranteed to be globally optimal anymore. The improved scheme is shown
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm for the proposed branch-and-price

Require:
scenario sets S, initial solution x0

s

1: while there exists any negative reduced cost do
2: for s ∈ S do
3: solve scenario based pricing problem (3.29) heuristically, using current µt,s and λs
4: stop branching at the optimality gap 5%
5: if the objective value is smaller than the current λs then
6: add the column to the master problem (3.28)
7: end if
8: end for
9: solve the master problem (3.28)

10: update dual variables µt,s and λs
11: end while
12: check the integrality conditions
13: if there exist fractional values then
14: perform the rounding strategy
15: end if

in Algorithm 3.

3.1.4 Case Studies

We use two cases to quantify the economic value of P2G in the long-term planning problem

and verify the effectiveness of the branch-and-price algorithm. The small case is a 3-stage

program based on a 6-bus power system coupled with a 6-node gas system, which focuses on

the economic value of P2G. The large case is a 4-stage stochastic program based on a 118-

bus power system [136] coupled with a 40-node gas system [137], which is compared with the

extensive form solved by CPLEX (branch-and-cut), progressive hedging, and greedy algorithm.

The scenarios are generated by MATLAB function fmincon.

6-Bus Test System

In this case, we consider a system as shown in Fig. 3.3. We set the capacities of the existing

generators 1, 2 to 160 MW and the capacity of transmission lines to 100 MW and 120 MW,

respectively. The parameters of candidate gas-fired generators and P2Gs are given in Table A.1.

The parameters of candidate transmission lines and pipelines are given in Table A.2. Moreover,

we set the tariffs on carbon emission as $50 per tons of CO2. The scenarios tree generated by

(3.23) is shown in Table A.3, where the number of outcomes of stages 2 and 3 are set as 5 and

2. The value used for wind generation is the unit value, where the base is 300 MW. The load is

given in Table A.4.

The optimal solution of this case is given in Table 3.1. The multistage planning allows the

planner to make decisions after the realization of random variables. For example, the evolu-
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Figure 3.3: 6-bus power system coupled with a 6-node gas system.

Table 3.1: Investment Decisions for the 6-Bus Test System.

Scenario Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

1
None

None

2

P2G-3, Trans-2, Trans-3, Pipe-2

None

3
Gen-2

None

4 Trans-3, P2G-2

5
Gen-2

Pipe-1, Gen-1

6 None

7
Gen-2

None

8 None

9 Gen-2, Trans-1, Gen-1

10 P2G-1, P2G-2 None

tion of random variables in scenarios 5 and 6 is extreme. The 2-stage stochastic programming

solution may lead to conservative decisions for other scenarios (e.g., scenarios 9 and 10). How-

ever, the multistage stochastic programming solution allows adaptive decisions. We solve a

problem modeled by 2-stage stochastic programming, a problem modeled by 3-stage stochas-

tic programming, and a problem with perfect information. The optimal objective values are

$588.86M, $498.7M, and $476.34M, respectively. The expected values of perfect information

for 2-stage program and 3-stage program are $112.52M and $22.36M. It is obvious that the

multistage program reduces the risk of uncertainty considerably

P2G can contribute to the system in two aspects. First, the P2G can reduce the tariff

imposed for carbon emission. Second, the P2G can avoid the wind curtailment where it converts
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Table 3.2: Sensitivity Analysis of Economic Value of P2G.

Carbon cost ($/ton) Wind (MW) With P2G Without P2G Improvement

42 300 504.3 534.8 5.7%

50 300 498.7 535.9 6.9%

60 300 487.8 537.3 9.2%

123 300 412.6 546.0 24.4%

50 250 605.3 624.0 3%

50 350 414.2 484.7 14.5%
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Figure 3.4: The savings contributed by the selected P2G in each stage.

the excess power into natural gas. The natural gas produced by P2G can be used to serve gas

load or stored for future use. Hence, we conduct a sensitivity analysis using different prices of

carbon emission and base generations to investigate the economic value of P2G. We use the

prices of carbon given by EPA [52] and consider the base generation from 250 to 350 MW. As

shown in Table 3.2, the economic value of P2G highly depends on the penetration of renewable

energy. Higher penetration of renewable leads to curtailment in peak seasons such as the load

block 4 in Table A.4. The excess generation can be converted into natural gas and reused in other

seasons such as the load block 1. Moreover, the economic value depends on the price imposed

by cap-and-trade market as well. Higher price means more environmental benefits induced by

P2G. As shown in Table 3.2, the economic value of P2G is larger when the carbon cost is more

expensive. In such cases, the system operators can sell carbon emission to others. On the other

hand, the economic value of P2G increases as the available wind generation increases. More

available wind power means more electricity is converted to natural gas.

To better illustrate the contribution of P2G, we show the savings contributed by P2G-3 in

each stage for scenario 1, 4, 5 and 9. The results are given in Fig. 3.4.

For the 6-bus test system, we also test the proposed branch-and-price algorithm. Since the
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Figure 3.5: The evolution of all the uncertainties for the 20-scenario case.

size of the problem is small, we solve every subproblem optimally without early stop. It turns

out that the solutions are exact.

118-Bus Test System

The solution validity and computational advantages of the proposed decomposition scheme

are demonstrated through a case study on a 118-bus power system coupled with a 40-node gas

system. The system consists of 118 electric buses, 186 transmission lines, and 54 generation

units. There are 40 gas nodes, 40 pipelines, and 6 gas supplies. Two networks are also attached

in Appendix A. The number of candidate generators, P2Gs, transmission lines, and pipelines

in consideration are 8, 21, 15, and 8, respectively. Details about candidate sets are reported in

Appendix A as well. We assume that each year consists of 4 load blocks. The total planning

time horizon is 20 years. A 4-stage program is considered where each stage consists of 5 years.

The generated scenarios are shown in Fig. 3.5. Note that the increase means the ratio between

child and parent nodes.

The computational benefits of the proposed scheme are demonstrated through comparison

against greedy algorithm, progressive hedging, and branch-and-cut algorithm. First, we choose

to generate 20 scenarios. The number of outcomes at each stage is 1, 5, 2, 2, respectively. We

set the penalty for the progressive hedging to $2M. The numerical results are summarized in

Table 3.3.

For the branch-and-cut, we terminate the program after 6 days and only give the best integer

solution at that time. For the IES expansion co-planning problem, the extensive form (i.e., using

branch-and-cut) cannot be solved within an acceptable time period. The results show that the

decomposition method is necessary. Greedy algorithm makes the optimal choice at each step as
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Table 3.3: Performance of Different Approaches under the 20-Scenario Case.

CPU time (hours) Objective value ($M)

Greedy algorithm 0.04 5478.9

Progressive hedging 18.4 5361.8

Branch-and-cut Stop at 150 5354.4

Branch-and-price 60.72 5327.5

Table 3.4: Performance of Different Approaches under the 60-Scenario Case.

CPU time (hours) Objective value ($M)

Greedy algorithm 0.128 5927.4

Progressive hedging fails to converge

Branch-and-price 359.2 5787.9

it attempts to find the overall optimal way to solve the entire problem. It can solve the problem

in a small amount of time. However, it ignores the future evolution of uncertainties and leads to

worse investment decisions. Unlike the greedy algorithm where the problem is decomposed by

stages (horizontal decomposition), both branch-and-price and progressive hedging decompose

the problem by scenarios (vertical decomposition). For the IES expansion co-planning problem,

the only coupling elements between scenarios are nonanticipativity constraints. However, there

are many state sequential variables. Vertical decomposition methods fit the problem structure

better. For the 20-scenario case, progressive hedging can converge, and the corresponding CPU

time is less than that of branch-and-price. However, the objective value produced by progressive

hedging is larger than that generated by branch-and-price. Note that progressive hedging is a

heuristic technique for mixed integer problems. For the IES expansion co-planning problem,

it is not time sensitive, and the decision maker is more interested in obtaining a lower cost.

Branch-and-price outperforms progressive hedging since both of them can be solved within an

acceptable time period.

However, based on the analysis in Section 3.1.2, 20 scenarios cannot encapsulate all possible

evolution of uncertainties. We increase the number of scenarios and further compare branch-and-

price algorithm with others. In this case, we generate 60 scenarios. The numbers of outcomes

at each stage are 1, 5, 4, 3, respectively. We do not consider branch-and-cut in this case since

it has to be terminated for the 20-scenario case. The computational performance is shown in

Table 3.4. Greedy algorithm can obtain the suboptimal solution in a small amount of time.

However, the relative gap of objective value is still large, which is not acceptable. Progressive

hedging cannot converge in this case. We only try two settings where the penalty is set to $1M

and $2M. It may converge for other selections of penalty. However, it shows the drawback of

progressive hedging: the convergence is not guaranteed. In our experiment, we observe that the
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Figure 3.6: CPU time and bound versus iterations for branch-and-price and progressive hedg-
ing.

lower bound generated by progressive hedging oscillates between $5774.6M and $5775.0M.

To further compare the branch-and-price algorithm and progressive hedging, we show the

evolution of CPU time and bound versus iterations. The results are presented in Fig. 3.6. The

lower bound for brach-and-price in Fig. 3.6 denotes the LP relaxation of master problem (3.28).

The algorithm requires a feasible solution to start. In our experiment, we use the solution

obtained by greedy algorithm. We also try to use the solution where all investment decisions

are set to 1. We observe little difference in the total CPU time between the two selections.

For the case where all investment decisions are set to 1, the bound begins decreasing early. As

shown in Fig. 3.6, the subproblems generate some useless columns into the master problem in

the first 700 iterations. Techniques called dual stabilization can be applied to accelerate the

convergence. For each subproblem, we use the near-optimal solution with 5% optimality gap.

Compared with the time required to find global optimal solution, such a near-optimal solution

saves much time. Moreover, current commercial solvers such as CPLEX can perform heuristic

strategies before branching, which further accelerates the computation.

On the other hand, progressive hedging requires the global optimal solution for each sub-

problem, which makes the computation of each iteration slow. As shown in the Fig. 3.6, each

iteration of progressive hedging takes longer CPU time than that of branch-and-price. Moreover,

the penalty term introduces quadratic elements into the problem, which renders the subproblem

difficult to solve. It takes 320 hours before oscillation in our experiment. The above highlights

the shortcomings of progressive hedging.
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3.2 Interval Based Transmission Contingency-Constrained Unit

Commitment

We believe there are three main gaps when performing transmission contingency-constrained

unit commitment (CCUC) for integrated power and gas systems: i) The existing CCUC meth-

ods for power systems are not directly applicable to CCUC for integrated energy systems.

Moreover, additional efforts are needed to deal with the nonlinear and non-convex constraints

in gas systems; ii) Scenario based CCUC such as chance-constrained optimization and risk at

value may reflect the decision maker’s attitude towards risk but can lead to more computational

challenges; iii) P2G can also offer auxiliary and regulatory power services, which, however, is

rarely examined in the existing literature on unit commitment. Unlike the scenario based meth-

ods where each scenario is associated with its probability, we use interval numbers to capture

the stochastic nature of renewable energy and load. To schedule the generating units optimally,

we need to compare interval numbers. To compare the interval numbers in the objective values,

we introduce the preference ordering.

3.2.1 Contingency-Constrained Unit Commitment Model

The CCUC problem is formulated as a two-stage problem. In the first stage, the decision

maker determines the on/off status of generating units, whereas the economic dispatch is solved

in the second stage. The goal of unit commitment problem is to minimize the total production

cost by selecting one set of unit commitment decisions for thermal units over the 24-hour

scheduling horizon. The objective function includes start-up cost, shut-down cost, no load cost,

fuel cost, total cost of gas supply, and penalties for load shedding. The fuel cost of gas-fired

units is carried out by the cost of gas supply. Coal-fired generators are assumed to have linear

day-ahead offer price.

Let j, i, m, l, k, a, n, b, s, o, g, and t be the index of gas nodes, power buses, pipelines,

transmission lines, renewable generation, P2Gs, gas demands, electric loads, gas supplies, coal-

fired units, generation units including coal-fired and gas-fired units, and time slots. The objective

function can be formulated as:

min

T∑
t=1

[
G∑
g=1

(
CNL
g ug,t + CU

g yg,t + CD
g zg,t

)

+
O∑
o=1

CoPo,t + π
S∑
s=1

F S
s + πE

B∑
b=1

∆DE
b,t + πG

N∑
n=1

∆DG
n,t

]
, (3.30)

where u, y, z are binary variables, representing on/off status, start-up, and shut-down signals,

respectively. They are associated with no-load costs CNL, start-up costs CU, shut-down costs

CD, respectively. P represents power of generators and P2Gs, F S denotes gas injection by

gas supplies, and ∆DE and ∆DG are the shedding quantity of electric load and gas demand.
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Accordingly, C, π, πE, and πG are day-ahead offer prices of generators, gas price, penalties

for electric load and gas demand shedding, respectively. The objective function is composed of

two parts. The first part minimizes commitment based cost, including non-load, start-up, and

shut-down costs. The second part optimizes fuel cost of coal-fired units, cost of gas supplies,

and load shedding penalties in both networks.

The generator’s state is represented by a binary variable. By incorporating the binary vari-

ables denoting start-up and shut-down signals, we have the following constraints:

yg,t − zg,t = ug,t − ug,t−1, ∀g, ∀t > 1, (3.31a)

yg,t − zg,t = ug,t − ISg, ∀g, t = 1, (3.31b)

yg,t + zg,t ≤ 1, ∀g, ∀t, (3.31c)

where IS is the initial on/off status of generators.

Moreover, the generators should operate within the minimum and maximum operating

levels. Let RD and RU be ramp down and up rates of generators, and UT and DT be minimum

up and down times of generators. The minimum up and down time constraints, and ramp rate

constraints should be satisfied:

Pmin
g ug,t ≤ Pg,t ≤ Pmax

g ug,t, ∀g, ∀t, (3.32a)

t∑
τ=t−UTg+1

yg,τ ≤ ug,t, ∀t ≥ UTg, (3.32b)

t∑
τ=t−DTg+1

zg,τ ≤ 1− ug,t, ∀t ≥ DTg, (3.32c)

−RDgug,t −RDD
g zg,t ≤ Pg,t − Pg,t−1, ∀g, ∀t, (3.32d)

Pg,t − Pg,t−1 ≤ RUgug,t +RUU
g yg,t, ∀g, ∀t, (3.32e)

where RDD and RUU are the shut-down and start-up generation limits.

We assume that the P2G also has its maximum operating level:

Pa,t ≤ Pmax
a , ∀a, ∀t. (3.33)

We use PTDF to describe the power flow in each transmission line. For better illustration,

we introduce a slack variable to denote the injected power at each bus by

P inj
i,t =

∑
g∈G(i)

Pg,t +
∑
k∈K(i)

(Wk,t −∆Wk,t)−
∑
a∈A(i)

Pa,t +
∑
b∈B(i)

(
DE
b,t −∆DE

b,t

)
, ∀i, ∀t, (3.34)

where W and DE are random variables, representing renewable generation and electric load.

The electric load shedding ∆DE and the renewable curtailment ∆W are considered as decision
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variables. K(i), B(i), A(i), and G(i) are sets of renewable generation, electric loads, P2Gs, and

generators at power bus i.

The power flow in each transmission line then can be calculated by

−PFmax
l ≤

I∑
i=1

SFl,i × P inj
i,t ≤ PF

max
l , ∀l, ∀t, (3.35)

where SF is the power transfer distribution factors (PTDF) of power systems. The load and

generation should be balanced in real time, which leads to:

G∑
g=1

Pg,t +

K∑
k=1

(Wk,t −∆Wk,t) =

B∑
b=1

(
DE
b,t −∆DE

b,t

)
+

A∑
a=1

Pa,t, ∀t. (3.36)

The shedded load and wind curtailment is constrained by

∆Wk,t ≤Wk,t, ∀k, ∀t, (3.37)

∆Db,t ≤ Db,t, ∀b, ∀t. (3.38)

A simplified steady state model of gas systems is adopted in this work. The physical con-

straints of each gas supplier are modeled by

Fmin
s ≤ F S

s,t ≤ Fmax
s , ∀s ,∀t, (3.39)

The gas flow in each pipeline can be calculated by

GFm,t|GFm,t| = φm

(
ω2
S(m),t − ω

2
R(m),t

)
, ∀m,∀t, (3.40)

where GF denotes gas flow in pipelines and ω represents pressure at gas nodes. φm is a constant

for each compressor. Similarly, the gas flow is constrained by the maximum capacity of its

corresponding pipeline:

−GFmax
m ≤ GFm,t ≤ GFmax

m , ∀m, ∀t. (3.41)

The gas injection and demand should be balanced at each node, given by∑
s∈SP(j)

Fs,t +
∑

a∈A(j)

Fa,t +
∑
R(m)=j

GFm,t =
∑
g∈G(j)

Fg,t

+
∑
S(m)=j

GFm,t +
∑

n∈N (j)

(
DG
n,t −∆DG

n,t

)
,∀j, (3.42)

where F represents gas injection by P2Gs and gas consumption by gas-fired generators, GF is

the gas flow in a pipeline, and DG is a random variable denoting the gas demand. S and R
return sending and receiving nodes of pipelines. SP(j), A(j), and G(j) are sets of gas supplies,

P2Gs, and generators at gas node j, respectively. Gas storage is not considered in the model.
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However, the model can be easily extended to incorporate storage by adding variables and

constraints relating to operation of storage.

Higher heating value can be used to convert electrical power into volumetric gas flow and

vice versa, as shown in the following:

Fa,t = ηaPa,t∆T/HHVSNG, ∀a, ∀t, (3.43a)

Pg,t = ηgFg,t ·HHVSNG/∆T, ∀g, ∀t, (3.43b)

where ∆T = 1 since our model is based on each hour, and HHVSNG is the higher heating value

of synthetic natural gas.

3.2.2 Interval Based Uncertainty Representation

Uncertainties are modeled by interval numbers. The use of interval numbers assumes a

vague uncertain set instead of a distribution. Compared with other uncertainty representations

that are modeled in a stochastic fashion, i.e., with probabilities, vague set is easier to obtain.

Especially, it is somehow difficult to specify the underlying distribution of contingencies. Un-

certainties in our work come from two aspects: net generation and contingencies. The uncertain

renewable generation and electric load varying within continuous ranges can be directly modeled

by interval numbers.

Consider the wind farm k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} with predicted wind power as Wk,t in time slot

t. We assume that the corresponding uncertain wind power is W̃k,t, where Wk,t − Wk,tεk ≤
W̃k,t ≤ Wk,t + Wk,tεk. In other words, the realization of wind generation is within an interval

[
¯
Wk,t, W̄k,t], where

¯
Wk,t = Wk,t −Wk,tεk and W̄k,t = Wk,t + Wk,tεk. Similarly, we assume that

the realization D̃E
b,t of load b ∈ {1, . . . , B} is within an interval [

¯
DE
b,t, D̄

E
b,t]. We do not consider

the uncertainty in gas demands since the gas contract is mainly on a daily or a monthly basis.

The injected power at each bus in (3.34) can be reformulated by

P inj
i,t =

∑
g∈G(i)

Pg,t +
∑
k∈K(i)

(
W̃k,t −∆Wk,t

)
−
∑
a∈A(i)

Pa,t −
∑
b∈B(i)

(
D̃E
b,t −∆DE

b,t

)
, ∀i, ∀t. (3.44)

Similarly, load and generation in (3.36) should be replaced by interval numbers.

For the uncertainty introduced by contingencies, we adopt the method in [138]. Note that

we focus on contingencies in transmission lines and pipelines. We first describe it using PTDF of

power system and extend it to the gas system. In this dissertation, we considerN−1 contingency.

Without contingencies, transmission constraints can be formulated as (3.35). However, for all L

transmission lines, we need to ensure the solution robustness when any single outage happens.

There are L discrete events for each time slot. Consider an interruption in transmission line l′.

Let the corresponding new PTDF be SF l′ . We can ensure the solution robustness by adding
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the following constraint:

−PFmax
l ≤

I∑
i=1

SF l
′
l,i × P

inj
i,t ≤ PF

max
l , ∀l, ∀t. (3.45)

For all L possible interruptions in each time slot, we need L × T × (L + 1) constraints as

follows:

−PFmax
l ≤

I∑
i=1

SFl,i × P inj
i,t ≤ PF

max
l , ∀l, ∀t,

−PFmax
l ≤

I∑
i=1

SF 1
l,i × P

inj
i,t ≤ PF

max
l , ∀l, ∀t,

...

−PFmax
l ≤

I∑
i=1

SFLl,i × P
inj
i,t ≤ PF

max
l , ∀l, ∀t.

To reduce the complexity, we can use intervals of PTDF to capture all possible cases. PTDFs

are calculated offline, and each element is given by

¯
SFl,i = min

(
min
l′

SF l
′
l,i, SFl,i

)
, ∀l , ∀i, (3.46a)

¯SF l,i = max

(
max
l′

SF l
′
l,i, SFl,i

)
, ∀l , ∀i, (3.46b)

which establishes intervals ˜SF l,i = [
¯
SFl,i, ¯SF l,i],∀l, i. The set of transmission constraints then

can be represented by the following interval based constraint:

−PFmax
l ≤

I∑
i=1

˜SF l,i × P inj
i,t ≤ PF

max
l , ∀l, ∀t, (3.47)

which ensures that the resulting solution will be feasible for every possible uncertain contingency

realization. It should hold for any given L and I, and it is irrelevant to the size of system in

consideration.

It is worth mentioning that there is no PTDF matrix in gas systems. It should be noted that

(3.40) is nonlinear. To derive the PTDF matrix for gas systems, we need some reformulations.

Using Ω = ω2 to replace the pressure squared, we have the new gas flow equation as follows:

GFm,t|GFm,t| = φm
(
ΩS(m),t − ΩR(m),t

)
, ∀m, t, (3.48)

which can be piecewise linearized using the incremental model [130]. As shown in Fig. 3.7, the

gas flow function is linearized by one segment and three segments. Some works use one segment
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of piecewise linearized gas flow.

to linearize the gas flow equation using techniques such as Taylor series [139]. We start with

one segment linearization and obtain the PTDF. Let the slope be Φ, post linearization we have

the following new gas flow equation:

GFm,t = Φm

(
ΩS(m),t − ΩR(m),t

)
, ∀m,∀t. (3.49)

We observe that only the difference of pressure squared matters. By selecting one gas node to

be the slack node, the derivation of PTDF for gas systems is similar to that of power systems

where only the difference of voltage angle matters.

Once the PTDF for gas systems is obtained, constraints (3.40)–(3.42) can be replaced by

the following constraints:

−GFmax
m ≤

J∑
j=1

GSFm,j × F inj
j,t ≤ GF

max
m , ∀m, ∀t, (3.50)

F inj
j,t =

∑
s∈SP(j)

Fs,t +
∑

a∈A(j)

Fa,t −
∑
g∈G(j)

Fg,t −
∑

n∈N (j)

(
DG
n,t −∆DG

n,t

)
, ∀j, ∀t, (3.51)

S∑
s=1

Fs,t +

A∑
a=1

Fa,t =

G∑
g=1

Fg,t +

N∑
n=1

(
DG
n,t −∆DG

n,t

)
, ∀t. (3.52)

PTDF of gas networks eliminates the dependency of gas flow on node pressures. Consider the

piecewise linearization by three segments in Fig. 3.7, the slopes of each segment are 0.036,
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0.1604, and 0.036, respectively. Let Φ̃ = [0.036, 0.1604]. The gas flow through pipeline m in

time slot t satisfies

GFm,t ∈ Φ̃m

(
ΩS(m),t − ΩR(m),t

)
, ∀m,∀t. (3.53)

In other words, the gas flow GFm,t is within the interval number produced by the right-hand

side. We notice that there are some slight mismatches only when the gas flow is small. In the

real setting, the gas flow will not be close to zero. Using the interval arithmetic [140], we can

obtain interval based ˜GSF 0. The calculation is sensitive to the width of Φ̃m. To facilitate the

implementation and avoid singularity when performing the inverse of interval matrix, we shrink

the lower and upper bounds of Φ̃m towards the slope produced by one segment linearization.

The right-hand side in (3.53) can be replaced using PTDF and gas injection, which leads to

GFm,t ∈
J∑
j=1

˜GSF 0
m,j × F

inj
j,t , ∀m,∀t. (3.54)

Therefore, the following constraint ensures the solution robustness:

−GFmax
m ≤

J∑
j=1

˜GSF 0
m,j × F

inj
j,t ≤ GF

max
m , ∀m, ∀t. (3.55)

Unlike the transmission constraints in (3.45), the pipeline constraints involve interval numbers

without contingencies. Similarly, we can calculate ˜GSFm
′

m,j for each contingency and obtain the

final interval based PTDF by

¯
GSFm,j = min (min

m′ ¯
GSFm

′
m,j , ¯

GSF 0
m,j), ∀m,∀j, (3.56a)

¯GSFm,j = max (max
m′

¯GSFm
′

m,j ,
¯GSF 0

m,j), ∀m,∀j, (3.56b)

which establishes intervals ˜GSFm,j = [
¯

GSFm,j , ¯GSFm,j ]. The set of pipeline constraints can

be then represented by the following interval based constraint:

−GFmax
m ≤

J∑
j=1

˜GSFm,j × F inj
j,t ≤ GF

max
m , ∀m, ∀t. (3.57)

3.2.3 Reformulation of Interval Based Constraints

In the new CCUC problem, interval numbers exist in (3.47), (3.57), and (3.44). Therefore,

we call it an interval CCUC problem. The interval numbers in inequality constraints are used

to ensure the solution robustness, i.e., there is no violation under any realization of uncertainty.

However, the interval numbers in equality constraints make the objective value and some deci-

sion variables to be interval numbers. Here, we discuss the reformulation of interval inequality

constraints first. Substitute the injected power (3.44) at each bus into (3.47), and rearrange the
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left inequality:

I∑
i=1

˜SF l,i

 ∑
g∈G(i)

Pg,t +
∑
b∈B(i)

∆DE
b,t

− I∑
i=1

˜SF l,i

 ∑
k∈K(i)

∆Wk,t +
∑
a∈A(i)

Pa,t

 ≥
− PFmax

l +
I∑
i=1

˜SF l,i

 ∑
b∈B(i)

D̃E
b,t −

∑
k∈K(i)

W̃k,t

 , ∀l. (3.58)

All the decision variables are non-negative. The boundary condition of the right-hand side can

be expressed as:
I∑
i=1

¯SF l,i
∑
b∈B(i)

D̄E
b,t −

I∑
i=1

¯
SFl,i

∑
k∈K(i)

¯
Wk,t − PFmax

l , (3.59)

whereas the corresponding two boundary conditions of the left-hand side can be expressed as:

I∑
i=1

¯
SFl,i

( ∑
g∈G(i)

Pg,t +
∑
b∈B(i)

∆DE
b,t −

∑
k∈K(i)

∆Wk,t +
∑
a∈A(i)

Pa,t

)
, (3.60a)

I∑
i=1

¯SF l,i

( ∑
g∈G(i)

Pg,t +
∑
b∈B(i)

∆DE
b,t −

∑
k∈K(i)

∆Wk,t +
∑
a∈A(i)

Pa,t

)
, (3.60b)

By the boundary conditions, we can ensure the solution robustness under any realization of

uncertainty. A similar process can be applied to the right inequality and interval based pipeline

constraints (3.57). Post the reformulation, the total number of power flow constraints is 2L×T ,

reducing from L×T × (L+ 1). Other inequality constraints do not include interval coefficients,

and therefore, remain unchanged.

The complete interval CCUC model includes (3.30)–(3.33), (3.36)–(3.39), (3.51), (3.52),

(3.57), (3.59), and (3.60). The above interval CCUC is an interval mixed integer linear program-

ming problem. The unit commitment decisions are determined in the first stage, whereas other

decisions are set in the second stage. The load and generation in (3.36) are interval numbers,

which ensures that for any realization of load and renewable generation, the unit commitment

decisions can serve the load. Therefore, the auxiliary services are considered inherently in this

model. However, it makes the decision variables and objective values be interval numbers. This

requires us to further reformulate constraints (3.32d) and (3.32e), where the decision variables

in t are coupled with those in t − 1. Without loss of generality, we can consider the total net

load in t by combining load and renewable generation as follows:

d̃t =

B∑
b=1

D̃E
b,t −

K∑
k=1

W̃k,t, ∀t. (3.61)

Let d̃ = [
¯
d, d̄] be the vector of independent intervals d̃t and z̃∗(d̃) be the corresponding

objective value in (3.30). The following theorem characterizes the monotonicity of z̃∗(d̃) with
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respect to d̃, the proof of which follows Theorem 4 in [141].

Theorem 1. For a given set of unit commitment decisions, the lower and upper bounds of z̃∗

and generation decisions P̃ ∗g for generator g can be obtained at
¯
d and d̄, respectively.

It is worth mentioning that Theorem 1 will not hold if a high penalty for wind curtailment

is applied.

We consider two sets of second stage decisions, denoted by xL and xU. The first set is

associated with the lower bound of z̃∗ where the net load is
¯
d. Another set is obtained at d̄. The

ramp rate constraints (3.32d) and (3.32e) should hold for four cases: PLg,t−PUg,t−1, PLg,t−PLg,t−1,

PUg,t − PLg,t, and PUg,t − PUg,t. The group of special ramp up/down constraints are added, which

guarantees the feasibility of economic dispatch decisions under some extreme ramp realizations.

The two sets of second stage decisions are decoupled in other constraints, but they need to hold

independently. For example, the capacity constraints of P2G in (3.33) become:

PL
a,t ≤ Pmax

a , ∀a, ∀t, (3.62a)

PU
a,t ≤ Pmax

a , ∀a, ∀t. (3.62b)

3.2.4 Fuzzy Preference between Interval Numbers

The interval numbers in equality constraints make the objective value be an interval number,

where we use two sets of decisions to obtain the lower and upper bounds. However, there arises

one question relating to the comparison of any two interval numbers. For example, one can

choose to start up a unit or curtail load for a system with net demand [0, 10] units. Let the

no-load cost be $20, the fuel cost be $2 per unit, and penalty for load shedding be $5 per unit.

The costs are $[20, 40] and $[0, 50] respectively. The midpoint (expected cost) of the first cost is

larger, but the width (risk) is smaller. Moreover, the two sets of decisions only reflect the cost

of minimum and maximum realizations without information about other possible realizations.

We need to modify the objective function based on the lower and upper bounds. To compare

such two interval numbers, we introduce fuzzy preference.

The approach on comparing two interval numbers for maximization problems is presented

in [142]. We derive the approach for minimization problems as follows. To guide the analysis,

we assume that less money is better than more money, less uncertainty is better than more

uncertainty, and if less money is associated with more uncertainty, the decision maker must

make a trade-off. Let M(Z̃) be the midpoint of interval number Z̃ and W(Z̃) be the half-width.

For any pair of interval numbers Ã and B̃, without loss of generality, we can assume that

M(Ã) < M(B̃). We have W(Ã) ≤ W(B̃) or W(Ã) > W(B̃). For a minimization problem, Ã is

always the best choice when W(Ã) ≤W(B̃). We define the fuzzy set B′ in ψ = {(Ã, B̃)|M(Ã) <

M(B̃), W(Ã) >W(B̃)} with membership function µB′(Ã) where µB′(Ã) ∈ [0, 1] by

µB′ = max

0,
M(Ã) + W(Ã)−

[
M(B̃) + W(B̃)

]
W(Ã)−W(B̃)

 . (3.63)
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If µB′ = 1, then B̃ is definitely accepted, whereas B̃ is definitely rejected if µB′ = 0.

Otherwise, the selection depends on the optimistic degree of acceptance of B̃. Note that if

the decision maker chooses a zero optimistic degree, the problem becomes robust optimization

under interval uncertainty.

Let ξ denote the optimistic degree of the decision maker and � denote “less than” relation-

ship between two interval numbers. We have the following:

Ã � B̃, if µB′(Ã) ≤ ξ, (3.64a)

Ã � B̃, if µB′(Ã) > ξ. (3.64b)

Two sets of second stage decisions lead to the lower and upper bounds of the objective

value for a given set of unit commitment decisions. However, the goal of CCUC is to select the

set of unit commitment decisions, i.e., we need to reformulate the objective function based on

(3.64) so that we can obtain the optimal unit commitment decisions through one optimization

problem.

Theorem 2. For a CCUC problem, it is sufficient to minimize (1− ξ
2)z(xU)+ ξ

2z(x
L). It produces

the best interval defined by the relationship (3.64).

Proof. Let x∗1 and x∗2 be the solution of optimization problem

min (1− ξ

2
)z(xU) +

ξ

2
z(xL)

s.t. (xU, xL) ∈ X .

∀(x1,x2) ∈ X , we have the following:

(1− ξ

2
)z(x∗1) +

ξ

2
z(x∗2) ≤ (1− ξ

2
)z(x1) +

ξ

2
z(x2),

(1− ξ

2
)z̄∗ +

ξ

2¯
z∗ ≤ (1− ξ

2
)z̄ +

ξ

2¯
z.

Rearrange the equation, we have

z̄∗ − z̄ ≤ ξ

2
(z̄∗ −

¯
z∗ − z̄ +

¯
z).

The membership function is defined on W(z∗) >W(z), therefore we have

2(z̄∗ − z̄)
(z̄∗ −

¯
z∗ − z̄ +

¯
z)
≤ ξ.

We replace the midpoint and half-width in membership function (3.63) using the upper and
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lower bounds, the membership function can be written as:

µz′(z
∗) =

2(z̄∗ − z̄)
(z̄∗ −

¯
z∗ − z̄ +

¯
z)
≤ ξ.

Moreover, the inequality always holds for the case where M(z∗) < M(z) and W(z∗) ≤ W(z).

ξ ∈ [0, 1], we have

(1− ξ)M(z∗) + W(z∗) ≤ (1− ξ)M(z) + W(z).

By substituting the midpoint and half-width by the upper and lower bounds, we immediately

obtain

(1− ξ

2
)z̄∗ +

ξ

2¯
z∗ ≤ (1− ξ

2
)z̄ +

ξ

2¯
z.

For the case where M(z∗) ≥ M(z), a similar proof follows by considering the membership

function µz∗′(z).

Using Theorem 2, the objective function in (3.30) can be modified as follows:

min
T∑
t=1

[
G∑
g=1

(
CNL
g ug,t + CU

g yg,t + CD
g zg,t

)

+ (1− ξ

2
)

( O∑
o=1

Co(P
U
o,t) + π

S∑
s=1

F S,U
s + πE

B∑
b=1

∆DE,U
b,t + πG

N∑
n=1

∆DG,U
n,t

)

+
ξ

2

( O∑
o=1

Co(P
L
o,t) + π

S∑
s=1

F S,L
s + πE

B∑
b=1

∆DE,L
b,t + πG

N∑
n=1

∆DG,L
n,t

))]
. (3.65)

The second line in (3.65) represents the cost under the upper bound and is associated with

the term (1− ξ
2)z(xU) in Theorem 2, whereas the third line is corresponding to the cost under

the lower bound. The optimistic decision maker prefers to minimize the expected cost whereas

the pessimistic one cares more about the worst-case and tries to minimize the upper bound.

When zero optimistic degree is chosen, the problem becomes robust optimization under box

uncertainty. Regarding robust optimization with other uncertainty regions such as ball and

polyhedral, interval optimization cannot be directly applied. This objective function also high-

lights the advantage of our method: one only needs to solve one deterministic mixed integer

linear programming problem by mapping two extreme points instead of solving a large-scale

stochastic optimization problem.

3.2.5 Case Studies

We verify the effectiveness of our interval CCUC model. First, we verify whether the refor-

mulation of constraints in our model can ensure the solution robustness. Second, we investigate
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Figure 3.8: 9-node natural gas network.
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Figure 3.9: System demand and wind generation profile.

how the selection of slack nodes in the gas system and the optimistic degrees of decision maker

influence the results. Third, we show the economic savings introduced by P2G. The calculation

of interval PTDF for the gas system is implemented by Python library Mpmath.

A modified IEEE 24-bus electric system coupled with a 9-node natural gas network is used

for the case study. The 24-bus power system is properly modified to accommodate six wind

farms, and details about topology and data can be found in [123]. To avoid islanding, we add

one transmission line between bus 2 and 7 with 50 MVA capacity. A 9-node natural gas network

with 16 pipelines is modified from the 11-node network in [137]. As shown in Fig. 3.8, we assume

that there are 3 gas supplies and two systems are coupled through 8 buses (dashed line). Two

P2Gs are installed at bus 7 and bus 14 with capacity 200 MW and 350 MW, respectively.

The efficiencies of gas-fired generators and P2Gs are set to 0.6 and 0.75. Forecast error of each

wind farm is assumed to be within 20% (uncertainty level) of its forecast value, which leads

to W̃ = [0.8W, 1.2W ] whereas the uncertainty level of load is set to 5%. The expected wind

penetration is set to 38%. The expected system load and wind profiles are given in Fig. 3.9.
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Figure 3.10: Interval based power transfer distribution factor of the pipeline from node 1 to 2.

It should be noted that the curve for wind is the total generation of six farms, i.e., the

capacity of each single farm is 200 MW. The gas price, electric load shedding penalty, and gas

demand shedding penalty are set to $3.42/Mcf, $5000/MW, and $1500/Mcf, respectively.

To illustrate the interval PTDF for the natural gas system, intervals of PTDF of the pipeline

connecting node 1 and 2 are given in Fig. 3.10. There are 16 possible contingencies for the gas

system. Each contingency generates one interval. By combining 16 intervals with the interval

PTDF generated by the case without contingency, we can obtain the final interval based PTDF.

Node 5 is selected to be the slack node, and therefore, we leave it blank. The injection at the first

node always tends to increase the gas flow in this pipeline because the underlying assumption

is that the injection flows to node 5.

The interval based constraints are reformulated by the boundary conditions. It significantly

reduces the problem size and guarantees that the system can survive with any loss of compo-

nents. However, (3.59) and (3.60) introduce conservativeness because it ignores the correlation

between the uncertain PTDF values. To examine the conservativeness and ensure that the model

maintains the solution robustness, we evaluate the unit commitment decisions under different

realizations. We include load shedding in our problem. To reflect the possible infeasibility, we

set a large penalty. If the unit commitment decisions obtained from the model cannot meet

some realizations, then, the load shedding occurs and increases the realized cost dramatically.

Therefore, we first solve the CCUC problem and fix the unit commitment decisions. For each

realization, we then solve an economic dispatch problem. In the dispatch problem, we replace

interval PTDFs using the PTDF for the corresponding realization of contingencies. To make

the problem feasible for our setting, we increase the capacity of transmission line between bus
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Table 3.5: Realized Cost for Unit Commitment Decisions Obtained by the Proposed Model.

Contingency ε = −0.2 ε = −0.1 ε = 0 ε = 0.1 ε = 0.2

None 511.7 570.6 630.3 691.7 755.4
T7−8 511.7 570.6 630.3 692.0 756.1
T16−17 511.7 570.6 630.3 691.7 755.6
T19−20 511.7 570.6 630.3 691.8 755.7
P2−3 511.7 570.6 630.3 691.7 755.5

Table 3.6: CPU Time for 24-Bus System and 118-Bus System.

System 24-bus 118-bus

CPU time (sec) 3.82 13.04

14 and 16 to 1000 MW. The forecast error of net load, ε, is increased from -0.2 to 0.2 by 0.1.

The CCUC problem gives an interval objective value as $[511.5, 766.7]k. The results of each

realization are shown in Table 3.5. Contingency type Ti,i′ denotes contingency for transmission

line between bus i and i′, whereas Pj,j′ denotes contingency for pipeline between node j and

j′. The unit of cost is $k. We only show four types of contingencies, which are the worst cases.

We observe that there is no violation for all the realizations because no load shedding occurs.

This shows that the reformulation of interval inequality constraints still maintains the solution

robustness. Moreover, the interval representation of PTDF for gas systems can successfully

capture all possible contingencies.

We can immediately observe from Table 3.5 that Theorem 1 is correct. For any realization

of contingency, the lowest economic dispatch cost happens at ε = −0.2, i.e., the net load is

lowest. When the net load is low, the economic dispatch costs under different contingencies are

close to those under base case without contingency. Some constraints become binding if the

net load is at ε = 0.2 for the worst-case contingency. For a lower net load, those constraints

are less severe and do not change the optimal solution. Compared with the interval objective

value ($[511.5, 766.7]k) produced by CCUC, the lower bound does not show conservativeness.

The worst realization is $756.1k whereas the upper bound of interval objective value is $766.7k.

This shows that the reformulation of interval inequality constraints induces conservativeness.

We also test the proposed method on a 118-bus power system. The interval objective value

is $[341.4, 509.5]k, and the realizations lie in the range $[350.8, 476.9]k. It shows that there is no

violation on constraints for a large system. The CPU time for each system is reported in Table

3.6. The proposed model only needs to solve a problem including two extreme scenarios instead

of solving a large-scale stochastic optimization problem. Therefore, solution can be obtained

quickly even for a large system.

We assume that there exists a slack node in the gas system. Another issue needs to be

addressed is that the influence of the selection of slack node. We change the slack node from

node 1 to 9 and examine the lower and upper bounds for each case. If node 3 is selected to
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Table 3.7: The Lower and Upper Bounds Produced by Selecting Different Slack Nodes.

Slack node Lower bound ($k) Upper bound ($k)

1 508.1 758.7

2 508.0 756.8

4 508.3 760.8

5 511.5 766.7

6 508.0 759.7

7 508.0 758.7

8 508.0 759.0

9 508.2 760.6
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Figure 3.11: Number of different unit commitment decisions by selecting different slack nodes.

be the slack node, the calculation of PTDF suffers singularity issue, and we omit this case.

Other results are summarized in Table 3.7. It shows that the lower and upper bounds of cost

change when the slack node changes. Most selections generate similar bounds, i.e., the cost is

not sensitive to the selection of slack node.

Compared with the cost, the decision maker may be more interested in the change of unit

commitment decisions. We investigate the unit commitment decisions under different selections

of slack nodes. There are 12 generators in this system. The total number of binary variables is

12× 24 = 288. We consider the case where node 1 is selected to be the slack node as the base

case, and we show how many variables are different in other cases. As shown in Fig. 3.11, most

cases generate similar unit commitment decisions.

To compare the interval numbers, we introduce the degree of optimism. As the degree
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Table 3.8: Sensitivity Analysis of the Optimistic Degree.

Optimistic degree Lower bound ($) Upper bound ($) Middle point ($)
0 518,494 766,260 642,377

0.05 513,845 766,262 640,054

0.1 513,389 766,283 639,836

0.2 512,932 766,321 639,626

0.4 512,018 766,493 639,255

0.6 511,457 766,681 639,069

1 511,457 766,681 639,069

increases, the decision maker is less sensitive to the uncertainties and aims to minimize the

mid-point of the cost interval (expected cost). The pessimistic decision maker cares more about

the largest possible cost. When the decision maker tolerates no uncertainty (i.e., ξ = 0), the

model becomes a worst-case optimization problem. Different degrees of optimism may lead

to different sets of unit commitment decisions and different resulting cost intervals. Table 3.8

shows the sensitivity analysis of the optimistic degree. We change ξ from 0 to 1 and examine the

lower and upper bounds. The monotonicity of both bounds and mid-point follows our analytical

analysis. The lower bound and mid-point are decreasing (non-increasing) in ξ whereas the upper

bound is increasing in ξ. One can verify that the width of intervals is increasing. The interval

costs are the same for ξ ∈ [0.6, 1], and we only list ξ = 0.6 and ξ = 1.

When ξ = 0, the decision maker only considers the worst realization, and the upper bound is

the smallest. However, the set of unit commitment decisions produced by the worst realization

leads to a higher cost for realizations with lower net load. By increasing the optimistic degree,

the decision maker makes a tradeoff between cost uncertainty and expected cost. We observe

that the interval cost is not sensitive to the optimistic degree. For our problem, the degree

is only applied in the objective value, and our model ensures that the constraints will never

be violated for any realization. Thus, the optimistic degree cannot fully represent the decision

maker’s attitude toward risk, and the resulting intervals are not sensitive to the selection of ξ.

However, the model can be easily extended to the case where the decision maker allows violation

of constraints. Moreover, if we increase the renewable penetration, the degree has more effects

on the interval cost.

In consideration of P2G, the excess wind generation can be converted into natural gas. The

produced natural gas can be used to serve gas demand or transmitted to supply gas-fired gener-

ator via gas system in case of congestion in transmission lines. Moreover, the unit commitment

decisions are determined based on both maximum and minimum net load realizations. Without

P2G, some generating units must be online to meet the worst case. However, those units are

not necessary for the best case (i.e., the net load is at the minimum). By incorporating P2G in

integrated energy systems, such reserves can be reduced. P2G can convert power in the worst

realization whereas reduce its power to serve electric load quickly in the best realization. To
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Table 3.9: Comparison of Operation Cost with and without the Use of P2G.

Lower bound ($) Upper bound ($)
With P2G 412,689 692,126

Without P2G 420,940 694,269

investigate this ability, we increase the capacity of each wind farm to 250 MW, which leads to

48% wind penetration. In the rest of the analysis, the optimistic degree is selected to be 1.

Table 3.9 shows the comparison of operation cost with and without the use of P2G. P2G

reduces the operation cost by $8,251 for the best case, whereas the saving is $2,143 in the worst

case. The power of P2G in the worst case is always 0. That means that the cost is reduced by

shutting down some unnecessary units, which demonstrates that P2G offers auxiliary services

directly. Regarding the best case, excess wind generation will be converted into natural gas,

thus reducing the total gas supply. The reduced gas supply cost is $3,127 in this case, and the

economic saving brought by other abilities is $5,124. It shows that auxiliary and regulatory

power service offered by P2G can reduce more operation cost than that reduced by absorbing

excess renewable generation. Over the above premises, the decision maker should consider this

ability when doing unit commitment scheduling. To further investigate the economic value of

P2G, we change the capacity of transmission line between bus 7 and 8 from 350 to 150 MVA.

The change leads to wind curtailment due to congestion. The lower bounds for the case with and

without use of P2G are $423,713 and $440,849. The upper bounds are $704,534 and $711,306.

The reduced costs are $17,136 and $6,772. Compared with the results in Table 3.9, the values are

larger. By reducing the line capacity, wind generation at bus 7 is subject to curtailment. In this

setting, there exists wind curtailment even in the worst case because of transmission congestion.

With the use of P2G, more curtailed generation is converted into natural gas. Therefore, we

can observe a huge increase in the savings.

We split the total reduced cost into two categories: reduced gas supply cost and other reduced

cost. Fig. 3.12 shows the values of each type in different cases. We also observe that the reduced

gas supply cost only takes a small share. Again, it demonstrates that the reduced operation

cost due to auxiliary and regulatory power service offered by P2G is not trivial and cannot be

ignored. However, the savings decrease if we decrease the optimistic degree. By reducing the

tolerance, say ξ = 0, the CCUC problem becomes a deterministic problem where reserves are

not considered. Therefore, the only economic value of P2G is introduced by converting excess

generation.

The operation of P2G is based on one important assumption: there exists excess renew-

able (or at least cheap) electric generation. We change the wind penetration and examine the

economic value of P2G. The results are summarized in Table. 3.10. The P2G brings no eco-

nomic value when the renewable penetration is low. For an integrated energy system with low

renewable penetration, renewable curtailment rarely happens, and the power of P2G is always

0. However, if we impose transmission congestion by reducing the capacity of transmission line
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Figure 3.12: Illustration of the reduced cost.

Table 3.10: Change in Cost with Different Wind Penetration Levels

Penetration With P2G ($) Without P2G ($)
30% [610.0, 841.5] [610.0, 841.5]

40% [497.3, 757.8] [499.5, 757.8]

50% [393.3, 676.5] [403.7, 678.5]

60% [304.0, 603.7] [332.0, 606.4]

80% [199.0, 475.1] [250.8, 484.7]

between bus 7 and 8, P2G still brings some savings. For the integrated energy system in consid-

eration, if the expected renewable penetration reaches 40%, P2G can reduce the operation cost

in the best case. The reduced cost increases as the penetration increases. With the long-term

goal of developing renewable source based energy systems, P2G can play an important role in

realizing efficient and secure operation of the renewable-based integrated energy systems.

3.3 Conclusion and Discussion

The integration of natural gas and power systems is another promising method for improving

renewable integration. First, fast start-up flexibility and ramp rates of gas-fired units make the

gas-fired units suitable for providing the operating reserves. The flexibility can be used to

hedge the renewable variability in the intra-hour operation. Besides, power-to-gas can offer

auxiliary and regulator power service. From the perspective of long-term operation, power-to-

gas provides a means of long-term storage. Due to the seasonal characteristic of renewable

energy and load, power-to-gas can absorb excess renewable generation in peak seasons, which

can then be supplied to meet natural gas loads or stored to serve electric load in off-peak

seasons using gas-fired generators. The coupling of natural gas and power systems ensures that

all the available renewable energy can be adopted. In this regard, the planning and scheduling

of integrated natural gas and power systems is studied, in which the role of power-to-gas is
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highlighted.

This dissertation first develops an expansion co-planning model for the integrated power and

gas systems where uncertainties in both systems are considered. Moment matching is used to

generate scenarios that can encapsulate all possible evolution of random variables. The selection

of parameters for moment matching is discussed. A scenario based decomposition scheme called

branch-and-price is applied to solve the problem, which relieve the computational difficulty.

Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed scheme outperforms the state-of-the-art

methods. Most importantly, case studies show the economic value of power-to-gas technology in

low-carbon oriented planning as well as the contribution of power-to-gas to renewable integra-

tion. However, some components in water and heat systems may also enhance the penetration

of renewable energy. In future work, I will extend the model to accommodate the expansion of

heat and water networks.

Next, we present an interval optimization framework of contingency-constrained unit com-

mitment for the integrated power and gas system. Uncertainties from renewable generation,

load, and contingencies are captured by interval numbers. An interval based power transfer

distribution factor is introduced for the natural gas system. The model sheds light on how to

optimally operate an integrated energy system with high renewable penetration satisfying N−1

contingency criterion.

Experimental results demonstrate that the unit commitment decisions produced by the

model can ensure solution robustness under any type of realization. The influence of selecting

different hyper-parameters is carefully examined by sensitivity analysis. The case study shows

that P2G can reduce the operation cost by offering auxiliary and regulator power service, and

the savings are not trivial and should be considered when doing unit commitment scheduling.

The use of P2G reduces renewable curtailment. However, the framework has some drawbacks

which can be addressed in future work such as including physical constraints of pressure loss and

compressors, and extending the method for radial (weak meshed) network. Most importantly,

the probability of a contingency is low, but contingencies are included for the daily operation in

this work. It is necessary to examine if the increased cost of considering contingencies, especially

for pipeline contingencies, can hedge the potential financial losses when contingencies happen.

On the other hand, the proposed method is not compared with other methods, which can be

addressed in future work.
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CHAPTER

4

ENERGY TRADING PARADIGMS

The rapid penetration of DERs is transforming the traditional centralized power grid man-

agement to a decentralized, active, and localized control paradigm. In this Chapter, we focus

on two energy trading paradigms that can potentially enhance the renewable integration.

With the maturity of power-to-gas (P2G) technology, energy hubs become a key element in

the vision of future energy networks. Energy hubs act as retailers of different energy carriers

due to the emergence of the integrated energy system. Generally, energy hubs are equipped with

storage of different energy sectors and can convert energy between different sectors promptly.

Therefore, we first study the decision making problem of an energy hub, in which the energy

hub optimally involves in the gas and electricity markets. When the renewable generation is

high (i.e., the electricity price is low), the energy hub acts as a buyer in the electricity market

and a seller in the gas market. When the renewable generation is low (i.e., the electricity price

is high), the energy hub buys natural gas and sells electricity. In this way, the fluctuation of

renewable generation can be hedged.

New regulations such as the recent FERC Order 2222 in the U.S. open the door to DERs

in the wholesale markets. The development of platforms such as blockchain technology based

paradigms provides a way for developing the markets of transactive energy that ensures trans-

parency, choice, privacy and ease of use to the consumers. Over the past few years, there has

been a significant interest in the economic mechanisms for transactive energy. The effectiveness

of energy trading has been verified in works such as [74, 75]. We propose a continuous dou-

ble auction (CDA) based mechanism for decentralized electricity trading, and again, study the

optimal trading strategies.
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4.1 Optimal Trading Strategies for Trading between Gas and

Electricity Markets

An energy hub, which is considered as a unit where multiple energy carriers can be converted,

conditioned, and stored, becomes a key element in future energy networks due to the emergence

of the integrated energy system. Much is unknown about the management of energy hubs, for

instance, how much energy to convert, how much energy to store, and how relevant it is to

different factors such as prices. We answer these questions by formulating the trading decision

making problem for energy hubs as a dynamic program.

The energy hubs own both the electric and gas storage. As for the energy conversion,

the energy hubs have the options of converting electricity to natural gas, i.e., in P2G mode,

and converting natural gas to electricity, i.e., in gas-to-power (G2P) mode. For example, P2G

technology can convert electricity to natural gas whereas G2P mode can achieved by generating

electricity using gas fired generator. We assume that the energy hub is small enough compared

to the market, so that the decisions would not affect the prices. The manager makes trading

decisions over a finite horizon t ∈ T := {0, 1, . . . , T}, and any energy left in the storage at the

end of the scheduling horizon is worthless. We assume that the capacity of the storage and the

capacity of the conversion are limited, but the line capacities of both energy carrier are large

enough. Although only the electricity and gas markets are considered in this dissertation, the

model can be extended to incorporate other energy sections such as water and heat.

4.1.1 Uncertainties and Variables

Modeling the Uncertainty

We consider the evolution of prices of natural gas and electricity as random processes. Wind

generation depending on wind speed is also random. We model the prices as a mean-reverting

process. Let PG and PE be the gas price and electricity price. Accordingly, we assume a discrete

time version as the following equations:

PG
t+1 = PG

t + kG(µG − PG
t ) + P̂G

t+1, ∀t, (4.1)

PE
t+1 = PE

t + kE(µE − PE
t ) + P̂E

t+1, ∀t, (4.2)

where kG and kE are the mean-reversion rates which govern the speed of reversion to the mean

price µG and µE respectively; The random variables P̂G
t+1 and P̂E

t+1 are i.i.d with distribution

N (0, σ2
G) and N (0, σ2

E), which include noises in the evolution of prices.

Unlike the price model, a seasonality term is used to correct wind generation. We model

the wind generation as the sum of an autoregressive process with order 1, i.e., AR(1), and a

seasonality function S(t):

Wt+1 = αwindWt + Ŵt+1 + S(t), ∀t, (4.3)
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where αwind is a scalar, and Ŵt+1 ∼ N (0, σ2
wind) is an i.i.d term. The seasonality S(t) is

S(t) = A+ γcos[(t+ ω)2π/24], ∀t, (4.4)

where A is a constant level, γ and ω are the magnitude and the phase shift of the hourly

seasonality, respectively. It is worth noting that (4.1) and (4.2) can be converted to AR(1)

process with α1 = 1− k and P̂t+1 ∼ N (µk, σ2).

State Variables

State variables with subscript t are known in period t. The state of the problem in consid-

eration includes:

� Wt : the wind generation produced in period t in MWh;

� PG
t : the price of gas in period t in $/mcf;

� PE
t : the price of electricity in period t in $/MWh;

� IGt : the state of charge of the gas storage in period t in mcf.

� IEt : the state of charge of the electric storage in period t in MWh.

Then, state St can be defined as (Wt, P
G
t , P

E
t , IGt, IEt).

Decision Variables

Decision variables with subscript t are optimized in period t. Decision variables include:

� Et : the quantity of electricity to sell or buy in period t in MWh.

� Gt : the quantity of gas to sell or buy in period t in mcf.

� Ap2g
t : the power of P2G or G2P in period t in MWh.

Although G2P and P2G are not the same equipment, they will never both be on at the same

time due to the loss of energy during conversion. In order to reduce the decision space, we use

one decision variable to denote their operation. If Ap2g
t < 0, the converter is operating in G2P

mode; if Ap2g
t ≥ 0, the converter is operating in P2G mode. Similarly, if the energy hub is selling

energy, Et > 0 or Gt > 0 , and vice versa.

It should be noted that two equations of energy balance should be considered, which give

the operation of storage:

Ae
t = Wt −Ap2g

t − Et, ∀t, (4.5)

Ag
t = F p2g

t −Gt, ∀t, (4.6)

where Ae
t and Ag

t are the charging rates of storage in MWh and mcf, respectively. F p2g
t is the gas

flow injection associated with the conversion of Ap2g
t . A control sequence {πt(Et, Gt, Ap2g

t ), t ∈
T} is used to denote decisions.
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4.1.2 Problem Formulation

Dynamic Equation

The wind generation and prices are determined by the random processes. The states of

charge of gas storage and electric storage are determined by the charging or discharging rates.

If Ae
t < 0 or Ag

t < 0, the storage is discharging. The transitions of storage are given below:

LEt+1(St, πt) =

min {IEmax, IEt + ηeA
e
t} if Ae

t ≥ 0,

max {0, IEt + 1
ηe
Ae
t} if Ae

t < 0,
(4.7)

LGt+1(St, πt) =

min {IGmax, IGt + ηgA
g
t } if Ag

t ≥ 0,

max {0, IGt + 1
ηg
Ag
t } if Ag

t < 0,
(4.8)

where IEmax and IGmax are the maximum capacities of electric storage and gas storage; ηe and

ηg are the efficiencies of electric storage and gas storage. The state dynamic equation is given

by:

St+1 = T (St, πt) = (Wt+1(Wt), P
G
t+1(PG

t ), PE
t+1(PE

t ), LGt+1(IGt, πt), LEt+1(IEt, πt)). (4.9)

Revenue to Go

In period t, the intermediate revenue is given by:

R(St, πt) = EtP
E
t +GtP

G
t . (4.10)

The decision variables are feasible if and only if all the following constraints hold:

−Amax
g2p ≤ A

p2g
t ≤ Amax

p2g , (4.11a)

−Amax
e ≤ Ae

t ≤ Amax
e , (4.11b)

−Amax
g ≤ Ag

t ≤ Amax
g , (4.11c)

F p2g
t = 3.412ηp2gA

p2g
t , if Ap2g

t ≥ 0, (4.11d)

F p2g
t =

3.412

ηp2g
Ap2g
t , if Ap2g

t < 0, (4.11e)

where (4.11d) and (4.11e) give the conversion between the quantity of electricity and the quan-

tity of gas.

Our goal is to maximize the total revenue over the time horizon T. A feasible decision set

Π will not change with states or actions. The total revenue can be defined as:

max
π∈Π

T∑
t=0

E [R(St, πt)|S0], (4.12)
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where S0 is the initial state.

A recursive function can be formulated to solve the problem in a dynamic programming

framework. The maximum revenue to go in period t given St can be obtained as:

Jt(St) = max
πt∈Π

{R(St, πt) + E [Jt+1(St+1)|(St, πt)]}, (4.13)

where the boundary condition is: JT+1(ST+1) = 0, ∀ST+1.

4.1.3 Optimal Policies

We assume the mean-revision rates of price models are less than 1. To ensure boundedness,

we consider 95% of the values of the normal distribution that lie within two standard deviations,

and scale the probability density by 1
0.95 . For the problem initialization, we assume the initial

prices in period t = 0 are the mean price.

An Extreme Case

Lemma 3. For every period t ∈ T, PG
t and PE

t are bounded, given µ, σ and k.

Proof. PG
t is bounded by µG − 2tσG + 2(t − 1)kσG and µG + 2tσG − 2(t − 1)kσG. In period

t = 1, we have PG
1 = PG

0 + P̂G
1 . Using the assumptions mentioned before, it turns to PG

1 ∈ [

µG − 2σG, µG + 2σG ]. Hence, the hypothesis holds for t = 1.

Suppose this hypothesis holds for all periods 1,. . . , t− 1. We next prove that for period t. PG
t−1

is bounded by µG− 2(t− 1)σG− 2(t− 2)kσG and µG− 2(t− 1)σG + 2(t− 2)kσG. This leads to:

PG
t ≥ µG − 2(t− 1)σG + 2(t− 2)kσG + k[2(t− 1)σG − 2(t− 2)kσG]− 2σG

≥ µG − 2tσG + 2(t− 1)kσG + 2(t− 2)(1− k)σG

≥ µG − 2tσG + 2(t− 1)kσG,

PG
t ≤ µG + 2(t− 1)σG − 2(t− 2)kσG + k[−2(t− 1)σG + 2(t− 2)kσG] + 2σG

≤ µG + 2tσG − 2(t− 1)kσG − 2(t− 2)(1− k)σG

≤ µG + 2tσG − 2(t− 1)kσG.

PG
t is bounded, and it holds for all t ∈ T. Similarly, PE

t is bounded.

Lemma 3 implies that the largest deviation from the mean price in period t is bounded by

a function of k and σ. The maximum deviation from the mean price happens in period t = T .

This would lead to two extreme conditions that: PG
T = µG − 2TσG + 2(T − 1)kσG,

PE
T = µE + 2TσE − 2(T − 1)kσE,
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and  PG
T = µG + 2TσG − 2(T − 1)kσG,

PE
T = µE − 2TσE + 2(T − 1)kσE.

Theorem 4. There exists an optimal policy π∗ = (π∗1, . . . , π
∗
T ) characterized by µG, σG, µE, and

σE:

1. If 3.412/ηp2g

[
µG + 2TσG − 2(T − 1)kσG

]
≤ µE − 2TσE + 2(T − 1)kσE, then A∗p2g

t =

−Amax
g2p , ∀t ∈ T.

2. If 3.412ηp2g

[
µG − 2TσG + 2(T − 1)kσG

]
≥ µE + 2TσE − 2(T − 1)kσE, then A∗p2g

t =

Amax
p2g , ∀t ∈ T.

Proof. If 3.412/ηp2g

[
µG + 2TσG − 2(T − 1)kσG

]
≤ µE − 2TσE + 2(T − 1)kσE, consider prices

of two energy carriers using the same unit, which leads to 3.412/ηp2g × PG
t < PE

t ,∀t. Because

µG+2TσG−2(T−1)kσG is the upper bound of deviation of the gas price, and µE−2TσE+2(T−
1)kσE is the lower bound of deviation of the electricity price. In (4.5) and (4.6), as long as the

right-hand side remains the same, the charging or discharging rate of storage would not change.

Hence ∀ε > 0, given two policies π1
t and π2

t with property that: E1
t = E2

t − ε, A
1,p2g
t = A2,p2g

t + ε

and G1
t = G2

t + 3.412
ηp2g

ε, the operation of storage is the same. This leads to that transition of

these two policies, which will influence the expectation term, T 1(St, π
1
t ) and T 2(St, π

2
t ) is the

same. The only difference of the revenue to go is the immediate revenue in period t.

R(St, π
2
t ) = E2

t · PE
t +G2

t · PG
t

= (E1
t + ε) · PE

t + (G1
t −

3.412

ηp2g
ε) · PG

t

= R(St, π
1
t ) + ε · (PE

t −
3.412

ηp2g
PG
t )

≥ R(St, π
1
t ) + 0 ≥ R(St, π

1
t ).

This shows that if we generate more electricity by converting gas to electricity, the revenue to

go will increase. Based on the assumption that the transmission line capacity is large enough,

the optimal policy π∗t should be where A∗p2g
t = −Amax

g2p . A similar proof can be conducted to

prove the second threshold.

We say that the setting is an extreme case, when the highest price of one energy carrier is

always lower than the lowest price of another energy carrier considering conversion efficiency.

We can always make more money by converting more, which could be useful because the price

of natural gas is usually about two or more times lower than the price of electricity for the same

energy content in real life.
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The Normal Case

Lemma 5. For every period t ∈ T, Jt is non-increasing in Ap2g
t , if PE

t ≥ 3.412/ηp2gP
G
t , and the

operation of storage keeps the same.

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 4, we have shown that as long as the increase or decrease of Et

andGt is determined byAp2g
t , the state transition keeps the same. Given two such policies π1

t and

π2
t with the property mentioned before, then E

[
Jt+1(St+1)|(St, π1

t )
]

= E
[
Jt+1(St+1)|(St, π2

t )
]
.

If we assume Ap2g
t < 0, the energy dynamic balance should hold during the energy conversion:

∂Et
∂Ap2g

t

= − ηp2g
3.412

∂Gt
∂Ap2g

t

. This relationship maps the increase of gas we buy to the increase of

electricity we sell using energy conversion. The increase of the power of the convertor will

increase the quantity of gas, which leads to ∂Gt
∂Ap2g

t

> 0. By the chain rule, we can obtain the

relation below:

∂Jt

∂Ap2g
t

=
∂Rt
∂Et

∂Et

∂Ap2g
t

+
∂Rt
∂Gt

∂Gt

∂Ap2g
t

+
∂E

∂Ap2g
t

= PE
t

∂Et

∂Ap2g
t

+ PG
t

∂Gt

∂Ap2g
t

= (PG
t −

ηp2g

3.412
PE
t )

∂Gt

∂Ap2g
t

≤ 0,

A similar proof can be conducted for Ap2g
t ≥ 0. Thus, Jt is non-increasing in Ap2g

t .

Lemma 6. For every period t ∈ T, Jt is non-decreasing in Ap2g
t , if PE

t ≤ 3.412ηp2gP
G
t , and the

operation of storage keeps the same.

Proof. ∂Et
∂Ap2g

t

= − ηp2g
3.412

∂Gt
∂Ap2g

t

or ∂Et
∂Ap2g

t

= − 1
3.412ηp2g

∂Gt
∂Ap2g

t

, and since 0 < ηp2g < 1, PG
t ≥

1
3.412ηp2g

PE
t ≥ 1

3.412P
E
t ≥

ηp2g
3.412P

E
t holds ∀t ∈ T.

∂Jt

∂Ap2g
t

=
∂Rt
∂Et

∂Et

∂Ap2g
t

+
∂Rt
∂Gt

∂Gt

∂Ap2g
t

+
∂E

∂Ap2g
t

= PE
t

∂Et

∂Ap2g
t

+ PG
t

∂Gt

∂Ap2g
t

= (PG
t −

ηp2g
3.412

PE
t )

∂Gt

∂Ap2g
t

≥ 0,

or
∂Jt

∂Ap2g
t

= (PG
t −

1

3.412ηp2g
PE
t )

∂Gt

∂Ap2g
t

≥ 0.

Lemma 5 and 6 imply that we can obtain a higher revenue to go by decreasing or increasing

the power of energy conversion, until some equality constraints become binding. Since we have

assumed that the line capacities are large enough, Ap2g
t should reach its maximum or minimum.

Theorem 7. There exists an optimal policy π∗ = (π∗1, . . . , π
∗
T ) characterized by two thresholds

λ1 = 3.412ηp2g and λ2 = 3.412
ηp2g

:

1. If
PE
t

PG
t
≤ λ1, then A∗p2g

t = −Amax
g2p ;
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2. If
PE
t

PG
t
≥ λ2, then A∗p2g

t = Amax
p2g ;

3. If λ1 <
PE
t

PG
t
< λ2, then A∗p2g

t = 0.

Proof. The first two cases are the results of Lemma 5 and 6. As for the last case, the following

proof is given:

∂Jt

∂Ap2g
t

=


(PG

t − 1
3.412ηp2g

PE
t ) ∂Gt

∂Ap2g
t

< 0, ifAp2g
t ≥ 0,

(PG
t −

ηp2g
3.412P

E
t ) ∂Gt

∂Ap2g
t

> 0, ifAp2g
t < 0.

Hence the maximum happens at where A∗p2g
t = 0.

Theorem 7 reduces one decision variable A∗p2g
t that needs to be determined, according to

the realization of St. For every St and every t, by Theorem 7, the decision variables left are the

optimal operation of electric and gas storage.

Lemma 8. For every period t ∈ T, Jt is non-decreasing in IEt and IGt, given any Pt = (PG
t , P

E
t )

and Wt.

Proof. We prove Jt is non-decreasing in IEt first. When t = T , since the boundary condition

we defined is JT+1(ST+1) = 0, ∀ST+1. The expectation term at t = T is zero, which leads to:

JT (ST ) = R(ST , πT ). For π∗T = arg maxπ∈ΠR(ST , πT ), R∗T = E∗TP
E
T +G∗TP

G
T holds. Using (4.5)

and (4.6), we can conclude that R∗T = WTP
E
T −A

∗p2g
T PE

T −A∗eT PE
T +F ∗p2g

T PG
T −A

∗g
T P

G
T . The stor-

age should be on discharging mode at T . For Ae
T , we have |Ae

T | ≤ min (Amax
e , IET ), and |A∗eT | =

min (Amax
e , IET ). Assume π∗T = arg maxπ∈ΠR(ST , πT ) and π∗

′
T = arg maxπ∈ΠR(S′T , πT ), where

the only difference of ST and S′T is IET and IE′T , |A∗eT | ≤ |A∗e
′

T | holds. R∗T = WTP
E
T −A

∗p2g
T PE

T −
A∗eT P

E
T + F ∗p2g

T PG
T −A

∗g
T P

G
T ≤WTP

E
T −A

∗p2g
T PE

T −A∗e
′

T PE
T + F ∗p2g

T PG
T −A

∗g
T P

G
T = R∗

′
T , i.e., in

period T , the hypothesis holds.

Let us assume that the hypothesis holds for T, T − 1, . . . , t+ 1, and

π∗t = arg max
π∗t ∈Π

R(St, πt) + E [Jt+1(St+1)|St],

We consider a small variation ε > 0 in IEt, i.e., IE
′
t = IEt + ε, if the storage is in discharging

mode, there exists a new policy πt with Ae
t ∈ [A∗et −ε, A∗et ] that IEt+1(S

′
t, πt) = LEt+1(S

′
t, πt) =

max (0, IE
′
t +Aet ) ≥ max (0, IEt +A∗et ) = IEt+1(St, π

∗
t ). For the two different policies with

different states, Ae
t ≤ A∗et ≤ 0 holds, which leads to R(S

′
t, πt) ≥ R(St, π

∗
t ). We can conclude

that if there is a variation, there exists a new policy that:

Jt(S
′
t, πt) = R(S

′
t, πt) + E

[
Jt+1(S

′
t+1)|S′t

]
≥ R(S

′
t, πt) + E [Jt+1(St+1)|(St, π∗t )]

≥ R(St, π
∗
t ) + E [Jt+1(St+1)|(St, π∗t )] = Jt(St, π

∗
t ).

For variation ε > 0 in IEt, we can always find a new policy that Jt(S
′
t, πt) ≥ Jt(St, π

∗
t ). A

similar process can be applied for the charging mode.
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Let π∗
′
t = arg max

π∗
′
t ∈Π

R(S
′
t, πt) + E

[
Jt+1(St+1)|S′t

]
, Jt(S

′
t, π
∗′
t ) ≥ Jt(S

′
t, πt) ≥ Jt(St, π

∗
t ),

the hypothesis holds for t. Jt is non-decreasing in IEt. A simular proof can be conducted to

prove Jt is non-decreasing in IGt.

For convenience, we change Rt into the following equation using equality constraint:

R∗t = WtP
E
t −A

∗p2g
t PE

t −A∗et PE
t + F ∗p2g

t PG
T −A

∗g
t P

G
t . (4.14)

Wt can be regarded as known after the state realization, and Theorem 7 reduces one decision

variable. The problem can be simplified into a new problem:

Vt(St) = max
Ae,t∈Ae,Ag,t∈Ag

{
−Ae

tP
E
t −A

g
tP

G
t + E[Vt+1|St]

}
. (4.15)

Let us define the positive and negative parts of Ae
t and Ag

t as:

e+
t = max (0, Ae

t), e
−
t = −min (0, Ae

t);

g+
t = max (0, Ag

t ), g
−
t = −min (0, Ag

t );

Vt(St) = max {r(at, St) + E[Vt+1|St]},

where r(at, St) = −e+
t P

E
t − g+

t P
G
t + e−t P

E
t + g−t P

G
t ; at is the collection of e+

t , e−t , g+
t and g−t .

Lemma 9. For every period t ∈ T, Vt is concave in IEt and IGt, given any Pt = (PG
t , P

E
t ) and

Wt.

Proof. We would use backward induction to prove IEt first. For the terminal stage T , the

expectation term is zero, and the discharging rate is limited by the rate capacity and IET , i.e.,

e−T = max (Amax
e , IET ). Since the expectation term is zero and the rest is affine, VT is concave.

Assume Vt is concave for t = T, T − 1, . . . , t+ 1, we need to prove
V ∗t (S1

t )+V ∗t (S2
t )

2 ≤ V ∗t (S3
t ),

where 2 · IE3
t |S3

t = IE1
t |S1

t + IE2
t |S2

t . Note that the feasible sets of our decision variables are

convex sets because all constraints are affine, thus any convex combination of any two feasible

decisions should be feasible too. Let π∗1t = arg maxVt(S
1
t ) and π∗2t = arg maxVt(S

2
t ), then

π3
t =

π∗1t +π∗2t
2 is feasible. All states excluding IEt+1 will not change associated with these three

actions. Let S3
t+1, S

2
t+1 and S1

t+1 be the states of the next stage by applying π3
t , π
∗1
t and π∗2t

respectively. We have S3
t+1 =

S2
t+1+S1

t+1

2 , and by concavity in period t+ 1:

E[Vt+1(S1
t+1)] + E[Vt+1(S2

t+1)] ≤ 2E[Vt+1(S3
t+1)];

r(π∗1t , S
1
t ) + r(π∗2t , S

2
t ) = 2r(π3

t , S
3
t );

V ∗t (S1
t , π
∗1
t ) + V ∗t (S2

t , π
∗2
t )

2
≤ Vt(S3

t , π
3
t ) ≤ V ∗t (S3

t , π
∗3
t ).

Vt(St) is concave in IEt in period t, which means the lemma holds for t. In conclusion, Vt is

concave in IEt. A similar proof can be conducted to prove that Vt is concave in IGt.
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Lemma 9 implies that there exists a stationary policy for the revenue to go function in the

Bellman equation. Using this, we observe that the optimal policy has a dual-threshold structure.

In order to check the first order condition of Vt, we define V̄t+1(St+1) = E [Vt+1(St+1)|(St, πt)],
which leads to the equation below:

Vt(St) = max{−e+
t P

E
t − g+

t P
G
t + e−t P

E
t + g−t P

G
t + V̄t+1(St+1)}. (4.16)

Consider the optimality of concave function, the following first order necessary and sufficient

condition should hold: ∂Vt(St)
∂St

= 0. We focus on IEt and IGt, let us rewrite the condition as
∂Vt(IEt)
∂IEt

= 0 and ∂Vt(IGt)
∂IGt

= 0. Since Vt is concave in IEt and in IGt, V̄t+1(St+1) is concave,

we can obtain its right and left directional derivatives on IEt and IGt. Let ∂+
IEV̄t(St) and

∂−IEV̄t(St) to be two directional derivatives on IE, and ∂+
IGV̄t(St) and ∂−IGV̄t(St) to be two

directional derivatives on IG.

Lemma 10. Given the current system state St, there is no electric or gas storage operation, i.e.,

Ae
t = 0 or Ag

t = 0, if the following conditions hold simultaneously:−PE
t + ηe∂

+
IEV̄t(St+1) ≤ 0,

PE
t + 1

ηe
∂−IEV̄t(St+1) ≤ 0;

or −PG
t + ηg∂

+
IGV̄t(St+1) ≤ 0,

PG
t + 1

ηg
∂−IGV̄t(St+1) ≤ 0.

Proof. We write the first-order conditions ∂Vt(IEt)
∂IEt

= 0 in terms of the action e+
t and e−t to

maximize the right-hand side of the Bellman equation:

−PE
t + ηe∂

+
IEV̄t(St+1) ≤ 0, if, e+

t ≥ 0,

−PE
t + ηe∂

−
IEV̄t(St+1) ≥ 0, if, e+

t > 0,

PE
t +

1

ηe
∂−IEV̄t(St+1) ≤ 0, if, e−t ≥ 0,

PE
t +

1

ηe
∂+
IEV̄t(St+1) ≥ 0, if, e−t > 0.

(4.17)

Because we defined e+
t and e−t as e+

t = max (0, Ae
t), e

−
t = −min (0, Ae

t), A
e
t = 0 holds, if and

only if e+
t = 0 and e−t = 0 hold simultaneously. Hence if Ae

t = 0 holds:

−PE
t + ηe∂

+
IEV̄t(St+1) ≤ 0, (4.18)

PE
t +

1

ηe
∂−IEV̄t(St+1) ≤ 0 (4.19)
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Lemma 10 shows that there exist two thresholds kt(St) and ht(St) that characterize an

optimal policy. Let kt(St) be the maximum IEt or IGt that (4.19) holds, if (4.19) does not

hold even for IEt = 0 or IGt = 0, then kt(St) = 0; Similarly, let ht(St) be the minimum IEt

or IGt that (4.18) holds, if (4.18) does not hold even for IEt = IEmax or IGt = IGmax, then

kt(St) = IEmax or kt(St) = IGmax.

Theorem 11. There exists an optimal policy π∗ = (π∗1, . . . , π
∗
T ) characterized by two thresholds

ke
t (St) and he

t(St) or kg
t (St) and hg

t (St) .

1. If IEt ≤ he
t(St) or IGt ≤ hg

t (St), then greedily charge the storage to he
t(St) or hg

t (St), and

A∗et = min (A
max
e
ηe

,
het(St)−IEt

ηe
), A∗gt = min (

Amax
g

ηg
,
hgt (St)−IEt

ηg
).

2. If IEt ≥ ke
t (St) or IGt ≥ kg

t (St), then greedily discharge the storage to ke
t (St) or kg

t (St)

and A∗et = max (ηeA
max
e , ηe(IEt − ke

t (St))), A
∗g
t = max (ηgA

max
g , ηg(IGt − kg

t (St))).

Proof. Let IE
′
t = he

t(St), ∀IEt ≤ IE
′
t, by concavity we have ∂+

IEV̄t(IE
′
t) ≤ |∂−IEV̄t(IEt)|, which

leads to −PE
t +ηe∂

−
IEV̄t(St+1) ≥ 0. Thus, e+

t > 0; ∀IEt ≥ ke
t (St), we have PE

t + 1
ηe
∂+
IEV̄t(St+1) ≥

0. Thus, e−t > 0. A similar proof can be conducted for the gas storage.

The thresholds above rely on the computation of the partial derivatives. Following the same

approach of Theorem 4.1 in [143], it can be shown that the directional derivatives are piece-wise

linear in IEt or IGt, ∀t ∈ T.

To capture the impact of the power conversion, the following modification is needed for

thresholds:

PE
t = min (PE

t , 3.412ηp2gP
G
t ), PG

t = min (PG
t ,

ηp2g

3.412
PE
t ).

4.1.4 An Illustrative Example

We conduct some examples with different efficiencies to analyze the feasible region of the

operation of the energy conversion.

Let ηp2g be the efficiency of the energy conversion if it works on P2G mode; ηg2p be the

efficiency of the energy conversion if it works on G2P mode. As shown in Fig. 4.1, when the

efficiencies of P2G and G2P are high, the region of no operation is small. The physical meaning

of efficiency is energy loss. Consider the case where the efficiency is 1, there is no energy loss

during energy conversion. Then, the threshold would be the same line. For that case, energy

conversion will bring more economic values unless the prices in the same energy content are the

same. The larger efficiency of G2P leads to a larger threshold of the G2P conversion. When the

efficiency is low, which means the energy loss is high, a comparably lower gas price is required

if we want to get benefits by buying gas, converting gas to electricity, and selling electricity.

Similarly, when the efficiency of P2G is low, a comparably higher gas price is required if we

want to get benefits by buying electricity, converting electricity to gas, and selling gas. Hence,

a larger efficiency leads to a lower threshold of the P2G conversion.
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(a) ηp2g = 0.5, ηg2p = 0.5
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(b) ηp2g = 0.8, ηg2p = 0.8
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(c) ηp2g = 0.65, ηg2p = 0.45
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Figure 4.1: The feasible region of each operation in the normal case.

4.2 Optimal Trading Strategies for Transactive Energy

The current power distribution system is undergoing a transition from centralized markets

to decentralized markets. However, the existing economic mechanism for decentralized markets

has many disadvantages such as the ignorance of incomplete information, the lack of negotiation

process, and the requirement of a high degree of synchronization between the prosumers. We

propose a novel economic mechanism, based on continuous double auction (CDA). With respect

to the incomplete information, an adaptive dynamic programming based strategy is used to

adjust sequential strategies according to the market trends. Several results are established,

which are then verified by sensitivity analysis.

4.2.1 Continuous Double Auction Model

A CDA is a marketplace where agents can transact continuously by submitting bids and

asks at any time. A bid is a pair of price and quantity submitted by a buyer, and an ask is such

a pair submitted by a seller. Unlike the spot market where the transactions are cleared one

time, transactions occur in CDA whenever the highest bid price is at least as high as the lowest

ask price. The current lowest ask price in the market is defined as the outstanding ask pa, and

the current highest bid price in the market is defined as the outstanding bid pb. If a new ask

arrives with a price lower than pb, then the transaction is executed at pb. If a new bid arrives

with a price higher than pa, then the transaction is executed at pa. An illustrative example is

shown in Table 4.1. (a), (b), (c), and (d) are buyers’ and sellers’ orders in the order book before
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Table 4.1: An Illustrative Example of Continuous Double Auction.

(a)

Buyer Bid Quantity

b1 98 3
b2 97 2
b3 96 4
b4 95 1

(b)

Seller Ask Quantity

s1 100 2
s2 101 1
s3 102 2
s4 103 3

(c)

Buyer Bid Quantity

b1 97 1
b2 96 4
b3 95 1
b4 94 3

(d)

Seller Ask Quantity

s1 100 2
s2 101 1
s3 102 2
s4 103 3

new orders arrive, and buyers’ and sellers’ orders in the order book after new orders arrive,

respectively. The price of new asks is 97 and the quantity is 4. Then, 3 units are transacted at

98, and the rest one is transacted at 97. We highlight the change in the table.

The CDA mechanism operates in various markets. The model in our work intends to encap-

sulate the essential features of the power distribution system. We assume the energy trading

market is characterized by the following properties and protocols:

1. The selection of distributed ledger is reasonable. The smart contract can be executed

automatically. The smart meter can learn the states, manage its behaviors by time, and

programmable.

2. The prosumers know their own complete information and public information, but do not

know other prosumers’ information. Correlation among each prosumer’s generation or

utility function is ignored. The congestion issue is trivial for distributed energy trading.

3. All orders are for a bunch of quantity such as a single unit.

Note that (1) ensures that the market is electronic commerce and depends on smart agents.

There are some correlations among each prosumer’s preference in real life, e.g., demands tend

to be high when the temperature is high. However, it is hard to quantify such factors since we

have incomplete information. We will adopt a learning algorithm to estimate other’s information

which inherently captures correlations. The protocol in (3) eliminates the possibility of partial

execution, and hence the need for rules governing it, which simplifies our problem. It will not

influence the prosumers’ strategy if the computational ability of agents is sufficient.

In the proposed mechanism, a CDA starts 5 minutes before the 5-minute delivery interval

in consideration. The transactions are executed continuously until the delivery interval begins,

and a smart contract is signed upon the completion of each transaction. As shown in Fig 4.2,

the CDA for the delivery interval from t to t+ 5 min, starts at t− 5 min and ends at t. A new
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t− 5 min

CDA starts

t

CDA ends

Delivery starts

t+ 5 min

Delivery ends

Clear

Transactions Power flow

Figure 4.2: Timeline of CDA trading and physical delivery.

Table 4.2: Information Available to Each Prosumer.

Private information Public information

Utility function
Elasticities

Generation
Incremental loss allocation

Historical data

CDA starts at t for the next delivery interval. At t+5 min, the system allocates the losses using

incremental loss allocation method, and smart meters report the energy imbalance. If there is

any imbalance, a penalty would be imposed. Then, the credits and payments are settled in the

distributed ledger. A fixed charge will be imposed for each transaction since the system provides

services such as voltage control and there are some operational costs for the distributed ledger.

When a CDA is complete, the system can learn the steady state properties of this CDA

interval, in particular the elasticities of the underlying demand and supply functions can be

obtained [144]. The system can calculate the incremental loss allocation coefficients of the past

delivery interval based on the power flow analysis, which will be broadcast to the prosumers at

the beginning of a new CDA period. Table 4.2 summarizes the information available to each

prosumer. Historical data includes the information of the past transactions.

4.2.2 Optimal Trading Strategies

A prosumer can sell the generation or buy electricity during a CDA period. For simplicity,

we discretize the 5-minute interval into M slots and assume that a prosumer will submit at

most M bids or asks during a CDA period. Due to the fixed charge applied to each transaction,

we assume the prosumers are less aggressive and can only act in one role during each CDA

period. To determine the role, we first introduce a result from [144], which gives a formula of

the expected price p of a random trade:

p̂ = E(p) =

(ηSp
max
grid − ηDp

min
grid)/(1 + ηS − ηD), ηS 6= ηD,

η sinh (1/(2η)) (pmax
grid + pmin

grid), ηS = ηD = η,
(4.20)
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where ηS and ηD are the elasticities of the underlying supply and demand functions in the last

CDA period, and pmax
grid and pmin

grid are the selling and buying prices of electricity from the grid. All

these values are published by the system and are available to the prosumers at the beginning

of each CDA period.

A utility function reflects the welfare obtained by consuming electricity, which is typically

non-decreasing and concave. For each prosumer i, we assume that the utility takes the following

form:

ui(xi) = bi ln(aixi + 1), (4.21)

where ai > 0 and bi > 0 are the parameters, and xi is the consumption of power. Let the fixed

rate for each transaction be γ. Since the prosumer can only act in one role, the total payoff can

be defined by

Ri = bi ln(aixi + 1) +
(p̂− γ)

1 +Ki
(xg
i − xi)

+ − (p̂+ γ)

1−K ′i
(xg
i − xi)

−, (4.22)

where xg
i is the generation, Ki and K ′i are the coefficients of the incremental loss allocation

of prosumer i for selling and buying, respectively. Z+ = max (0, Z) and Z− = max (0,−Z).

Note that Ki = −K ′i, and |Ki| < 1. The prosumers are responsible for the energy losses, hence

the prosumers use Ki to estimate the actual electricity that they deliver or receive for each

transaction. The first order derivative of Ri is discontinuous at xg
i , and is given by

Ṙi =

aibi/(aixi + 1)− (p̂− γ)/(1 +Ki), xi < xg
i ,

aibi/(aixi + 1)− (p̂+ γ)/(1 +Ki), xi > xg
i .

(4.23)

Let the numerators of the two segments of the derivative of Ri be NLi and NRi, we have

NLi(xi) =aibi(1 +Ki)− (p̂− γ)(aixi + 1),∀xi < xg
i , (4.24)

NRi(xi) =aibi(1 +Ki)− (p̂+ γ)(aixi + 1),∀xi > xg
i , (4.25)

Note that the denominators of the two segments are always positive. We can determine the role

of prosumer i using the lemma below.

Lemma 12. If NRi(x
g
i ) > 0, the prosumer i acts as a buyer; If NLi(x

g
i ) < 0, the prosumer i

acts as a seller; Otherwise the prosumer i consumes xi = xg
i .

Proof. Let us consider two affine functions NLi and NRi, ∀xi. The intersection of NLi and

NRi happens at xi = −1/a < 0. We can conclude that NLi(xi) > NRi(xi), ∀xi > 0. Let

the directional derivatives of Ri at xi = xg
i be ∂+Ri(x

g
i ) and ∂−Ri(x

g
i ). If NRi(x

g
i ) > 0,

then ∂+Ri(x
g
i ) > 0. If the prosumer consumes more than xg

i , the utility will increase, i.e., the

prosumer should act as a buyer. If NLi(x
g
i ) < 0, then ∂−Ri(x

g
i ) > 0. If the prosumer consumes

less than xg
i , the utility will increase, i.e., the prosumer should act as a seller.
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We adopt the belief functions fb(p) and fs(p) as [145] to measure the likelihood that the

bid and ask prices will be accepted, respectively. Consider the H most recent transactions, and

let AG(p) be the number of transactions with prices that are no less than p in H transactions.

The belief function of the seller is given by

fs(p) =

AG(p)/H, ∀p > pb,

1, ∀p ≤ pb,
(4.26)

whereas the belief function of the buyer is given by

fb(p) =

AL(p)/H, ∀p < pa,

1, ∀p ≥ pa,
(4.27)

where AL(p) the number of transactions with prices that are no greater than p inH transactions.

We use the points observed in H transactions as breakpoints to construct piecewise linear

functions fs(p) and fb(p).

The market trend is crucial for dynamic markets. To analyze the market trend, we assume

that the change is linear, which means all the trade points compose a line. We adopt the least

squares technique to estimate the coefficients of linear function. Let (h′, ph′), h
′ = 1, . . . ,H ′

be the points, where H ′ is the number of transactions we selected, and ph′ is the price of the

transaction h′. We have the linear function:

ph′+1 = θ0 + θ1(h′ + 1). (4.28)

Let ∆h′ = ph′ − ph′−1. Solve θ̂1 ∈ arg minθ
∑H′

h′=0(∆h′ − θ1)2, then θ̂1 =
(∑H′

h′=0 ∆h′

)
/H ′.

We use a discrete model to simulate the prosumer’s decision making process. We assume

that the prosumer will submit M sequences of bids or asks. Let m ∈ [1,M ] be the number of

remaining stages, x be the excess electricity. Note that x = xg, when m = M . We introduce a

weighting factor λ to represent the influence of the market trends. We assume that the quantity

of each transaction is 1 unit. The payoff-to-go of the seller at stage m can be expressed as:

Sm(x, λ) = max
p

fs(λp) [p− γ + Sm−1(x− 1−K,λ)] + [1− fs(λp)]Sm−1(x, λ). (4.29)

The first term represents the intermediate payoff plus the payoff-to-go if the ask is accepted

and the second term represents the payoff-to-go if the ask is not accepted. The corresponding

payoff-to-go of the buyer can be given by

Bm(x, λ) = max
p

fb(λp) [−p− γ +Bm−1(x+ 1−K,λ)] + [1− fb(λp)]Bm−1(x, λ). (4.30)

For the boundary condition, we assume that any remaining electricity will be consumed by the
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prosumer:

S0(x) = B0(x) = b ln(ax+ 1). (4.31)

Note that in each stage m, the agent needs to update the belief function based on the informa-

tion. The weighting factor λ is introduced to adjust the expectation of probability of executing

the transaction.

To discuss how to update λ, we show some properties first. For notational convenience, we

discard γ in our analytical proof since it is a constant and will not influence the result.

Lemma 13. Given any λ, Sm(x, λ) and Bm(x, λ) are increasing in x. Furthermore, Sm(x, λ) and

Bm(x, λ) are increasing in m.

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction. As for the boundary condition m = 0, S0(x) =

B0(x) = b ln(ax+1), it obviously holds for both functions. We assume that Sm(x, λ) is increasing

in x holds for m− 1, and x1 < x2, we have

Sm−1(x1) <Sm−1(x2),

Sm(x2, λ) ≥ fs(λp∗(x1))[p∗(x1) + Sm−1(x2 − 1−K,λ)] + (1− fs(λp∗(x1)))Sm−1(x2, λ)

>fs(λp
∗(x1))[p∗(x1) + Sm−1(x1 − 1−K,λ)] + (1− fs(λp∗(x1)))Sm−1(x1, λ)

=Sm(x1, λ).

Lemma 13 holds for m. Sm(x, λ) is increasing in x. The other claims can be proved similarly.

Intuitively, the more generation available and the more time that is left, the higher payoff

of the prosumer.

Theorem 14. Given any λ, the optimal trading price p∗m for both seller and buyer decreases in

x. Furthermore, the optimal trading price p∗m for seller increases in m, but the optimal trading

price p∗m for buyer decreases in m.

Proof. Let pm(x) be the value of p that maximizes (4.29) or (4.30). Because we use natural

logarithm to represent the prosumers’ utility, which is strictly concave, we can conclude that

S0(x + 1) − S0(x) ≥ S0(x + 2) − S0(x + 1) holds for all x ≥ 0. Without loss of generality, we

can assume K = 0. The proof follows similarly for any K. We use f instead of fs for notational

convenience. First, we show that the following sets of inequalities hold:

Sm+1(x+ 1)− Sm+1(x) ≥ Sm(x+ 1)− Sm(x), x,m ≥ 0, (4.32)

Sm+1(x)− Sm(x) ≥ Sm+2(x)− Sm+1(x), x,m ≥ 0, (4.33)

Sm(x+ 1)− Sm(x) ≥ Sm(x+ 2)− Sm(x+ 1), x,m ≥ 0. (4.34)

This can be proved by induction. Since the inequalities are true when x + m = 0, we assume

that they are true whenever x+m < k. Now consider x+m = k, we first show (4.32) is true.
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We have proved that Sm(x) is increasing in m, then (4.32) is valid when x = 0. Now, for some

p̄, we have

Sm+1(x) = f(λp̄)p̄+ f(λp̄)Sm(x− 1) + [1− f(λp̄)]Sm(x),

Sm+1(x)− Sm(x) = f(λp̄)p̄+ f(λp̄)[Sm(x− 1)− Sm(x)].

By definition, we have

Sm+1(x+ 1) ≥ f(λp̄)p̄+ f(λp̄)Sm(x) + [1− f(λp̄)]Sm(x+ 1),

Sm+1(x+ 1)− Sm(x+ 1) ≥ f(λp̄)p̄+ f(λp̄)[Sm(x)− Sm(x+ 1)].

We have assumed (4.34) for x− 1 and m is true, which leads to Sm(x)− Sm(x+ 1) ≥ Sm(x−
1)− Sm(x). Therefore, we have

Sm+1(x+ 1)− Sm(x+ 1) ≥ f(λp̄)p̄+ f(λp̄)[Sm(x− 1)− Sm(x)],

Sm+1(x+ 1)− Sm(x+ 1) ≥ Sm+1(x)− Sm(x).

If we follow the same approach, we can prove (4.33) using inequality (4.32) for x − 1 and m.

We can combine (4.34) and (4.32) for x and m − 1 into one inequality, and follow the similar

approach. We have

Sm+1(x+ 1) + Sm−1(x+ 1) ≥ Sm(x+ 2) + Sm(x).

The inequality (4.33) for x+ 1 and m− 1 gives

Sm(x+ 1)− Sm−1(x+ 1) ≥ Sm+1(x+ 1)− Sm(x+ 1).

Therefore, we have 2Sm(x+ 1) ≥ Sm(x+ 2) + Sm(x), which is (4.34) for x and m. To establish

the monotonicity of pm(x) with respect to x and m, we consider the modularity of Sm(x):

∂2

∂x∂p
{fs(λp)p+ fs(λp)Sm−1(x− 1−K) + [1− f(λp)]Sm−1(x)}

= λf ′s(λp)
∂

∂x
[Sm−1(x− 1−K)− Sm−1(x)] .

The belief function of seller is decreasing, i.e., f ′s(λp) ≤ 0, and λ ≥ 0. We can conclude that if

Sm−1(x−1−K)−Sm−1(x) increases in x, then the function is submodular, and pm(x) decreases

in x. If Sm−1(x − 1 − K) − Sm−1(x) decreases in m, then the function is supermodular, and

pm(x) increases in m. The inequality (4.34) implies that Sm−1(x− 1−K)− Sm−1(x) increases

in x, and the inequality (4.32) implies that Sm−1(x − 1 −K) − Sm−1(x) decreases in m. One

can prove the other claim following the same approach.

If the generation (plus or minus the quantity that has been transacted) is high, the buyer
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and seller tend to bid and ask low, respectively. The objective of a buyer is to make a tradeoff

between the final utility and the energy cost. Since we have assumed a natural logarithm

function as our utility function, the incremental utility of a buyer may be small if the buyer

has enough generation. In other words, the more generation, the fewer incentives the buyer has

to buy energy. It is intuitive for such a buyer to submit a bid with lower price. If the bid is not

accepted, the influence is low because the incremental utility is low. Furthermore, if the price

of bid is high, it may deteriorate the final utility because the incremental utility cannot cover

the payment. Similarly, selling electricity will not influence the seller’s utility a lot, but increase

the seller’s payoff intermediately. Theorem 14 also shows that our bidding strategy inherently

considers the time pressure.

Proposition 15. Given any x, Bm(x, λ) is increasing in λ, and Sm(x, λ) is decreasing in λ.

Proof. It is obvious that the proposition holds for the boundary m = 0. We assume that the

proposition holds for m− 1, we use induction to prove m. Let λ2p̄ = λ1p
∗
1 and 0 < λ1 < λ2, we

have p̄ < p∗1 and

Bm(x, λ2) ≥− fb(λ2p̄)p̄+ fb(λ2p̄)Bm−1(x+ 1−K,λ2) + [1− fb(λ2p̄)]Bm−1(x, λ2)

≥− fb(λ2p̄)p
∗
1 + fb(λ2p̄)Bm−1(x+ 1−K,λ1) + [1− fb(λ2p̄)]Bm−1(x, λ1)

=Bm(x, λ1).

The other claim can be proved similarly.

The probability of accepting an ask with the same price will increase if the market trend

is increasing. The belief function of seller is monotonically decreasing, a smaller λ should be

applied. On the other hand, the probability of accepting a bid with the same price will decrease

if the market trend is increasing. The belief function of the buyer is monotonically increasing, a

smaller λ should be applied as well. Let λ0 = 1, then for a prosumer, the λm at each sequence

is

λm = λm−1 − θ̂/p̂. (4.35)

4.2.3 An Illustrative Example

Here, we first validate Theorem 14. Then, we show that the change of total revenue and

the change of trading strategy under different market trends follow the analytical solution. A

comparison between our strategy and zero intelligence (ZI) strategy is conducted to show the

effectiveness of our strategy. It is worth mentioning that the unit of price and payoffs depends

on the currency of selected blockchain platform. In this section, we omit all the units of price

and payoffs. The unit of generation is MW.

We consider 200 watts as one trading unit and set the parameters as a = 2, b = 75, K = 0.05,

and γ = 0. To validate Theorem 14, we fix the belief function and λ. Fig. 4.3 shows the optimal

submitted prices under different stages and quantities of excess electricity. The optimal ask
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Figure 4.3: The optimal submitted price under different stages and quantities of excess elec-
tricity.
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Figure 4.4: The total payoff and the optimal submitted price under different market trends.

price of the seller is decreasing in the quantity of excess electricity and increasing in stages,

which corresponds to our analytical results.

Fig. 4.4 shows the change in the total payoff and that of the optimal submitted price under

different market trends. We fix the excess electricity and set the stage number to 20. A larger λ

indicates a decreasing market trend, which leads to a larger payoff for the buyer and a smaller

payoff for the seller. The seller tends to sell the surplus electricity as soon as possible, and

the buyer wants to buy the electricity they need at the end of CDA since the market trend is

decreasing. Therefore, the ask and bid prices are decreasing in λ.
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Figure 4.5: The total payoff and the optimal submitted price under different loss allocation
coefficients.

Fig. 4.5 shows the change in the total payoff and submitted price under different incremental

loss allocation coefficients. If K < 0, the seller will deliver less than 1 unit electricity for each

transaction, and the buyer will receive more than 1 unit electricity for each transaction. It is

intuitive that the total payoffs are higher when K < 0. Moreover, the prosumers are likely to

complete more transactions in this setting. Hence, the submitted prices are lower for sellers,

and those are higher for buyers. From the perspective of the power system operation, the

transactions between the prosumers with negative K are favorable since it will decrease the

total loss.

To compare our strategy and ZI strategy, we assume the others’ bids and asks arrive ran-

domly, and the prosumer using our strategy submits 5 sequential bids or asks. The arrivals of

asks and bids are given in Fig. 4.6. The optimal bids of a buyer at each sequence are 10.8, 11.4,

11.4, 12.3, and 5. The second and fourth bids are executed at price 11.4 and 11.97. The buyer

cannot improve utility by buying more, then submits a bid with buying price of grid at the

last sequence. The optimal asks of a seller at each sequence are 12.1, 12.4, 12, 11.7, and 20.

The first and fourth sequence are executed at price 12.1 and 11,7. Similarly, the seller has no

incentive to sell at the last sequence, hence submits the ask with selling price of grid. It is worth

mentioning that the price of the second ask is higher than the price of the first ask, because

the first ask is executed, and the generation left is lower. Since the ZI strategy generates bids

or asks randomly, we conduct 5000 trials and calculate the average value. The final utility of

seller and buyer using our strategy are 135.82 and 131.3, respectively. The final average utility

using ZI strategy are 133.06 and 128.02, respectively. Obviously, our strategy is better than ZI

strategy.
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Figure 4.6: An illustrative example of auction process.

4.3 Conclusion and Existing Technical Challenges

We first study the optimal operation of a profit-maximizing energy hub equipped with the

energy conversion and the energy storage through a dynamic programming formulation. We

propose the two-threshold policies of the energy conversion and the energy storage, respectively.

The optimal operation of the energy conversion depends on the efficiency of the conversion

process. Moreover, the expected revenue is a concave function of the state of charge of the

storage, which leads to a stationary policy for the operation of the energy storage. The properties

shed some lights on how different energy sectors should be converted, conditioned, and stored,

which provides some insights on the enhancement of renewable integration.

Moreover, we propose a local electricity market. The CDA based economic mechanism en-

courages peer-to-peer trading in distribution power systems, in which risks of renewable penetra-

tion are hedged locally. The proposed mechanism incorporates the negotiation process between

each prosumer and captures the allocation of losses. Moreover, we analyze the prosumer’s opti-

mal strategy using dynamic programming. The proposed strategy can learn the recent market

information and make adaptive decisions. We analytically show that the optimal policy depends

on the market trends, the generation left, and the bidding sequence left.

However, there exist many technical challenges in the current work. Regarding the trading

between different energy sectors, the time spans of different markets are different. For example,
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in the gas markets, current cleared price is for the delivery of natural gases one week later.

Moreover, the effectiveness of such a trading scheme highly depends on the efficiency of energy

conversion device. As for the CDA framework, we simply use the coefficients of the incremental

loss allocation to allocate the losses. However, the coefficients are not well-defined for the peer-

to-peer trading setting. It is important to establish a local market where loss allocation meets

some certain properties for each player.
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CHAPTER

5

SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY AND

DYNAMIC MICROGRID

The desire for a green, efficient, and sustainable energy supply results in a tense dynamic

situation accompanying the rapid growth of solar energy in the world. Customer-sited solar

photovoltaic (PV) systems portend a potentially disruptive change in the customer-utility re-

lationship. We observe that a zero-energy community (ZEC) is a good solution to the PV

development planning in a deregulated environment. A ZEC, which offsets all of its energy use

from renewables available within the community environment, reduces the transmission line

losses, is more independent and self-sufficient, and has more controls over energy decisions.

That have been said, utilities worry about a baseload death spiral. Rooftop solar in conjunc-

tion with net metering decreases rate-based revenue, while not necessarily reducing utility costs

for two reasons: 1) rooftop solar owners still rely on the grid when solar is not delivering at

night or on cloudy days, and 2) net metering transactions, in practice, rely on infrastructure

owned, operated, and maintained by the utilities. Such conflicts of interest urge a negotiation

process to find a win-win solution. To make the most of the multi-benefits of a ZEC, it needs

to be appropriately planned using a new business model and regimes that ensure an efficient

and symmetric benefit allocation. On the above premises, we focus on cooperative planning for

ZEC based PV-storage systems.

The penetration of distributed solar coincides with the deployment of electric vehicles,

storage, and other controllable loads, which are considered as distributed energy resources

(DERs). During grid outages, it is desirable for DERs to participate in effective and efficient

critical service restoration to enhance grid resiliency, especially when power support from the
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upstream transmission system is not available. Dynamic microgrids with adaptive boundaries

can be formed, in which distributed generation serves critical service facilities. In other words,

increased penetration of DERs, especially solar at a community level, can provide additional

resiliency and improve the reliability of the distribution system. In this chapter, we examine

this ability.

5.1 Sustainable Community Based PV-Storage Planning

We consider a ZEC with a set of end users, which are allowed to invest in PV and storage.

The load serving entity (LSE) offers net metering to the community with a capacity limit. The

time-of-use (TOU) pricing scheme is adopted. Without cooperative planning, each household

installs a PV-storage system optimally based on the individual consumption pattern. Intuitively,

they will try to charge their storage at off-peak hours and sell back the electricity to the grid

at peak hours. Some papers assume that the power from storage cannot be sold back. However,

we apply the capacity limit, as it is the current practice followed by the utilities. Moreover,

we assume that the end users have no incentive to share the consumption patterns with the

LSE under the non-cooperative framework. The payoff of the LSE is the difference between

the wholesale market price and the TOU rate times the energy consumption. In cooperative

planning, the LSE and the end users optimally determine the size of PV-storage systems. We

assume a fixed lifetime for investments, and hence, the cost based on per unit can be levelized to

an annual base. The entitlement is allocated based on the amount of money each player pays for

enforcement. For storage, the end users can charge their partitions or rent the LSE’s partition

with a fixed holding cost. The end users can use the PV generation to serve their demand, store

it to their storage partitions, or the LSE’s storage partition. The LSE can use its PV generation

to serve households’ demand or sell it back to the grid. The uncertainties are addressed by a two-

stage stochastic program. The first stage decisions are the investments, whereas the second stage

decisions are the operation schedules. To allocate the surplus introduced by the cooperation, we

consider a bargaining game, in which the optimal allocation is obtained by the Nash bargaining

solution (NBS).

5.1.1 Non-cooperative Benchmark

We describe the non-cooperative model first. Its results serve as the disagreement outcomes

in the bargaining game. In this non-cooperative planning benchmark, each player determines

the optimal capacity of PV and storage based on private information.

Storage and PV Investment Costs

We assume that each end user i ∈ I, where I = {1, . . . , I}, needs to decide the capacity

of solar power PVi ∈ [0, PV max
i ] in kW, and the capacity of storage Si ∈ [0, Smax

i ] in kWh,

where PV max
i and Smax

i are the maximum capacities allowed for the deployment of end user i.
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The capacities should be constrained by physical constraints such as available area of roof. The

capital recovery factor is used to convert the capital investment costs of storage and PV into a

series of equal annualized costs. Let cPV
i and cS

i denote the investment cost of PV per kW and

storage per kWh. Let n1 and n2 be the lifetime of PV and storage, respectively. The annual

investment costs are given by

APV
i = cPV

i × d(d+ 1)n1

(1 + d)n1 − 1
, (5.1a)

AS
i = cS

i ×
d(d+ 1)n2

(1 + d)n2 − 1
, (5.1b)

where d is the discount rate. We assume that the investment cost covers all expenditures. The

installed capacity of PV determines the solar generation based on the realizations of insolation

for each day. For end user i, the total annualized investment costs are given by

Ai = APV
i PVi +AS

i Si. (5.2)

The model can be easily extended to include power rating cost of storage by adding one decision

variable.

Given the first stage decisions PVi and Si, each end user needs to schedule the operations of

PV and storage optimally. Let T = {1, . . . , T} be the operation time horizon and Ω be the set of

scenarios. We assume that the realizations of individual consumption and insolation are random

variables. For scenario ω ∈ Ω and time slot t ∈ T , we consider a corresponding realization of

insolation rω,t. We normalize rω,t to [0, 1] and the solar generation in scenario ω and time slot

t can be written as

PPV
i,ω,t = rω,t × PVi. (5.3)

We assume that all the end users come from the same community. Therefore, insolation shares

perfect positive correlation amongst each user. Let the consumption of user i be Di,ω,t. The

energy should be balanced in real time, which leads to

PPV
i,ω,t + P dis

i,ω,t + P+
i,ω,t = Di,ω,t + P ch

i,ω,t + P−i,ω,t + ∆PPV
i,ω,t, (5.4)

where P dis
i,ω,t and P ch

i,ω,t are the power discharged from and charged into the storage, ∆PPV
i,ω,t is

the curtailed solar generation, and P−i,ω,t and P+
i,ω,t are the generation sold to and bought from

the LSE. Total generation sold to the LSE should be constrained by the capacity limit of net

metering by ∑
t∈T

P−i,ω,t ≤ CAPi, (5.5)

where CAPi is the capacity limit of net metering.
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Let SOCi,ω,t be the state of charge of the storage, for which the following constraints should

be satisfied:

Si ≥ SOCi,ω,t, (5.6a)

SOCi,ω,t = SOCi,ω,t−1 + P ch
i,ω,tη − P dis

i,ω,t/η, (5.6b)

where η is the charging/discharging efficiency of the storage.

Let the probability of scenario ω be pω, and the retail rate of electricity in time slot t be λt.

Assume that the TOU rate structure is applied and there is no uncertainty in the retail rates.

The individual optimization problem for user i is given by

max λt
∑
ω∈Ω

pω
∑
t∈T

(
P−i,ω,t − P

+
i,ω,t

)
−Ai (5.7a)

s.t. (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), (5.5), (5.6). (5.7b)

We denote the objective value in (5.7a) by di, which is the total payoff of user i.

Payoffs of the LSE

In this non-cooperative planning benchmark, the LSE’s payoff in each hour is the difference

between the wholesale market price and the TOU rate times the energy consumption. The

wholesale market prices are regarded as random variables. Let the wholesale market price in

scenario ω and time slot t be πω,t. The mathematical formulation is given by

d0 =
∑
ω∈Ω

pω
∑
t∈T

(λt − πω,t)
∑
i∈I

(
P+
i,ω,t − P

−
i,ω,t

)
. (5.8)

After solving (5.7), the payoff of the LSE can be numerically calculated.

5.1.2 Cooperative Planning Framework

Next, we consider the cooperative PV-storage planning for the entire community. The LSE

and the end users optimally determine the size of PV and storage. The entitlement is allocated

based on the amount of money each player pays for the enforcement. When the end users use

the LSE’s storage partition, a holding cost is applied.

Modeling the End Users

Under cooperative planning, each end user is allowed to make private investment. For the

shared investment, the partition of each player is proportional to the money invested by the

player. We assume that the annualized capital costs are the same for both private and shared

investments. Mathematically, we can consider private and shared enforcement as one decision

variable by summing up the quantities. The new payoff function of end user i can be written
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as: ∑
ω∈Ω

pω
∑
t∈T

[
λt

(
P−i,ω,t − P

+
i,ω,t

)
− γSOCU

i,ω,t

]
−Ai, (5.9)

where γ is the holding cost, and SOCU
i,ω,t is the power stored in the LSE’s storage in scenario

ω at time slot t. A new set of storage constraints should be satisfied:

SOCU
i,ω,t = SOCU

i,ω,t−1 + P ch,U
i,ω,t η − P

dis,U
i,ω,t /η, (5.10)

where P ch,U
i,ω,t and P dis,U

i,ω,t are the power charged to and discharged from the LSE’s storage, re-

spectively.

Moreover, the power balance equation should incorporate the LSE’s storage, which is given

by

PPV
i,ω,t + P+

i,ω,t = Di,ω,t + P−i,ω,t + P ch
i,ω,t − P dis

i,ω,t + ∆PPV
i,ω,t + P ch,U

i,ω,t − P
dis,U
i,ω,t . (5.11)

Constraints (5.2), (5.3), (5.5), (5.6) remain unchanged.

Modeling the LSE

Without cooperation, the LSE can only obtain revenue from selling electricity to the end

users. However, it can increase its revenue by offering storage service or selling electricity to

the wholesale market if the LSE and the end users perform cooperative planning. We assume

that the LSE needs to determine the capacity of the PV system PV0 ∈ [0, PV max
0 ] and that

of the storage S0 ∈ [0 , Smax
0 ]. Using the capital recovery factor in (5.1), the total annualized

investment costs are given by

A0 = APV
0 PV0 +AS

0S0. (5.12)

The payoff comes from two aspects: selling electricity and storage service. For the first part, we

need to consider power balance because the LSE invests in PV in this case, which is given by

rω,t × PV0 + P ex
0,ω,t =

∑
i∈I

(
P+
i,ω,t − P

−
i,ω,t

)
, (5.13)

where P ex
0,ω,t is the power that the LSE exchanges with the main grid. When P ex

0,ω,t > 0, it means

that the LSE is buying power from wholesale market. Therefore, the first part of payoff can be

given by ∑
ω∈Ω

pω
∑
t∈T

[
λt
∑
i∈I

(
P+
i,ω,t − P

−
i,ω,t

)
− πω,tP ex

0,ω,t

]
. (5.14)

For the storage service, the LSE charges holding costs to the end users. It can be written as∑
ω∈Ω

pω
∑
t∈T

γ
∑
i∈I

SOCU
i,ω,t, (5.15)
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in which the total charged partition of storage is constrained by the investment:∑
i∈I

SOCU
i,ω,t ≤ S0. (5.16)

Let u1
0 and u2

0 denote (5.14) and (5.15), respectively, The optimization problem of the LSE is

given by

max u0 = u1
0 + u2

0 −A0 (5.17a)

s.t. (5.12), (5.13), (5.16). (5.17b)

5.1.3 Solution Methodology

Nash Bargaining Solution

The challenge of community based PV-storage expansion planning is that the end users

and the LSE are rational decision makers and aim to optimize their benefits. We adopt the

NBS, a solution concept from cooperative game theory, where the goals of Pareto efficiency and

symmetry are achieved. The bargaining game can model the cooperative agreements between

the end users and the LSE. It helps players choose the right strategies considering the allocation

of surplus. Our bargaining game consists of the following elements [146]:

� A set of players that include I end users and one LSE. All the players negotiate with each

other to find the globally optimal agreements.

� A set of payoff functions.

� A set of disagreement payoffs.

Let di, ∀i ∈ I be the optimal payoffs of the end users without cooperation, which can be

obtained by solving (5.7). Let d0 be the corresponding payoff of the LSE, given by (5.8). It

is worth mentioning that we need to solve a set of optimization problems to obtain the set of

di, ∀i ∈ I ∪ {0}. Let X be the feasible region of decision variables in the cooperative problem.

We denote the set of possible payoffs by set V, given by

V =

{
(v0, . . . , vi)| vi = ui(x), ∀i,∀x ∈ X

}
, (5.18)

where ui, ∀i ∈ I is given by (5.9) and u0 is given by (5.17). Note that pω, λt, and rω,t are

parameters associated with scenarios. For any given γ, ui is linear. In other words, the utility

functions for the end users and the LSE are convex. Let d = {d0, d1, . . . , dI}, and a bargaining

problem be a pair (V,d). We say that a vector of payoffs (v∗i , ∀i ∈ I ∪ {0}) is an NBS if it
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solves the following optimization problem:

max
∏

i∈I∪{0}

(vi − di) (5.19a)

s.t. v ∈ V, (5.19b)

vi > di, ∀i ∈ I ∪ {0}. (5.19c)

Note that all the constraints are affine, and therefore the feasible region of possible outcomes

is convex. The NBS can be applied to find a unique, fair, and Pareto-optimal solution for the

community based PV-storage expansion planning problem.

As problem (5.19) maximizes the objective, a concave function is desired from a computa-

tional perspective. The NBS-based problem can be reformulated as follows:

max
∑

i∈I∪{0}

ln(vi − di) (5.20a)

s.t. v ∈ V, (5.20b)

vi > di, ∀i ∈ I ∪ {0}. (5.20c)

Post reformulation we have a convex problem (5.20) given a fixed holding cost. Gradient based

methods can be used to solve the problem. In our experiments, the primal-dual interior-point

method is applied.

McCormick Envelopes

The holding cost γ is also a decision variable in (5.20), which leads to bilinear terms and

makes the problem non-convex. If the players want to negotiate the holding cost as well, certain

reformulations are needed. We relax the bilinear terms via McCormick envelopes. Consider the

following optimization problem:

min
x,y

xy (5.21a)

s.t xL ≤ x ≤ xU, (5.21b)

yL ≤ y ≤ yU. (5.21c)
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By replacing xy by W and introducing new inequality constraints, we can create the following

convex problem:

min
x,y

W (5.22a)

s.t xLy + yLx− xLyL ≤W, (5.22b)

xUy + yUx− xUyU ≤W, (5.22c)

xUy + yLx− xUyL ≥W, (5.22d)

xLy + yUx− xLyU ≥W. (5.22e)

We replace all the bilinear terms in (5.20) using (5.22) to convexify the problem. Note that the

relaxed problem gives an upper bound for the original problem. Gradient based method can

then be applied to obtain the optimal solution. In our problem, the bilinear term only exists

in the objective function, and it is replaced by its convex underestimators and overestimators.

The reformulation does not change the feasible region. Therefore, the solution obtained from

the relaxed problem is always feasible for the original problem.

5.1.4 Scenario Generation

We use a three-phase approach to generate the scenarios. In the first phase, we use CNN to

obtain the time-series point forecast of the uncertain parameters. Then, we obtain the proba-

bility distribution function for the prediction error. Finally, we sample the error distribution to

generate different scenarios.

To generate the scenarios, we begin with developing a CNN model to obtain the point

forecast of the uncertainty at every time slot of the future. The approach of using CNN is

appropriate over the conventional machine learning approaches from the aspect of feature en-

gineering. The traditional machine learning algorithms require a strong detailed feature set

to make meaningful predictions. Sophisticated statistical methodologies are required to select

related features, which is difficult and time consuming. On the contrary, the CNN architecture

can automatically achieve feature engineering. Hence, we have used CNN for the point fore-

casting application since CNN can enhance the performance of the tasks with less or no feature

engineering.

After having the point forecast value for every uncertain parameter, the error between the

actual value and the forecast is calculated by taking the difference between the two. Then, a

probability density function is obtained with the help of KDE using the error values for each

random variable. The resulting distributions for 6 random variables, i.e., wholesale locational

marginal price (LMP), solar insolation, and the load of four residential houses, are shown in

Fig. 5.1. After having obtained the error distribution, we build a continuous multivariate joint

probability distribution describing the forecast errors.

We use the concept of Monte Carlo sampling to sample the multivariate KDE. This is a com-
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Figure 5.1: Probability density function for forecast errors.

mon procedure used in sampling distributions to generate scenarios for stochastic programming.

A single sample from the multivariate KDE gives I + 2 different error values, each correspond-

ing to its respective random variable. We draw Ω i.i.d. random vectors sω by sampling f̂H(x),

where sω = (∆D1,ω, . . . ,∆DI,ω, ∆πω,∆rω). Thus, the load demand, wholesale LMP, and solar

insolation for each scenario can be presented as follows:

Di,ω,t = Dforecast
i,t + ∆Di,ω, ∀i, ∀t, ∀ω, (5.23)

πω,t = πforecast
t + ∆πω, ∀t, ∀ω, (5.24)

rω,t = rforecast
t + ∆rω,∀t,∀ω, (5.25)

where Di,ω,t, πω,t, and rω,t are the consumption of residence i, wholesale LMP, and solar in-

solation in scenario ω in time t, respectively. Dforecast
i,t , πforecast

t , and rforecast
t are the forecasted

values of load for household i, LMP, and solar insolation in time t, respectively. ∆Di,ω, ∆πω,

and ∆rω are the corresponding forecast errors for each scenario ω. We assume a single error

value per scenario for all the time instances corresponding to the random variable.

The use of KDE guarantees that the fitting is exact, and the sample paths are generated from

the underlying distribution. The investment decisions are sensitive to scenarios used to perform

optimization. Therefore, KDE ensures a data-driven solution that factors in the meteorological

and geographical factors for the specific community.

5.1.5 Case Studies

we consider a cooperative game between one LSE and four households. We consider a 48-

hour operation horizon in the second stage, where the coefficients in the objective function are
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Figure 5.2: Expected consumption for each household.

scaled by 365/2 to reflect the cost for the entire year. The first 24 hours represent the heating

season, while the remainder characterizes the cooling season. The expected consumption for

each household is shown in Fig. 5.2. Insolation is normalized and there is no unit for it. Only

two days are used due to the limit of computational power and memory. Specification of heating

and cooling seasons captures the seasonality. Moreover, we use the average of all the days in

each season, and different scenarios are used to capture the daily variations. We generate 15

scenarios for this work. Similar to the load, the TOU rate, LMP, and insolation follow two

schemes, which are given in Fig. 5.3.

We first assume that no uncertainty exists and verify that the cooperation can increase

the payoffs for each player. Non-cooperative framework is used to benchmark the advantages

of the proposed business model. Players are generally rational and selfish. In this sense, such

planning problems cannot be optimized in a centralized way by the LSE, where the goal is to

achieve the maximum total social welfare. The centralized optimization problem may deteriorate

payoffs of some players and discourage their participation. The results are summarized in Table

5.1. In this case, γ is fixed at $0.10/kWh. The households buy power from the LSE, and

hence, the corresponding payoffs are negative. We immediately observe that cooperation can

increase revenues for everyone. However, the results show minor improvements since there is no

uncertainty.

Under this setting, the LSE does not invest in PV, and the households do not invest in

storage in both non-cooperative and cooperative frameworks. Investments of PV are listed in

Fig. 5.4. The storage invested by the LSE is 0.783 MWh. Without cooperation, each household

determines its optimal investment. The PV generation usually hits its maximum when the TOU
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Figure 5.4: Investment decsions without uncertainty.
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Table 5.1: Payoffs of Each Player without Uncertainty.

Household Non-cooperation ($) Cooperation ($)
1 -1126.55 -1125.66

2 -273.64 -273.56

3 -937.08 -936.45

4 -703.44 -702.62

LSE 1705.81 1711.96

Table 5.2: Investment Decisions for Different Selections of γ.

Household γ = 0.01 γ = 0.03 γ = 0.1 N-C

1
PV 2.032 2.081 2.2789 2.466

storage 0 0 0 0

2
PV 0.936 1.032 1.196 1.273

storage 0 0 0 0

3
PV 1.335 1.463 1.635 1.823

storage 0 0 0 0

4
PV 1.380 1.467 1.566 1.749

storage 0 0 0 0

LSE
PV 0 0 0 0

storage 6.964 6.879 6.574 0

rate and the LMP are high, due to which the LSE’s revenue decreases. If the players are allowed

to collaborate, the households can buy energy at lower rates and store it in the LSE’s storage.

Hence, for this case, the invested capacity of PV is lower, as shown in Fig. 5.4. However, the

LSE needs to install storage to offer such a service. By doing so, households can increase their

revenue by reducing investment costs. The LSE can increase its payoffs by buying less power

from household via net metering at higher rates. This is a win-win solution. Moreover, the NBS

guarantees the Pareto optimality of strategies.

Intuitively, households will not use the storage if the holding cost is high. Therefore, the

invested capacities in PV are close to those without cooperation. On the other hand, if there

is cheap storage available to the end users, they will store the electricity during off-peak hours

and use it during peak hours. Therefore, the total invested capacity of PV is increasing in γ.

Such trend leads to the need for more storage capacity when γ is low. Table 5.2 shows that the

invested capacity of shared storage is decreasing in γ. The units of invested PV and storage are

kW and kWh, respectively. N-C means non-cooperative framework.

Moreover, we observe from Table 5.3, in which “diff” denotes the increased payoff compared

with the non-cooperative framework, that more surplus is allocated to the LSE. In this sense,

the LSE is willing to negotiate with the end users and cooperate.

In the previous analysis, we fix γ. However, the holding cost should be a bargaining element

in the cooperative ZEC expansion planning. The (Pareto) optimal holding cost obtained by the

bargaining process is zero. We fix γ = 0 and compare the two cases. The comparison is shown
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Table 5.3: Payoffs ($) for Different Selections of γ.

Household γ = 0.01 γ = 0.03 γ = 0.1 N-C

1
payoffs -2068.11 -2068.16 -2068.03 -2068.20

diff 0.09 0.04 0.16 N/A

2
payoffs -1175.49 -1175.55 -1175.44 -1175.57

diff 0.08 0.03 0.13 N/A

3
payoffs -1775.45 -1775.50 -1775.38 -1775.54

diff 0.09 0.04 0.16 N/A

4
payoffs -1359.97 -1360.02 -1359.90 -1360.06

diff 0.09 0.04 0.16 N/A

LSE
payoffs 512.33 512.05 526.76 511.52

diff 0.80 0.52 15.23 N/A

Table 5.4: Comparison of Outcomes under Fixed γ and Bargaining Dependent γ.

Household Fixed γ = 0 Optimal γ

1
PV (kW) 1.88848069 1.88848076

storage (kWh) 0 0
payoffs ($) -2034.00 -2034.00

2
PV (kW) 0.834158309 0.834158356

storage (kWh) 0 0
payoffs ($) -1141.38 -1141.38

3
PV (kW) 1.29068449 1.29068448

storage (kWh) 0 0
payoffs ($) -1741.34 -1741.34

4
PV (kW) 1.30832018 1.30832017

storage (kWh) 0 0
payoffs ($) -1325.86 -1325.86

LSE
PV (kW) 0 0

storage (kWh) 6.48597607 6.48597664
payoffs ($) 725.15 725.15

in Table 5.4. The payoffs of the non-cooperative framework are the same as those in Table 5.3.

If the holding cost is determined via the bargaining process, the allocation is fair. The increased

payoffs for each household are $34.20, $34.20, $34.20, and $34.20, respectively. It highlights the

advantage of NBS. In our experiments, the relaxation is tight. The reason is that the optimal

fixed cost γ is 0, and it is the lower bound of the envelope, where the convex underestimator,

the convex overestimator, and the original objective function are the same. Intuitively, the LSE

has no incentive to install storage since γ = 0. However, the LSE can gain profits by installing a

PV system and selling excess electricity to the wholesale market. If a non-cooperative approach

is used, the LSE has no information about the residential PV-storage systems and residential

demands. Due to the lack of this information, the LSE will not be able to size its PV-storage

system optimally. As long as the payoffs can overweight the loss suffered from offering free
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of payoffs for cases with and without investment of power rating.

storage service, the LSE will still want to cooperate.

As mentioned earlier, our model can be easily extended to incorporate the investment of

power rating for storage. A new decision variable should be added following the same spirit

used for the other two investment decisions. We consider the investment cost for power rating

as $800/kW, and compare the results with and without the investment of that. γ is considered

as a decision variable. The comparison of the payoffs is shown in Fig. 5.5.

5.1.6 Conclusion

A novel business model where utility and households within a community cooperatively de-

ploy solar and storage is presented. The Nash bargaining solution allocates the potential increase

in payoffs. To capture the meteorology and geography of the local community within the un-

certainty, a CNN based scenario generation method is used. The numerical results demonstrate

that the utility and every household in the community can increase their payoffs and adopt

more renewable energy by cooperative planning, which sheds light on the future customer-

utility relationship. The case study also shows that the Nash bargaining solution leads to a

good allocation of surplus and guarantees a win-win outcome.

The current problem formulation is not computationally efficient. In real life, there might be

hundreds of households. It is necessary to investigate distributed optimization approach for the

problem in consideration. Also, I will consider TOU rates as variables (i.e., dynamic pricing) in

the bargaining process, which can provide valuable insights into the utility rate making process.
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5.2 Critical Service Restoration via Dynamic Microgrids

Although there are remarkable ongoing efforts in grid resiliency enhancement using dynamic

microgrids and DERs, most of the works solve the underlying problems in a centralized manner.

Centralized optimization may sacrifice the privacy of DER owners. Moreover, it requires that

the operator is able to solve a complicated problem promptly, which is not always the case under

emergencies. Mixed binary second-order cone programs on a large scale can be computationally

prohibitive, while linear models may not characterize the physical dynamics adequately. In

this regard, distributed optimization approaches are widely adopted to tackle problems in the

distribution system. However, binary variables representing on/off statuses of switches may

change the structure of well-studied problems in the distribution network. Those methods are

not directly applicable to critical service restoration problems with dynamic microgrids. The

problem in consideration needs a distributed optimization technique that is compatible with

binary variables.

Besides problems in power systems, mixed-integer optimization is a pivotal tool for the for-

mulation and solution of many problems in other fields. For example, warehouse management

and vehicle routing in operations research [147], and clustering and image segmentation in com-

puter vision [148]. Extensive works are proposed to solve mixed-integer optimization problems

efficiently. Again, most of the existing works require the system operator to gather all the infor-

mation and be able to solve complex problems, and hence, they are not ideal methods for the

critical service restoration problem and cannot leverage the specific structure of the problem in

consideration.

In this dissertation, we investigate a distributed optimization based solution with guar-

anteed performance. First, the critical service restoration problem is formulated as a mixed-

integer second-order cone program. A heuristic distributed optimization approach that is based

on column generation is proposed to enhance computational efficiency. The heuristic method

is shown to converge after finite iterations with a bounded optimality gap. The case study

compares the proposed algorithm with the centralized optimization approach and alternating

direction method of multiplier technique. Numerical results highlight the necessity of distributed

optimization and effectiveness of the proposed approach.

5.2.1 Problem Formulation

Notations and Assumptions

Consider a distribution network as a graph G = (I, E) where I = (1, . . . , I) represents the

set of buses and E denotes the set of distribution lines connecting the buses in I. We index buses

and edges by i and (i, j), respectively, where (i, j) indicates pointing from i to j. Let IL denote

load buses without net generation. For each bus i ∈ I, let Vi = |Vi|eiθi be its complex voltage,

and we define vi := |Vi|2 as its magnitude squared. Meanwhile, PG
i , QG

i , PL
i , and QL

i represent

the active generation, reactive generation, active consumption, and reactive consumption at bus
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i, respectively. Let zij = rij + ixij and Sij = Pij + iQij be the complex impedance and branch

power flow from bus i to bus j. Note zij = zji and Sij 6= −Sji. Let Lij be complex branch

current, and lij := |Lij |2 be the magnitude of complex branch current squared. We consider a

projection of all the decision variables to the space of {PG
i , QG

i , PL
i , QL

i , vi, ∀i ∈ I} and {Pij ,
Qij , lij , ∀(i, j) ∈ E}. Resulting decision variables are non-negative. Moreover, the lower and

upper bounds of a variable Z are denoted by
¯
Z and Z̄, respectively.

To achieve the goal of serving critical infrastructures by distributed generation, several dy-

namic microgrids that feature adjustable topologies and boundaries are needed, which requires

system operators to optimize on/off statuses of switches and the direction of flows in each edge.

We first define a set of binary variables {βij ,∀(i, j) ∈ E} to represent the flow directions. In

the rest of this work, we refer this set as direction indicators. Moreover, another set of binary

variables {yi, ∀i ∈ I} is used to define if bus i is energized or not. If yi = 1, it means bus i is

energized. We define B := {0, 1}. If all the flows in an edge are zeros, then the switch of that

line should be open.

The following assumptions are made throughout this paper:

A1) Generation, consumption, voltage at each bus, and flows in each line are bounded.

A2) Line resistances and reactances are strictly positive, i.e., lines are passive and inductive.

A3) The second-order cone programming (SOCP) relaxations of branch flows are exact.

A4) There exists, at least, limited communication between the coordinator and buses under

emergencies. Moreover, the coordinator is assumed to be able to solve easy-to-handle

problems, e.g., small linear programming (LP) tasks.

In practice, A1 and A2 are mild. Congestion is usually not included in the studies of distribution

networks. We can assume that upper bounds are large numbers. A3 holds for a radial network

under some assumptions as shown in [149], or one can check the sufficient condition of exactness

for a given system as in [150]. Moreover, a brief discussion on tackling inexact cases is included

later, and we also verify the exactness in the numerical results.

Critical Service Restoration Model

Critical service restoration seeks to maximize total weighted served energy, where critical

loads are associated with larger weights, while meeting various operational constraints. The

objective function can be given by∑
i∈I

fi =
∑
i∈I

(
πiP

L
i + π′iQ

L
i

)
, (5.26)

where πi and π′i are weights of active and reactive powers at bus i. In practice, weights of reactive

power are usually not considered, i.e., π′i = 0. In (5.26), we consider the consumption at each

bus as decision variables, which implicitly assumes that system operators can disconnect every
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bus or have methods to shed loads at a certain cost (e.g., demand response). Recent installation

of smart meters allows for remote disconnection of customer supply by system operators.

The critical service restoration problem can be formulated as the following mixed-integer

second-order program:

max
∑
i∈I

fi (5.27a)

s.t.
∑

(i,j)∈E

Pij −
∑

(k,i)∈E

(Pki − rkilki) = PG
i − PL

i , ∀i ∈ I, (5.27b)

∑
(i,j)∈E

Qij −
∑

(k,i)∈E

(Qki − xkilki) = QG
i −QL

i , ∀i ∈ I, (5.27c)

−M(1− βij) ≤ vi − vj − 2rijPij − 2xijQij + z2
ijlij ≤M(1− βij), ∀(i, j) ∈ E , (5.27d)

lijvi = P 2
ij +Q2

ij , ∀(i, j) ∈ E , (5.27e)

0 ≤ Pij ≤ P̄ijβij , ∀(i, j) ∈ E , (5.27f)

0 ≤ Qij ≤ Q̄ijβij , ∀(i, j) ∈ E , (5.27g)

0 ≤ lij ≤ l̄ijβij , ∀(i, j) ∈ E , (5.27h)

0 ≤ PG
i ≤ P̄G

i yi, ∀i ∈ I, (5.27i)

0 ≤ PL
i ≤ P̄L

i yi, ∀i ∈ I, (5.27j)

0 ≤ QG
i ≤ Q̄G

i yi, ∀i ∈ I, (5.27k)

0 ≤ QL
i ≤ Q̄L

i yi, ∀i ∈ I, (5.27l)

¯
viyi ≤ vi ≤ v̄iyi, ∀i ∈ I. (5.27m)∑
(j,i)∈E

βji = yi, ∀i ∈ IL, (5.27n)

yi ∈ B, ∀i ∈ I, βij ∈ B, ∀(i, j) ∈ E . (5.27o)

Constraints (5.27b)-(5.27e) adopt DistFlow model from [151], in which voltages and current

angles are eliminated. For the angle recovery, we refer to [149]. Big M is used in (5.27d), which

ensures that the constraint is not binding when βij = 0. (5.27f)-(5.27h) ensure that the flows

in (i, j) will be zero when the direction indicator βij = 0. (5.27i)-(5.27l) constrain generation

and consumption by generation capacity and actual demand. Voltage squared is bounded by

(5.27m). (5.27n) assumes that load nodes can be energized by one path only, and generation

buses can be self-energized. Moreover, (5.27o) imposes integral requirements. Note that we do

not impose any constraint on the substation, hence, the program is general enough to model

the case where the main grid is down.

Since we assume lines are passive and inductive, one can prove that, for each line, the flows

at least in one direction must be zero at minima. Therefore, we add a cut (5.28) to accelerate

computation.

βij + βji ≤ 1, ∀(i, j) ∈ E . (5.28)
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For non-convex constraint (5.27e), we adopt SOCP relaxation, which is given by

− (lij + vi)
2 + (lij − vi)2 + 4P 2

ij + 4Q2
ij ≤ 0,∀(i, j) ∈ E . (5.29)

The model can incorporate other considerations that are modeled by linear constraints. By

adding time indexes, a multi-period problem can be formulated. Moreover, objective function

can be augmented to include other benefits.

Distributed Formulation

In case of emergencies, system operators may have limited computational power and require

time-efficient solution, which motivates us to decompose the problem into small pieces and follow

a distributed scheme. We define a set of slack variables ci = {(P iij , Qiij , liij , βiij , vij),∀(i, j) ∈
E} to represent the coupling decision variables optimized at bus i. Moreover, we have a set

of individual variables xi = {PG
i , Q

G
i , P

L
i , Q

L
i , vi, yi}. Let (ci,xi) collect slack variables and

individual variables at bus i. We denote the constraint set of (ci,xi) over (5.29) by F is whereas

that over other linear constraints by F ip. Problem (5.27) is reformulated as:

CP: max
∑
i∈I

fi(ci,xi) (5.30a)

s.t. (ci,xi) ∈ F ip, ∀i ∈ I, (5.30b)

(ci,xi) ∈ F is, ∀i ∈ I, (5.30c)

cij − cj = 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ E , (5.30d)

cij − ci = 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ E , (5.30e)

yi, ∀i ∈ I, βiij ∈ B, ∀(i, j) ∈ E , (5.30f)

where (5.30d) and (5.30e) are interpreted as consensus constraints. cij is the agreed value of

coupling elements. It guarantees the solution of CP equals to that of (5.27). By relaxing the

consensus constraints, the problem can be decomposed into subproblems at each bus. Note βij ’s

must converge to binaries, which may limit the adaptability of some conventional distributed

optimization approaches or make them merely heuristics. Let fCP be the optimal objective

value of CP.

5.2.2 Solution Methodology

Here, we first introduce basics of an exact algorithm, named branch-and-price. Then, based

on the algorithm, we develop a heuristic for CP.

Dantzig-Wolfe Reformulation and Branch-and-Price

Representing a bounded polyhedron by its extreme points is the basic construct of Dantzig-

Wolfe decomposition in linear programming [152]. Branch-and-price adopts the same spirit due
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to discrete nature of integer variables. Here, we show the feasible region of CP can be regarded

as a bounded polyhedron, given any fixed values of binary variables.

Lemma 16. Given any fixed values of binary variables and any ε > 0, there exists a set of linear

constraints Fap := ∪iF iap that approximates Fs := ∪iF is such that |fCP − fAP| ≤ ε, where fAP

is the optimal objective value of the approximated problem (AP).

Proof. See [153].

Note AP approximates problem (5.27) under A3.

Lemma 17. Given any fixed values of binary variables, the feasible region of AP is a polytope,

i.e., Fap ∪ Fp is a bounded polyhedron, under A1.

Proof. The constraints are linear, and therefore it is a polyhedron. All the variables are bounded,

∃M > 0, such that ||(ci,xi)|| ≤M,∀(ci,xi) ∈ F iap ∪ F ip.

Given Lemmas 16 and 17, the feasible region under any fixed values of binary variables can

be represented by extreme points. The number of combinations of binary variables is also finite,

and therefore, the feasible region of AP can be represented by finite points. The problem over

those finite points is called master problem. However, most points are not useful and make the

problem too large. In practice, a restricted master problem (RMP) with a base set is considered.

By generating meaningful columns into the base set, the solution of RMP equals to that of the

master problem, and therefore, that of AP and that of CP with ε accuracy. For the proof of

equivalence between RMP, the master problem, and AP, we refer to [58].

The RMP of critical service restoration problems is constructed as follows. Let the set of

extreme points added at k-th iteration from the subproblem at bus i be ci,k. Note xi,k is not

added. Define the corresponding objective value as ui,k := fi(ci,k,xi,k). RMP at K-th iteration

is written as:

max
αi,k,cij

K∑
k=0

∑
i∈I

ui,kαi,k, (5.31a)

s.t. cij −
K∑
k=0

(ci,kαi,k) = 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ E , ∀i ∈ I, (5.31b)

K∑
k=0

αi,k = 1, ∀i ∈ I, (5.31c)

cij ∈ C, ∀(i, j) ∈ E , αi,k ≥ 0, ∀i, k, (5.31d)

where (5.31d) denotes restrictions that require some coupling elements to be binaries, and con-

vexity constraint (5.31c) comes from the fact that all the points in the original feasible region

can be represented by the convex combination of extreme points. We solve the linear program-

ming (LP) relaxation of RMP, i.e., relax (5.31d). Let dual variables associated with consensus
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constraint (5.31b) and convexity constraint (5.31c) be µi and λi, respectively. Subproblems are

augmented and considered as pricing problems. The following subproblem is solved for every

bus to generate a meaningful column into RMP for the next iteration:

Ui,K+1 = max fi(ci,xi)− µ>i ci (5.32a)

s.t. (ci,xi) ∈ F ip, F is, (5.32b)

yi, β
i
ij , β

i
ji ∈ B, ∀j ∈ N (i), (5.32c)

where N (i) is the set of neighbors of bus i. If Ui,K+1 > λi, the solution in this pricing problem

indicates a positive increased revenue of RMP. Then, ci,K+1 should enter the base set. When

there are no positive ones for all the pricing problems, integrality check and branching procedure

should be done. However, RMP may be infeasible at the beginning, i.e., when the base set is

empty. The following lemma provides a way to generate a feasible initial base set.

Lemma 18. (ci,xi) = 0, ∀i ∈ I is a feasible solution to CP.

Remark 1. Branch-and-price can solve the critical service restoration problem in a distributed

manner, with an exact solution (with ε accuracy), under A3. The exactness of SOCP relaxation

only guarantees the existence of a good polyhedron approximation for the feasible region of

problem (5.27). Therefore, any good polyhedron approximation to (5.27e) should work. The

region defined by (5.27e) is a quadratic equation intersected with bounded polyhedron, which

has been shown that the exact convex hull is second-order cone representable in [154]. It allows

us to apply branch-and-price. The columns added into RMP are not necessarily with the high-

est increased revenue. Heuristics maintaining the equality while with optimality gap are also

acceptable.

A Modified Distributed Optimization Approach

Branch-and-price can find a better branching node compared with branch-and-bound, but

branching is still time consuming. There are remarkable ongoing efforts on the enhancement

of implementing branch-and-price, e.g., rounding at the root node. In this work, we want to

leverage the special structure of the critical service restoration problem. First, the problem can

be considered as a two-stage problem: determining the direction of power flows in each line,

and then, optimizing dispatches. For an energized load bus i, yi = 1. Second, integer variables

are binaries. The two features above motivate us to solve a pure binary problem, fix the values

of binary variables, and recover continuous variables. To do so, we first show that the recovery

of continuous variables is always feasible. In the rest of this work, we refer the process for the

recovery of continuous variables as recovery problem.

Lemma 19. Given any fixed values of binary variables, the optimal solution set of the recovery

problem is nonempty and compact, under A1.

Proof. Let γ collect all the continuous variables. Consider the following recovery problem:
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maxγ∈Γ
∑

i∈I fi(γ), where Γ = {γ|γ ∈ ∪iF is(βij , yi),γ ∈ ∪iF ip(βij , yi)}. One can verify that Γ

is nonempty for a selection of {βij ,∀(i, j) ∈ E , yi, ∀i ∈ I} by setting all the variables excluding

some voltages to zero. Under A1, Γ is bounded. Moreover, the set is the intersection of the

level set of continuous functions and hyperplanes, which indicates it is closed. We conclude

that Γ is compact. Each function fi is linear, the optimal value
∑

i∈I fi(γ
∗) is finite, and γ∗

is nonempty by Weierstrass extreme value theorem. γ∗ ⊆ Γ, then γ∗ is bounded since Γ is

bounded. γ∗ = Γ∩ {γ ∈ R|γ||
∑

i∈I f(γ) ≤
∑

i∈I f(γ∗)}, which indicates that γ∗ is closed, and

therefore compact.

Lemma 19 guarantees that we can always find feasible and optimal dispatches for any se-

lection of βij ’s. If solving such a centralized SOCP problem is still computational demanding

for system operators under emergencies or the privacy of DER owners is required to be pre-

served, it can be reformulated into a form that is easy to decompose as (5.30). Methods such

as column generation via Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition and conventional ADMM can solve it

in a distributed manner.

The procedure of selecting βij ’s is given as follows. Consider the following modified restricted

master problem:

MRMP: max
αi,k, βij , βji

K∑
k=0

∑
i∈I

ui,kαi,k, (5.33a)

s.t. βij −
K∑
k=0

(βiij,kαi,k) = 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ E , (5.33b)

βij −
K∑
k=0

(βjij,kαj,k) = 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ E , (5.33c)

βji −
K∑
k=0

(βiji,kαi,k) = 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ E , (5.33d)

βji −
K∑
k=0

(βjji,kαj,k) = 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ E , (5.33e)

K∑
k=0

αi,k = 1, ∀i ∈ I, (5.33f)

βij , βji ∈ B, ∀(i, j), αi,k ≥ 0, ∀i, k. (5.33g)

Again, let µiij , µ
i
ji collect dual variables of consensus constraint (5.33b), (5.33d), and λi repre-
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sents that of (5.33f). The modified pricing problem for bus i is given by

max fi(ci,xi)−
∑

j∈N (i)

(µiijβ
i
ij + µijiβ

i
ji) (5.34a)

s.t. (ci,xi) ∈ F ip, F is, (5.34b)

yi, β
i
ij , β

i
ji ∈ B, ∀j ∈ N (i), (5.34c)

where N (i) is the set of neighbors of bus i. Similarly, if the pricing problem indicates a positive

increased revenue, the column should be added into MRMP.

Theorem 20. The solution of LP relaxation of MRMP meets the integrality requirement already,

i.e., β∗ij , β
∗
ji ∈ B, ∀(i, j) ∈ E .

Proof. For the ease of explanation, we first give the canonical form of the relaxed MRMP.

β := {(βij , βji),∀(i, j) ∈ E}, and α := {(αi,k), ∀i ∈ I, ∀k ∈ {0, . . . ,K}}. Let B̂ be the

convex hull of B. We have β ∈ B̂2|E| and α ∈ B̂|I|×K . The relaxed MRMP can be written

as max(β,α)∈A u
>[β,α], where A = {(β,α)|A[β,α]> = b, (β,α) ∈ B̂2|E|+|I|×K}. Obviously,

b = [04|E|,1|I|]>, whose elements are integers. If matrix A is totally unimodular, then A has

integer vertices and leads to integral solutions. Let the order of A be M × N . It is sufficient

to show every subset R ⊆ {1, . . . ,M} of rows can be divided into two sets R1 and R2 that

an =
∑

m∈R1
am,n−

∑
m∈R2

am,n ∈ {−1, 0, 1},∀n ∈ {1, . . . , N}, where am,n is a coefficient of A

(Chapter 19 in [155]). Consider the following partition rule: (5.33b) and (5.33d) are always in

a partition; and (5.33c) and (5.33e) are always in another partition, which ensures the require-

ment for column associated with βij ’s hold. Since we have (5.28), then −βiij,k − βiji,k ∈ {0,−1},
which also holds if one row is not in R. For column n relating to αi,k, when −βiij,k − βiji,k = 0,

the allocation will not make any change. When −βiij,k − βiji,k = −1, we add two rows to R1

if current an = 1 and to R2 if current an = −1. If an = 0, we skip the two rows and allocate

other pairs first until all the current an’s are 0. The value of an is always changed by 1, and

we can keep the an’s of all the columns relating to a node (i.e., αi,k, ∀k) in {0,−1} or {0, 1}.
Therefore, (5.33f) can be allocated in the end according to values an’s for this node, and there

always exists such a partition for every subset of rows.

Remark 2. MRMP removes the dependency of αi,k’s on consensus constraints of continuous

variables. It ensures that the feasible region of MRMP has integer vertices. The new pricing

problem assumes that all the other variables are projected to the space of direction indica-

tors. However, the information returned by MRMP excludes the “price” of the consensus of

continuous coupling variables, which may lead to suboptimality post the recovery.

Let ψk be the base set of MRMP at iteration k. Algorithm 4 concludes the proposed dis-

tributed optimization approach for selecting direction indicators. Let Bk = {βij,k,∀(i, j) ∈ E} be

the set of direction indicators added to ψk−1 at iteration k, we show the finiteness of Algorithm

4.
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Algorithm 4 Algorithm for selecting direction indicators.

Require:
Initial base set ψ0, graph G

1: Add ψ0 to MRMP, set µ = 0, k = 0, and λ = 0
2: while any pricing problem indicates a positive increase do
3: ψk+1 = ψk
4: for i ∈ I do
5: solve decoupled pricing problems (5.34) using µ,λ;
6: if fi(ci,xi)−

∑
j∈N (i)(µ

i
ijβ

i
ij + µijiβ

i
ji) > λi then

7: add the column
(
βiij , ∀j ∈ N (i)

)
to ψk+1

8: end if
9: end for

10: solve MRMP over ψk+1, k = k+1
11: update µ,λ
12: end while

Theorem 21. Given a graph G, Algorithm 4 terminates after adding finite columns. In the worst

case, it takes Πi∈I3
|N (i)| iterations to stop.

Proof. Bk consists of a combination of direction indicators, which implies that the total number

of possible Bk is finite. For each bus i, it has |N (i)| neighbors. For each undirected edge (i, j),

there are three combinations: βij = βji = 0, βij = 1 ∧ βji = 0, and βij = 0 ∧ βji = 1, given

constraint (5.28). Therefore, the number of possible selections at node i is 3|N (i)|. For the entire

G, the number of total combinations is Πi∈I3
|N (i)|. At iteration k, we either terminate the while

loop or add a combination Bk of the feasible region of CP into MRMP. Since the number of

possible Bk in CP is shown to be Πi∈I3
|N (i)|, it is sufficient to show that each combination is

added to MRMP at most once. If the above is true, Algorithm 1 must terminate after, at most,

Πi∈I3
|N (i)| iterations.

First recall that we optimally solve MRMP at iteration k − 1 and update dual variables,

which means that there exists no Bl ∈ ψk−1,∀l ∈ {0, . . . , k−1} with positive increased revenue.

However, for each subset (solution of the subproblem at bus i) of Bk, we solve a pricing problem

and Bk only includes that subset when fi(ci,xi) −
∑

j∈N (i)(µ
i
ijβ

i
ij + µijiβ

i
ji) > λi. It indicates

each subset is with a positive increased revenue. Therefore, Bk has a positive increased revenue,

and it is not a subset of the base set ψk−1 before. Each combination will be added once.

Remark 3. MRMP merely relaxes the consensus on continuous variables in RMP. RMP is

equivalent to the master problem, AP, and CP. CP is a mixed-integer SOCP problem. Hence,

the complexity of MRMP still exponentially increases with respect to the number of buses in a

graph.

Now we want to study the performanence of direction indicators selected by Algorithm 1.

Let the set of all the Πi∈I3
|N (i)| combinations of Bk be V. We have ψk ⊆ V and Bk ⊂ V, ∀k ∈
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{0, . . . ,Πi∈I3
|N (i)|}. The recovery problem can be regarded as a function over the solution of

MRMP, whereas MRMP can be interpreted as a set function over the base set ψk. We define

another set function that represents the objective value of the recovery problem under the base

set ψk. In other words, there exists a set function V : 2|V| → R that assigns each base set ψk

a scalar V (ψk), which represents the optimal objective value of recovery problem under the

current base set. Recall that fCP and fAP represent the optimal objective value of CP and AP,

respectively.

Theorem 22. Let ψ be the base set when Algorithm 1 terminates. Given any δ > 0, we have

(1− 1
e )fCP − δ < V (ψ) ≤ fCP + δ.

Proof. By Lemma 16, it is sufficient to show (1 − 1
e )fAP < V (ψ) ≤ fAP . Given (5.26), fAP

is non-negative. V (ψ) may be suboptimal, which leads to V (ψ) ≤ fAP . Next, we show set

function V is monotone and submodular. Let B∗k be the optimal solution corresponding to

V (ψk). Without loss of generality, we consider two subsets of V: ψl1 ⊆ ψl2 ⊆ V. If B∗l2 ∈ ψl1,

V (ψl1) = V (ψl2). On the other hand, if B∗l2 /∈ ψl1, V (ψl1) ≤ V (ψl2), otherwise B∗l1 ∈ ψl2 will

contradict that B∗l2 is the optimal solution. To conclude, V (ψl1) ≤ V (ψl2) and V is monotone. We

show submodularity by discrete derivative: V (ψl1 ∪ B) − V (ψl1) ≥ V (ψl2 ∪ B) − V (ψl2), ∀B ∈
V \ ψl2. When B 6= B∗l2+B, the right hand side is zero, at least, equality should hold due to

monotonicity. When B = B∗l2+B, we have V (ψl1 ∪ B) = V (ψl2 ∪ B), but V (ψl1) ≤ V (ψl2).

Therefore V (ψl1 ∪ B)− V (ψl1) ≥ V (ψl2 ∪ B)− V (ψl2) and V is submodular. By the nature of

maximization in each pricing problem, a column with the most positive increased revenue to

CP is added into MRMP, given current base set, i.e., V (ψk−1∪Bk)−V (ψk−1) ≥ V (ψk−1∪B)−
V (ψk−1), ∀B ∈ V. It is worth noting that this is only true when ψk−1 is generated by MRMP.

Now, consider the sequence of columns generated by the original RMP and pricing problems

as v∗ := (v∗1, . . . ,v
∗
L), where L is the number of iterations required by RMP. Let K + 1 be the

number of iterations required by MRMP. We have

V (v∗) ≤ V (v∗ ∪ ψK) (by monotonicity)

= V (ψK) +

L∑
l=1

[
V (ψK ∪ {v∗1, . . . ,v∗l })− V (ψK ∪ {v∗1, . . . ,v∗l−1})

]
≤ V (ψK) +

L∑
l=1

[
V (ψK ∪ v∗l )− V (ψK)

]
(by submodularity)

≤ V (ψK) +

L∑
l=1

[
V (ψK ∪ BK+1)− V (ψK)

]
(by pricing)

= V (ψK) + L (V (ψK+1)− V (ψK)) .

Note V (v∗) = fAP since RMP is exact (with ε accuracy), and let fAP − V (ψK) = δK , we have

δK ≤ L(δK − δK+1), δK+1 ≤ (1 − 1/L)K+1δ0, and δ0 = fAP − V (ψ0). Since we start with an

initial feasible solution as stated in Lemma 18, V (ψ0) is a constant and equals to 0 in our case.
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Table 5.5: Parameters of Critical Loads.

Node number 9 17 27 30 37 46 66 79 87 94 101

P (kW) 92 39 40 20 20 105 20 40 40 20 40

Q (kVar) 32 19 20 10 10 75 10 20 20 10 20

Then, we have fAP −V (ψK+1) ≤ (1−1/L)K+1fAP and V (ψK+1) ≥ [1− (1−1/L)K+1]fAP . We

can add columns into MRMP and RMP even if they cannot improve the problem. Therefore,

we reconstruct the master problem and have L = K + 1. By Bernoulli inequality, we have

V (ψ) > (1− 1
e )fAP .

Remark 4. The gap coincides with the well-known (1−1/e) bound in the greedy algorithm. The

critical service restoration problem in consideration can be formulated as assigning each load bus

to generation buses by steps, where greedy algorithm can work. Unlike greedy algorithm that

horizontally decomposes the problem, our method exhibits a vertical decomposition scheme,

and is solved “greedily”. Moreover, one may obtain a tighter bound for a specific critical service

restoration problem using curvature of V as discussed in [156] and references therein. However,

the curvature will change over different settings, e.g., different available solar generation.

5.2.3 Case Studies

The proposed algorithm is implemented for two critical service restoration problems on the

modified 123-node test feeder and the modified European low voltage test feeder [157], respec-

tively. We focus on verifying the correctness and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm under

different settings in the 123-node test feeder case. We formulate a multi-period problem using

the European low voltage test feeder and compare with the modified ADMM and centralized

optimization with early stop. Powers in both feeders are normalized to per unit values by 100

kVA. For all the branches, we assume that a remote-controlled switch is available. Restricted

master problem and pricing problems are solved by CPLEX.

The Modified 123-Node Test Feeder

11 critical loads are included. The proposed restoration method is demonstrated by four

cases: 1) there are 5 community PVs, and the main grid is down; 2) there are 5 community

PVs, and the main grid is down, where all the loads are with identical weights; 3) there are 10

community PVs, and the main grid is down; 4) there are 5 community PVs, and lines 18-13 and

52-152 are at fault. The topology with 5 community PVs is shown in Fig. 5.6. The location and

demand of each critical load are listed in Table 5.5. The capacity and siting of solar generation

are given in Table 5.6. In case 1, 3, 4, we set π = 10, π′ = 2 and π = 500, π′ = 100 for non-

critical and critical loads, respectively. In case 2, all the loads are with weights π = 10, π′ = 2.
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Figure 5.6: IEEE 123-node distribution system with 11 critical loads and 5 community PVs.

Table 5.6: Parameters of Community-Level Solar.

All the cases Case 3 only

Node P̄G (kW) Q̄G (kVar) Node P̄G (kW) Q̄G (kVar)

4 145.33 64.25 15 165.33 134.25

26 226.23 86.52 21 165.33 134.25

44 129.52 89.02 35 165.33 134.25

60 201.63 152.69 53 169.52 149.02

86 92.63 54.56 99 165.33 134.25

It implicitly assumes that there is no critical load, and the problem becomes a load restoration

problem.

The total computational time of the proposed method consists of time for the recovery

problem, time for generating the initial feasible solution, total time for solving MRMP’s, total

time for solving pricing problems. The pricing problem of each node can be solved locally, and

therefore, we consider the slowest one at each iteration as the computational time of solving

pricing problems at that iteration. By summing up all the slowest ones, we have the total time

required for solving pricing problems. Similarly, we consider the sum of CPU time for solving

MRMP at each iteration as the total time for solving MRMP’s. In the remaining analysis, we

label time for the recovery problem, time for generating the initial feasible solution, total time
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Table 5.7: Comparison between the Proposed Method and the Centralized Optimization.

Computational time (sec) Objective value

Proposed method Centralized
Exactness

Proposed Centralized Relative

Time-F Time-M Time-P Time-R Total time optimization method optimization optimality gap

Case 1 0.0156 0.0010 0.7813 0.2311 1.0290 4.8599 Yes 1849.61 2023.56 9.42%

Case 2 0.0070 0.0080 1.1757 0.2259 1.4166 76.1741 Yes 79.32 86.45 8.99%

Case 3 0.0079 0.0090 1.0214 0.2114 1.2497 8.4938 No 2492.62 2534.41 1.68%

Case 4 0.0069 0.0098 0.0569 0.2253 0.2989 4.9564 Yes 1864.82 1928.97 3.44%

for solving MRMP’s, total time for solving pricing problems as Time-R, Time-F, Time-M, and

Time-P, respectively.

The comparison between the proposed restoration method and centralized optimization ap-

proach, in terms of computational time and the optimal objective values, is shown in Table 5.7.

The solution of case 3 is inexact, and those of other cases are all exact. Since our method is

merely a heuristic, the total computational time is expected to be less than that of centralized

optimization approach. Moreover, if the recovery problem is also solved in a distributed man-

ner, DERs are not required to report all of their statuses to system operators. CPLEX solves

mixed-integer programs using branch-and-cut method. When we select identical weights for all

the loads in case 2, it is not easy to generate useful cuts for accelerating computation, and

therefore, the CPU time in case 2 is much larger. However, our method can find a set of near-

optimal direction indicators quickly in case 2. Time-R is quite close for all the cases because it

solves similar problems. Our method can converge in all the cases, and corresponding recovery

problems are feasible. It indicates the critical service restoration problem can be solved using

a 2-stage scheme, and our method can work. On the other hand, the actual bounds are much

tighter than the theoretical bound. As we mentioned in Remark 4, one can prove a tighter

bound for a specific critical service restoration problem using curvature of the set function.

For most of the cases, our method is expected to give a near-optimal solution. In particular,

compared with other cases, our method gives a better solution in case 3, where the available

solar generation can meet the demands of critical loads. Similarly, a relatively greater result is

obtained in case 4, where substation can serve some critical loads.

The Modified European Low Voltage Test Feeder

The topology of the modified system is shown in Fig. 5.7. There are 906 buses in this feeder,

and we add 12 critical loads and 17 DERs. Moreover, some lines are added, and we assume

every bus is with loads. We set π = 10, π′ = 2 and π = 500, π′ = 100 for non-critical and critical

loads, respectively. The case, where the power support from the upstream transmission system

is not available, is considered. The original load file has time resolution of 1 minute. We take the

average of each 10-minute interval, and hence each hour is associated with 6 time steps. At the

beginning of each hour, we allow the system to change its topology and form new microgrids.

The main grid is assumed to be recovered in 3 hours, so we solve 3 independent problems.
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Figure 5.7: Modified European low voltage test feeder.

Table 5.8: Comparison between Three Methods

Method

Hour 1 Hour 2 Hour 3

Time (sec) Objective value Time (sec) Objective value Time (sec) Objective value

Prop. 7.52 2198.58 9.17 4468.89 7.21 4915.50

ADMM 14.1 2154.68 17.8 4434.28 17.3 4869.82

CO 612 2259.34 1002 5079.16 1141 5360.40

Given different forecasts of DERs and loads for the hour in consideration, the optimization

gives three different adaptive topologies, which are visualized in Fig. 5.7. Blue lines denote lines

with reverse flows. For example, flows are from bus 2 to bus 1 if line 1-2 is blue. In different

hours, different dynamic microgrids that feature adjustable topologies and boundaries can use

their distributed generation to serve one or more critical service facilities within them as much

as possible.

We compare the result produced by the proposed approach with those generated by central-

ized optimization with early stop and modified ADMM. The centralized optimization spends

excessive time on branching when the incumbent solution generates a near-optimal objective

value. Therefore, we stop the branching and report the incumbent solution when the optimal-

ity gap is less than 2%. Regarding the ADMM, we solve mixed-integer SOCP problems in

subproblems, and binary variables converge to binaries successfully. The comparison is listed

in Table 5.8, where CO and Prop. denote centralized optimization method and the proposed

method, respectively. The optimality gaps of solutions generated by the proposed method with

respect to those produced by the centralized optimization are 2.69%, 12.01%, and 8.29%, re-

spectively. Since we stop centralized optimization at optimality gap 2%, the gaps are all within

the theoretical bound. However, the CPU time of centralized optimization is much larger. For

hour 3, it takes about 20 minutes. This time depends on the realization of load and DERs.

Besides, CPU time may be larger in case where time resolution of load is 1 minute. Regarding

ADMM, since we solve mixed-integer programs in the subproblems, it can converge to binaries.
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However, it merely serves as a heuristic. The computational time of ADMM is larger than that

of the proposed method, while the corresponding objective value is lower than that generated

by the proposed method.

The solutions in Table 5.8 are not exact, and one may argue centralized mixed-integer linear

programming is more computationally efficient than mixed-integer SOCP. We compare the

centralized optimization model and the proposed method using the linearized DistFlow model,

in which losses are neglected, and the problem becomes a mixed binary linear program. The

objective values produced by the proposed method are 2191.20, 4290.41, and 4853.29, whereas

those yielded by centralized optimization are 2271.98, 4845.60, and 5178.94, respectively. The

theoretical bound holds for every hour, and the overall optimality gap is 7.82%. Our algorithm

takes 0.91 sec, 1.09 sec, and 0.72 sec for each hour, respectively. Regarding the CPU time of

centralized optimization approach, the first hour takes 1255.72 sec. However, both the second

and third hours take longer than 3600 sec. It highlights the necessity of distributed optimization

approach. Under emergencies, it is not practical to spend larger than 1 hour for the computation.

Especially, at the beginning of emergencies, we should restore critical loads within a small time

range.

5.2.4 Conclusion

This work studies the critical service restoration problem using dynamic microgrids coupled

with distributed energy resources. The problem is a mixed-integer second-order cone program,

which is further reformulated into a form that is easy to decompose. We propose a heuristic

algorithm to solve the problem in a distributed manner, which is shown to converge after

finite iterations with a bounded optimality gap. A numerical study verifies the correctness

and effectiveness of the proposed method. Moreover, it shows that the DER can improve the

resiliency.

However, the proposed scheme merely generates a near-optimal solution. In future work,

distributed optimization approaches that produce an exact solution will be studied. On the other

hand, the proposed approach requires a few communications between central coordinator and

nodes. Moreover, it is assumed that the coordinator can process some easy-to-handle problems,

which may be not practical when a big grid outage happens. It is also worth investigating a

fully decentralized algorithm with near-optimal solutions.
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APPENDIX

A

PARAMETERS AND TOPOLOGIES FOR

THE EXPANSION CO-PLANNING

PROBLEM

A.1 Parameters of the Small System

Table A.1: Candidate Sets of Generators and P2Gs.

Name Bus Capacity (MW) Investment cost ($M)

Gen-1 3 100 96

Gen-2 6 80 77

P2G-1 4 60 60

P2G-2 4 40 40

P2G-3 4 50 50
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Table A.2: Candidate Sets of Lines.

from to Capacity (MW) Diameter (inch) Cost ($M)

1 6 100 N/A 32

2 6 150 N/A 32

3 4 50 N/A 12

2 5 100 N/A 32

a c N/A 2.16 32.8

b c N/A 2.16 32.8

Table A.3: Evolution of Random Variables.

Probability Increase of gas price Increase of carbon price Increase of load Wind generation

0.1667 0.79, 0.75 0.75, 0.95 0.80, 1.01 1.16, 1.00

0.0848 0.79, 1.12 0.75, 0.60 0.80, 0.67 1.16, 1.79

0.0690 1.09, 1.00 0.97, 0.89 1.09, 1.03 0.98, 0.80

0.0505 1.09, 1.50 0.97, 1.33 1.09, 1.46 0.98, 1.43

0.0802 0.95, 1.33 1.14, 1.58 1.02, 1.40 0.69, 0.47

0.1265 0.95, 0.89 1.14, 1.05 1.02, 0.98 0.69, 0.92

0.1049 1.16, 1.51 1.21, 1.57 1.14, 1.47 0.81, 1.11

0.0781 1.16, 0.98 1.21, 1.02 1.14, 1.01 0.81, 0.58

0.1101 1.30, 1.12 1.22, 1.64 1.25, 1.67 1.41, 2.02

0.1293 1.30, 1.71 1.22, 1.09 1.25, 1.17 1.41, 1.11

Table A.4: 4-Block Load Duration Curve and Wind Profile.

Block 1 2 3 4

Duration (hours) 87 2541 4380 1752

Load (MW) 446 350 270 230

Wind (MW) 282 255 300 450
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A.2 Parameters of the Large System

The topologies of 118-bus power system and 40-node gas system are shown in Fig. A.1 and

Fig. A.2, respectively.
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Figure A.1: Topology of 118-bus power system.
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Figure A.2: Topology of 40-node gas system.

Moreover, the coupling buses/nodes are listed in Table A.5.

The candidate sets of gas-fired generator, P2G, transmission line, and pipelines in the large

test system are reported in Tables A.6, A.7, A.8, and A.9, respectively.
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Table A.5: The Coupling Buses/Nodes in the Test System.

Number Bus Node Number Bus Node

1 10 4 10 70 6

2 12 8 11 73 5

3 25 3 12 87 34

4 37 18 13 89 35

5 38 11 14 91 28

6 46 13 15 99 14

7 59 15 16 100 29

8 61 24 17 110 36

9 65 17 18 116 21

Table A.6: Candidate Set of Gas Generators.

Candidate generator Bus number Node number Capacity (MW) Investment cost ($M)

1 10 4 200 192

2 12 8 100 96

3 25 3 150 144

4 37 18 200 192

5 38 11 150 144

6 73 5 100 96

7 99 14 100 96

8 100 29 200 192
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Table A.7: Candidate Set of P2Gs.

Candidate P2G Bus number Node number Capacity (MW) Investment cost ($M)

1 10 4 100 100

2 10 4 175 175

3 10 4 250 250

4 25 3 100 100

5 25 3 175 175

6 25 3 250 250

7 65 17 100 100

8 65 17 200 200

9 65 17 300 300

10 73 5 50 50

11 73 5 100 100

12 73 5 150 150

13 99 14 100 100

14 99 14 175 175

15 99 14 250 250

16 46 13 100 100

17 46 13 175 175

18 46 13 250 250

19 12 8 100 100

20 12 8 175 175

21 12 8 250 250

Table A.8: Candidate Set of Transmission Lines.

Line number From bus To bus Flow limit (MW) Investment cost ($M)

1 20 34 500 45

2 24 85 500 45

3 30 117 300 20

4 33 54 175 7

5 37 73 500 45

6 59 66 175 7

7 65 80 175 7

8 79 96 500 45

9 91 100 300 20

10 99 111 500 45

11 107 112 175 7

12 69 15 300 20

13 49 29 500 45

14 10 91 300 20

15 65 51 175 7
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Table A.9: Candidate Set of Pipelines.

Pipeline number From node To node Diameter (inch) Investment cost ($M)

1 2 8 2.62467 8

2 4 35 2.62467 50

3 5 24 2.62467 22.5

4 11 17 2.62467 50

5 12 29 2.62467 22.5

6 24 35 2.62467 22.5

7 29 36 2.62467 22.5

8 29 40 2.62467 50
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